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To ensure the camera you buy doesn’t 

disappoint, every camera that passes 

through the hands of What Digital 

Camera’s technical team is put through

a series of tests. From high-spec DSLRs 

through to entry-level compacts, they are 

subjected to a series of rigorous tests in 

our lab, with results analysed by the very 

best industry software. This makes our 

reviews the most authoritative in the UK. 

We test for colour – different sensors and 

camera image processors can interpret 

colour differently. We then get down to 

the nitty-gritty of resolution, with our lab 

tests showing us exactly how much detail 

each camera can resolve. Then we look 

at Image Noise. Finally, we get out and 

shoot with every camera and lens in real-

world conditions just as you will, to fi nd 

out how they perform.

In this issue
COLOUR 

Subjecting each camera to our 

colour chart test reveals any 

variation and differences in colour 

between Raw and JPEG fi le formats. 

22

RESOLUTION
Our resolution chart reveals exactly 

how much detail a sensor can 

resolve and it’s measured in lines per 

picture height, abbreviated to l/ph.

ISO 100
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H
aving recently 

refreshed its EOS line-

up for professionals 

with the release of 

the EOS-1D X Mark II, Canon has 

returned its focus to the EOS 

range for enthusiasts by 

announcing the EOS 80D. 

Arriving two-and-a-half years 

after the EOS 70D, the 80D is an 

attractive offering for aspiring 

photographers, as well as those 

looking to progress through the 

EOS line-up from an entry-level, 

triple-digit EOS DSLR to a more 

advanced double-digit model. 

Features
The notable change in the Canon 

EOS 80D is its sensor – instead 

of adopting the 20.2-million-

pixel CMOS sensor from its 

predecessor, it employs a 

24.2-million pixel CMOS sensor. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
SENSOR 24.2MP APS-C CMOS

PROCESSOR DIGIC 6 

LENS MOUNT EF/EF-S

ISO ISO 100-16,000 (extendable to ISO 25,600)

BURST 7fps continuous shooting

FOCUSING 45-point AF system

WEIGHT 730g 

PRICE £999 (body only)

Canon EOS 80D

This pairs up with a DIGIC 6 

image processor to provide 

an ISO range of 100-16,000 

(expandable to ISO 25,600). 

Continuing where the 70D left 

off, the 80D is the second 

double-digit EOS model to 

feature Dual Pixel CMOS AF 

technology. Each microlens 

covers two photodiodes that can 

be read independently, and by 

measuring the difference in light 

that reaches each of the two 

diodes, the 80D can perform 

on-sensor phase-detection 

autofocus when using live view 

and shooting HD video. To 

enhance operation in this 

department Canon has 

introduced options to refi ne 

the AF speed and AF tracking 

s i ivity, giving users extra 

c l over the responsiveness 

of ofocus in live view for 

th fi st time.

F viewfi nder shooting, the 

8 features an AF system with 

45 all cross-type points. Of 

these, 27 are f/8 compatible, 

with the centre point being 

sensitive down to f/2.8. The 

working range of the AF system 

is broad (-3EV to 18EV) and 

metering is handled by Canon’s 

7,560-pixel RGB+IR metering 

sensor. The 80D continues to 

shoot a continuous burst at 7fps, 

like the 70D. It’s also possible 

to shoot at up to 3fps in the 

camera’s silent shooting mode, 

or up to 5fps in live view.

The benefi t of the new 

processor is refl ected in the EOS 

80D’s buffer depth. It can record 

110 JPEGs or 25 Raw fi les at up 

to 7fps, which is an improvement 

on the 70D’s 65 JPEGs and 16 

Raw fi les. Like the 70D, the 

viewfi nder displays a camera 

level indicator to avoid skewed 

horizons, and rather than 

producing 98% coverage it now 

displays 100% of the frame with 

0.95x magnifi cation. Below the 

viewfi nder little has changed. 

The 80D borrows the 3in, 

1,040k-dot resolution touch-

sensitive display from the 70D 

and it is hinged at the side, 

allowing it to be pulled out, tilted 

and swivelled to suit a wide 

range of shooting angles. 

Videographers have the ability 

to shoot full HD (1920 x 1080) 

movies at up to 60p and other 

frame rates (50fps, 25fps and 

INCOMING

M I C H A E L  T O P H A M 

The 80D offers greater control from the mode 

dial, there’s a new headphone port below the 

microphone input and the thumbrest at the rear 

is slightly larger to improve the feel in the hand

First
look

The 80D 
features a 

redesigned 
mirror box 

The viewinder 
provides 100% 
coverage of the 

frame
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24fps) are available. Users of 

the 70D who criticised the lack 

of a headphone socket to 

monitor audio levels will be 

glad to see the 80D featuring 

both headphone and 

microphone inputs.

Wi-fi  and NFC connectivity 

are built in, offering users the 

freedom to control the camera 

remotely from a smartphone or 

tablet running Canon’s Camera 

Connect app. Elsewhere, a new 

fi ne-detail effect has been added 

to the picture styles. The 80D 

accepts the same LP-E6N 

battery and weighs 25g less 

than its predecessor. 

Build and handling 
From the front, the 80D looks 

almost identical to the 70D, with 

buttons are circular, and the 80D 

inherits the superb AF area 

selection button that featured on 

the 70D, which, in conjunction 

with the intelligent viewfi nder, 

allows you to quickly toggle 

through AF area modes without 

the need to lower the camera 

from your eye. Again, like the 

70D, the 80D’s body is made 

from aluminium and 

polycarbonate resin, with glass 

and conductive fi bre, and it feels 

well built, albeit not to the same 

weather-resistant standard as 

the 7D Mark II. 

At the side, the headphone 

port sits below the microphone 

input and a quick glance above 

the on/off switch reveals that 

you can now take control of 

creative fi lters and access a 

second custom setting direct 

from the mode dial. 

The EOS 80D will be available 

in May and many online retailers 

are already accepting pre-orders. 

Body-only, the 80D costs £999. 

the larger pentaprism and 

inbuilt microphone holes above 

the model number being the 

only visual differences. At the 

back, those with an eye for 

detail will notice an enlarged 

thumb grip, which contributes 

to slightly better purchase in 

your right hand. 

Playback and quick menu 

New 
EF-S 18-
135mm 
f/3.5-5.6 
IS USM
M I C H A E L  T O P H A M

A
t the same time 

as announcing the 

EOS 80D, Canon 

has revealed its fi rst lens 

to feature Nano USM 

focus technology. The 

EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 

IS USM merges the best 

of Canon’s ultrasonic 

motor technology (USM) 

and stepping motor lens 

technology (STM) to create 

the best blend of smooth, 

quiet autofocus for movie 

recording, and blistering 

speed for stills. As well as 

being able to use it as you 

would a conventional lens, 

it supports the attachment 

of an optional Power Zoom 

Adapter PZ-E1 (£129), 

which offers advantages 

to zoom operation when 

shooting movies. This 

compact and lightweight 

accessory attaches securely 

to the underside of the 

lens and provides fi ngertip 

power zoom control for 

ultra-smooth zooming at 

fast or slow speeds, via 

its mechanical drive and 

electronic contacts. It also 

supports zoom operation 

via Wi-fi . The EF-S 18-

135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM is 

expected to be available in 

May and will cost £439.

WDC had the chance to get 

hands on with the 80D prior 

to its offi cial announcement

The 80D with the new 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM 

lens and Power Zoom Adapter PZ-E1 attached

The EOS 80D inherits the 3in, 1,040k-dot 

vari-angle touchscreen from the EOS 

70D. It responds to the lightest of 

touches and displays vibrant colour
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S
o fi nally, it’s here: the 

fi rst full-frame Pentax 

DSLR, in the shape of 

the all-new K-1. It’s been 

a long time coming: parent 

company Ricoh fi rst put out 

an announcement confi rming 

that the camera was in 

development over a year ago. 

Finally the fi nished product has 

been revealed, and we got our 

hands on it at a pre-launch event 

held at Ricoh’s London HQ.

Features
At the heart of the K-1 is a 

36.4-million-pixel full-frame 

CMOS sensor, which offers 

a sensitivity range of ISO 100 

to 204,800 thanks to the new 

14-bit Prime IV processor and 

improved noise reduction 

algorithms. Raw fi les can be 

recorded in either Pentax PEF 

or Adobe DNG formats.

The sensor is mounted onto 

a fi ve-axis in-body image-

HIGHLIGHTS 
SENSOR 36.4MP full-frame CMOS

PROCESSOR Prime IV

LENS MOUNT Pentax K

ISO 100-204,800

BURST 4.4 fps

HEADPHONE INPUT Yes, 3.5mm stereo

PRICE £1,599 (body only)

Pentax K-1

allows connection to a 

smartphone or tablet, and 

a Lightroom plug-in allows 

shooting tethered to a computer. 

There’s GPS for geotagging, 

including a digital compass. 

About the only thing missing 

is a touchscreen.

The K-1’s pentaprism 

viewfi nder offers 100% coverage 

and 0.7x magnifi cation. New to 

Pentax is an information overlay 

that can project gridlines and a 

dual-axis electronic level display 

onto the focusing screen. An 

LCD display shows an unusually 

comprehensive display of 

exposure information, including 

metering and drive modes and 

an auto-bracketing indicator.

h r screen is a 3.2in, 

1 llion-dot-LCD, with a 

n l culation mechanism 

th ll ws it to pull out on four 

s d tilt up, down, left or 

r h h s gives the speed of 

o n of a tilt-only screen, 

b h ld also work as a 

waist-level fi nder when shooting 

stills in portrait format.

Build and handling 
We’ve become used to Pentax’s 

high-end DSLRs being robustly 

built, and the K-1 follows on this 

tradition with a weather-sealed 

magnesium alloy body. It has 

no fewer than 87 seals in the 

camera to guard against dust or 

water getting into the body, and 

47 on the accessory vertical grip. 

It’s a weighty beast though, at 

1,010g with battery and card, 

even before adding a lens. With 

dimensions of 136.5mm wide x 

110mm tall x 85.5mm deep, it’s 

unusually shaped, too – quite 

narrow, but tall, and deep 

front-to-back. Much of this is 

likely to be due to the in-body 

IS system. The grip feels rather 

chunky, although not 

uncomfortably so.

While the K-1 has all of the 

dials and switches we’d expect 

on a camera aimed squarely at 

serious photographers, it also 

has some useful additions all 

of its own. The mode dial has 

no fewer than fi ve user-

customisable positions, along 

with the signature Pentax Sv and 

TAv modes. The former denotes 

sensitivity priority, with the 

camera using the specifi ed ISO 

and adjusting shutter speed and 

INCOMING

A N D Y  W E S T L A K E

stabilisation mechanism, which  

Ricoh claims can provide up to 

fi ve stops of stabilisation.

Autofocus uses a brand-new 

SAFOX 12 module with 33 focus 

points, of which the central 25 

are cross-type; the AF sensor 

is specifi ed as being sensitive 

down to -3EV. Metering is 

handled by an 86,000-pixel 

RGB sensor, and continuous 

shooting is available at up to 

4.4 frames per second.

Video recording is available 

at Full HD 1920 x 1080 pixel 

resolution and frame rates up to 

60 fps, and 4K timelapse videos 

can be created in-camera.

Aside from this, the K-1 has 

managed to include almost 

anything we might hope for in 

a modern camera. Built-in Wi-fi  

First
look

Pentax 
K mount   

36-million- 
pixel 

full-frame 
sensor

The screen tilts up, down or sideways 
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aperture to match, while TAv is 

the opposite; you set the shutter 

speed and aperture and the 

camera adjusts the ISO. 

More interesting is the pair of 

top-plate dials adjacent to the 

LCD status panel. The two work 

together, with the one beside 

the pentaprism defi ning the 

function of the other. So if the 

function dial is set to ISO, for 

example, the top-plate electronic 

dial controls it directly. With 

separate front and rear dials 

that can be used to set shutter 

speed, aperture and exposure 

compensation, this gives an 

unusual level of direct control.

For shooting in the dark, 

Pentax has also added another 

unique feature. Several LEDs 

are arrayed around the camera 

body, and can be turned on to 

assist operation. Four on the 

back of the LCD assembly can 

light up the rear controls, while 

one under the pentaprism helps 

with changing lenses. Meanwhile 

the twin SD card slots and the 

remote release socket can also 

be lit up. It’s the kind of clever 

touch that leaves you wondering 

why nobody has done it before.

Other features
Thanks to the in-body IS system, 

the K-1 has a number of 

additional unique tricks. The 

sensor has no optical low-pass 

fi lter for maximum detail 

capture, but the IS system can 

be used to minutely vibrate the 

sensor, to provide an anti-

aliasing effect in situations where 

image artefacts such as aliasing 

and colour moiré could become 

problematic. This anti-aliasing 

“ The K-1 has managed to include 

almost anything we might hope for 

in a modern camera ”

pixel-level detail in these 

locations might be of a lower 

quality compared to elsewhere 

in the image, it should 

nevertheless be preferable to 

the ghosting artefacts that the 

K-3 II could produce.

There’s also Pentax’s unique 

Astrotracer mode. This is 

designed for long exposures 

of the night sky, and uses data 

from the GPS unit to determine 

how stars will move across the 

frame during the exposure. 

The in-body IS unit is then 

employed to move the sensor 

to compensate. This allows 

users to experiment with 

astrophotography, without 

having to invest in an expensive 

equatorial tracking mount to do 

the same job.

First impressions
We’ve been waiting so long for 

a full-frame Pentax DSLR that 

there was always a risk it might 

feel like a let-down. But we’re 

pleased to say that if anything, 

the opposite is true – we’re 

pleasantly surprised by just 

how much Ricoh has managed 

to fi t into its Pentax K-1 while 

maintaining an unexpectedly low 

price point for its specifi cation. 

It looks as if Canon and Nikon 

suddenly have seriously strong 

competition to contend with; 

indeed at fi rst sight, the K-1 looks 

like it offers unprecedented 

value for money for a full-frame 

DSLR. We’re certainly really 

looking forward to getting our 

hands on one when production 

models start shipping in April.

simulator works well on existing 

Pentax DSLRs, so it’s good to 

see it included here.

There’s also a pixel shift 

resolution system, similar to that 

seen on the Pentax K-3 II. With 

the camera mounted on a tripod, 

this takes four exposures, 

moving the sensor around in 

a square motion by a pixel each 

time so that all four pixels of the 

Bayer-pattern RGBG colour fi lter 

array are used to produce a 

full-colour measurement for 

each pixel in the fi nal image. This 

results in visibly improved pixel 

level detail and colour gradation. 

On the K-3 II, the system has 

problems with moving subjects 

that change position between 

the four exposures, so new on 

the K-1 is motion detection 

processing that detects where 

objects have moved between 

exposures and only uses a single 

frame to process them. While 

Lens 
compatibility

F
ollowing the transition 

from fi lm to digital, 

Pentax concentrated 

on building up an impressive 

range of APS-C dedicated 

lenses. But the fl ipside of 

this has been a gradual loss 

of the full-frame lens range, 

so over the past year or two 

new owner Ricoh has had 

to build it up again. With 

two new lenses announced 

alongside the K-1, a 28-

105mm f/3.5-5.6 and a 15-

30mm f/2.8 (both of which 

are weather-sealed), there 

will be 12 compatible full-

frame lenses at launch.

Of these, six are recent 

weather-sealed designs, 

while six are older fi lm-era 

primes. The new 15-30mm 

f/2.8 is, like the 24-70mm 

f/2.8, clearly a rebadged 

Tamron lens with essentially 

the same specifi cation 

and optical formula, but 

lacking optical stabilisation 

as it’s no longer needed 

due to Pentax’s in-body 

stabilisation. Both the 

original Tamron lenses are 

excellent, so K-1 buyers who 

want to use a set of top-

notch fast zooms look like 

they should be well served.

Apart from Pentax’s 

own lenses, plenty of third-

party options are available, 

including Samyang’s 

excellent value manual 

focus primes and Sigma’s 

superb ‘Art’ line-up. So while 

Canon and Nikon still have 

the edge for own-brand 

options, particularly with 

fast primes and specialist 

optics, it’s still possible to 

get most full-frame lens 

types to fi t the K-1.

Users who have a 

collection of APS-C Pentax 

DA lenses will fi nd these will 

still work on the K-1, with 

a 16-million-pixel 1.5x crop 

mode. A frameline in the 

viewfi nder indicates 

the image area. One 

advantage of crop mode 

is that the AF points cover 

most of the frame.

The camera’s back is covered in controls 

A GPS unit is placed on 

top of the pentaprism
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1 Sony full-frame GM lenses
FROM €2,000 www.sony.co.uk

Sony has introduced three full-frame lenses 

for its Alpha 7-series. These include the FE 

24-70mm f/2.8 GM, FE 70-200mm f/2.8 GM 

and FE 85mm f/1.4 GM. In addition, two new 

compact 1.4x and 2x teleconverters will be 

made available – the SEL14TC and SEL20TC. 

2 World Press Photo
www.worldpressphoto.org

The winners of the always fascinating World 

Press Photo competition have now been 

announced. The images will tour the world 

from April. Visit the website for details.

INCOMING

1 3

4

5

2

THE PICK OF THE BEST NEW KIT RELEASED THIS MONTH

3 Canon PowerShot G7 X II
£549 www.canon.co.uk

Canon has released the Mark II version of its 

pocket-sized large-sensor compact, the G7 X. 

Improving where the original left off, this new 

model benefi ts from a faster DIGIC 7 image 

processor, improved subject detection in low 

light and shoots a continuous burst at up to 

8fps. Refi nements have also been made to 

the image stabilisation system and there’s a 

new switch beside the lens that makes the 

focus ring silent for movie recording. It inherits 

the 20.1MP 1inch sensor and bright f/1.8-2.8 

lens from its predecessor. A new handgrip 

should hopefully improve the feel in the hand. 

4 Manfrotto Carbon 190 Go!
£309 www.manfrotto.co.uk

Manfrotto says the new carbon-fi bre version 

of the 190Go, weighing 1.67kg, is 18% lighter 

than the aluminium tripod. It features a 90° 

column mechanism and four leg-angle 

selectors. (See page 66 for review.) 

5 Sony A6300
£TBC www.sony.co.uk

Sony’s update to its highly-regarded A6000 

features a 24.2-million-pixel APS-C sensor, 

425-point autofocus, 11fps continuous burst 

and 4K video recording. It’s said to offer the 

world’s fastest autofocus detection (0.05sec).

©
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THINGS TO TRY THIS MONTH

Try this…

A telephoto 
landscape

A telephoto lens helps to compress 

the scene, making elements appear 

closer together than they are in 

reality. Matthew Woodhouse used 

it to excellent effect here, and 

his efforts won him fi rst place in 

the Monochrome category of the 

International Garden Photographer of 

the Year. A book showcasing the best 

of this year’s competition entries is 

now available, priced £18.99.

TOP TIP

Before you head out with your camera, decide 

whether you’re going to shoot in colour or convert 

to black & white – it’ll help with previsualising 

your image. As Matthew says, ‘I’d wanted to 

capture the road in black & white for quite a time 

– the tones really highlight the tunnel.’

Canon EOS 6D, EF70-200mm f/4L USM at 180mm, 

1/40sec @ f/11, ISO 100

www.igpoty.com
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THINGS TO TRY THIS MONTH
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Try this…

Shoot at the 
‘blue hour’

Fairgrounds are a veritable honeypot 

for photographers, and with good 

reason. Their colour and atmosphere 

pretty much guarantee dynamic 

images. You can’t go wrong if you 

visit during the ‘blue hour’, when the 

darkening sky balances beautifully 

with the neon lights of the fairground 

rides. A long exposure to convey 

movement completes the picture.

TOP TIP   

Don’t be afraid to place your subject dead centre, 

as photographer Phil Hall has done here. While 

the rule of thirds has its place, breaking it can still 

result in a balanced image.

Fujifi lm X-Pro1, XF 14mm F2.8 R, 1/4sec @ f/6.4, ISO 400

www.philhallphotos.com
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XXXXXXXXXXXXTHINGS TO TRY THIS MONTH

TOP TIP   

Even candid shots such as this one can benefi t 

from being carefully planned. Gary has placed the 

shadowy line in the centre of the frame, giving a 

great sense of perspective, while the cruve and 

the double-yellow lines top right add interest.

Samsung NX300, 12-24mm at 24mm, 1/1000sec @ 

f/5.6, ISO 200

Try this… Take the higher viewpoint 
We are taught, when taking pictures, to always look around us for the 

photographic opportunities, because the best photograph might actually 

be behind you. In the case of this picture by Gary Telford, the successful 

shot was beneath him – at ground level, while he shot from the top of a 

multi-storey car park. His sense of timing is excellent, and he has waited 

until just the right moment before releasing the shutter. Any earlier, and 

the dividing line between the paving stones would have bisected the man, 

and any later and he would have been walking too far out of the frame.
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Try this…

Clutter-free 
background

There are many things to consider 

when attempting a successful wildlife 

shot, but all your efforts will go to 

waste if the background is cluttered 

and distracting. Shooting at the long 

end of a telephoto zoom will ensure 

anything beyond the point of focus is 

rendered soft and pleasing to the eye.

TOP TIP   

Award-winning wildlife photographer Richard 

Peters suggests, whenever possible, getting 

down to eye level with your subject. ‘Of course,’ 

he says, ‘this may mean getting dirty, as a lot of 

animals are very small and most often found at 

ground level, but your images will take on an 

entirely new look if you do.’

www.richardpeters.co.uk
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TAKE BETTER PHOTOS ON YOUR PHONE

ESSE  GU E

Want to take better pictures with your mobile phone? 

Here’s everything you need to know in order to do so…

W O R D S  O � A U D L E Y  J A R V I S

B
asic point-and-shoot 

compacts have become 

largely obsolete thanks to 

the growth in smartphone 

ownership. Whereas ten years ago 

there used be dozens of compacts 

available for around £100 and 

under, these days there are very 

few as camera manufacturers 

instead concentrate on tempting 

people away from their 

smartphone cameras by focusing 

their efforts on advanced compacts 

that come with signifi cantly larger 

sensors, or compacts that come 

equipped with powerful optical 

zooms. And while even the best 

cameraphones on the market 

are still no match for a decent 

advanced compact, Compact 

System Camera or DSLR, they 

have undoubtedly improved 

considerably over the past few 

years to the point where image 

quality is often quite impressive, 

all things considered.

Given the fact that just about 

everyone owns a smartphone these 

days, most people now have a 

relatively sophisticated camera 

with them at all times. While this 

has inevitably led to a tidal wave 

of narcissistic selfi es on social 

media, there are also plenty of 

smartphone owners who use their 

mobiles in much more imaginative 

ways to capture fantastic images 

with. This is refl ected by the 

growing number of creative 

cameraphone communities – 

EyeEm and Instagram to name 

but two – that are dedicated to 

pushing smartphone photography 

to its limits. If you want to join in 

and show off your skills, then you’ll 

need to equip yourself with a 

decent phone that allows you as 

much control as possible over the 

image capture process.

The main catch when choosing 

a phone is that most phone 

contracts last for a minimum of 

two years, during which time it can 

be very expensive to change your 

handset. For that reason, you’ll 

want to choose wisely and get it 

right. Over the next few pages, 

we’ll explain the key things to look 

out for, as well as how they affect 

overall image quality. We’ll also 

Many smartphones 

offer decent control 

over capturing your 

images, and come 

with built-in 

shooting modes that 

can be expanded by 

using downloadable 

photo apps

i ph  
photography
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look at how you can use apps to 

enhance your photography and 

how to keep your captured 

images safe should you ever be 

unfortunate enough to lose or 

irreparably damage your phone. 

On the fi nal spread we’ll also look 

at some useful cameraphone 

accessories as well as a selection 

of the best cameraphones currently 

on the market.  

Sensors
These days, the physical size of a 

sensor is generally considered to 

have a greater bearing on overall 

image quality than its headline 

resolution. And while many 

smartphones are getting larger, the 

imaging sensors used inside them 

still remain quite a bit smaller than 

those found inside most advanced 

compacts, and considerably smaller 

than those of Compact System 

Cameras and DSLRs. This has a 

number of implications for image 

quality, as cramming so many pixels 

onto such a small sensor means the 

individual light-capturing photosites 

have to be smaller. This, in turn, can 

lead to increased noise in low light 

and a narrower dynamic range. For 

smartphone manufacturers working 

with such small sensors the trick is 

fi nding the right balance between 

headline resolution and individual 

photosite size. That said, because 

megapixel counts are much easier 

to market to the general public

than pixel size, many

manufacturers – Sony

especially – still

choose to prioritise

headline resolution

above all else.

So which 

cameraphones are equipped with 

the biggest sensors, then? Well, 

most fl agship models tend to use 

either 1/3.06in (4.69 x 3.53mm) 

or slightly larger 1/2.3in (6.30 x 

4.72mm) CMOS type sensors. Many 

of these are manufactured by Sony, 

with the 13MP IMX214 and 21MP 

IMX230 Exmor RS sensor variants 

both proving popular with third-

party manufacturers in recent years. 

Apple is one company that uses 

Sony-made sensors inside its 

handsets, as does Samsung and 

Motorola. Flagship Microsoft 

Windows phones such as the Lumia 

950 and 950XL both employ 1/2.4in 

(6.17 x 4.55mm) PureView sensors 

that were originally developed by 

Nokia, while less expensive Lumia 

models are equipped with smaller 

1/4in (3.6 x 2.7mm) PureView 

sensors. The Android-powered 

Panasonic Lumix CM1 smartphone, 

meanwhile, employs a much larger 

1in sensor – the biggest sensor in

any smartphone currently on

the market. Rumours abound

that Panasonic is to launch

a follow-up to the CM1 at

s h

Lenses
Because most

(although certainly

not all) smartphones are
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The precise focal length does 

v  

b h l  

of 24mm and 29mm. 

While cameraphones don’t offer 

any optical zoom capabilities, most 

do offer some kind of digital zoom. 

Our advice is to pay little to no 

attention to this feature. This is 

because a digital zoom isn’t really 

a zoom at all; it simply magnifi es 

a central portion of the sensor. 

The more you zoom in, the more 

pixellated the image will become. 

Some manufacturers claim to 

employ clever scaling technology, 

however, we’ve yet to see anything 

particularly convincing. Basically, 

when using a cameraphone try to 

use your feet if you want to get 

closer and steer clear of the digital 

zoom altogether if you can. 

As regards maximum aperture, 

most cameraphone lenses fall 

between f/1.8 and f/2.2. While 

some smartphones will allow you 

to change the shutter speed, the 

aperture is almost always fi xed and 

cannot be manually adjusted – the 

aforementioned Lumix CM1 and 

Samsung K Zoom being two 

exceptions. If you really want 

to alter focal length there are a 

number of companies, such as 

Olloclip and Manfrotto, that 

manufacture clip-on lenses that 

change the cameraphone’s focal 

length. These tend to be exclusively 

for use with Apple iPhones and 

some Samsung Galaxy models 

though, which isn’t much use if 

you own a HTC or Sony phone.

Shooting modes
While image quality purists might 

obsess over sensor size, individual 

photosite size and the effective 

resolution of smartphone cameras, 

for the vast majority of consumers 

the overall feature-set is far more 

important. That’s not intended to 

ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Most cameraphones 

simply have a fi xed 

wideangle lens rather 

than a zoom so that their 

design can be kept as 

slim as possible

The quality of a 

cameraphone image 

has more to do with 

the sensor than the 

number of pixels
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sound snobbish, rather it’s a 

reflection of the fact that most 

smartphone owners are casual 

photographers as opposed to 

enthusiasts and, as such, want a 

flexible and easy-to-use camera  

that offers a generous range of 

shooting features that allow them  

to use the camera in a wide range  

of situations. With the demise of 

basic point-and-shoot compacts 

smartphone manufacturers have 

been quick to latch onto this, and 

most cameraphones now come with 

a multitude of built-in shooting 

modes that can be further 

expanded by the use of 

downloadable camera apps. 

In addition to a fully automatic 

mode where you need only click  

the shutter button, most mid-range 

and flagship cameraphones also 

offer some kind of Program mode 

where you can adjust the ISO,  

White Balance or apply Exposure 

Compensation. The number of 

smartphones that offer the type  

of fully Manual mode you’d expect 

to find on a DSLR is surprisingly 

limited however, so don’t expect it 

to be present automatically – even 

on flagship models. In addition to 

basic and advanced shooting 

modes, many smartphones are now 

equipped with a High Dynamic 

Range (HDR) mode that blends 

images shot consecutively at high 

speed and at different exposures in 

order to enhance the dynamic 

range. In addition, most cameras 

have some kind of Panorama mode 

that allows you to capture ultra-

wideangle images of up to 360°. 

In terms of autofocus, most 

cameraphones use contrast-detect 

AF technology, although a few also 

come equipped with laser-assist 

modules to help speed things up 

and provide additional help in 

low-light situations where contrast-

detect technology traditionally 

struggles. As well as being able to 

manually select a specific focus 

point using your phone’s display, 

many phones also offer a range of 

intelligent focusing options such as 

Face-priority AF or even Smile-

detect AF, which is handy if you 

primarily use your cameraphone  

in social situations.

While it has yet to debut on the 

iPhone, Raw capture is starting to 

creep in on a few high-end Android 

phones. The Camera2 API that 

enables Raw capture was actually 

released by Google around 18 

Flash
All mid-range and high-end 

smartphones have a built-in flash, 

but they tend to not be very 

powerful. They also tend to be 

rather inaccurate and often 

overexpose a subject when used  

too close. Thankfully, most phones 

allow you to turn them off, or offer  

a dedicated fill-flash mode that’s 

less powerful, which makes them 

better suited to shooting portraits. 

In recent years, more and more 

smartphones are being fitted with 

dual-tone flash units, with one flash 

emitting colder light and another 

emitting warmer light that’s better 

suited to skin tones.

Safeguarding 
your images
While most modern flagship 

smartphones have 32GB of internal 

storage, regularly shooting hi-res 

images and especially Hi-Def video 

will soon fill that memory up. If your 

camera sports a MicroSD card slot 

this isn’t necessarily such an issue, 

but if you lose your phone you 

might also lose all the precious 

memories stored inside it. 

Thankfully, this needn’t be a problem 

if you sign up to one of the cloud 

back-up services. All the major 

mobile operating systems offer one, 

with Apple’s iCloud offering 5GB of 

free storage (upgradable to 50GB 

for 79p a month), Android’s Google 

Drive offering 15GB of free storage 

and Microsoft’s OneDrive offering 

15GB of free storage. Better still, 

virtually all smartphones can be set 

to upload captured images to the 

cloud, so if you lose your device you 

won’t also lose your photos. Make 

sure yours is set to do so.

months ago, however, many 

manufacturers have yet to fully 

integrate it on their smartphones. 

For this reason the ability to shoot 

in Raw doesn’t extend to all Android 

smartphones running Lollipop 5.0  

or higher, which is a shame. In fact, 

the list of Android devices that do 

not support Raw capture is still 

considerably longer than those that 

do. Sony, for example, does not 

offer Raw capture on any of its 

Xperia smartphones, including the 

flagship Z5 model. The demand is 

certainly there though, so hopefully 

consumer pressure can eventually 

come to bear. In the meantime, 

popular Android smartphones that 

do support Raw capture include the 

LG G4, HTC One M9, Google Nexus 

6, Lumix CM1 the Samsung Galaxy 

Note 5 and S6 Edge+ (note that the 

standard Galaxy S6/S6 Edge does 

not support Raw capture). 

In addition to shooting stills, most 

smartphone cameras can also be 

used to record high-definition video. 

The maximum resolution does vary 

from model to model, but as a 

general rule you can expect most 

flagship models to offer 4K capture, 

whereas mid-range phones tend to 

max out at 1080p and cheaper ones 

at 720p. High-speed still image 

capture is another growing trend, as 

this allows you to shoot a sequence 

of images then comb over them all 

for the one that best captures the 

moment, discarding the rest. 

TAKE BETTER PHOTOS ON YOUR PHONE
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“ Many phones offer 

a range of intelligent 

focusing options like 

Face-priority AF ”

APPS

Once you have a 

smartphone with 

a great camera, 

the next step is to 

fill it with useful 

photography 

apps. There are 

thousands, and 

they can be used 

for anything from 

image processing 

to turning people 

into zombies. 

We’d certainly 

recommend Pixlr, 

Snapseed and 

Adobe Photoshop 

Express for image 

editing – the last 

two can even 

be used to edit 

Raw files. For 

Lightroom users 

Adobe Photoshop 

Lightroom is a 

must too, as it 

allows you to sync 

photos between 

your desktop 

Lightroom 

application and 

your phone/

tablet. If you want 

greater manual 

control over your 

camera, Camera 

FV-5 and Manual 

Camera both offer 

support for Raw 

capture. For fun 

single-click filters 

Retrica is hard 

to beat, while 

Instagram and 

Fotor also offer 

well-integrated 

social media 

features. All these 

apps are available 

for iOS and 

Android users, 

though Windows 

phones lag quite 

a way behind in 

the number of 

apps available.

Make sure your camera  

is set to back all 

photographs up to  

a cloud service
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ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Smartphones 
and useful 
accessories
If you’re in the market for a new phone, or 

lucky enough to be due an upgrade on 

your existing one and aren’t sure which 

phone is right for you – then don’t worry 

because help is at hand. We’ve gathered 

together some of the best smartphones 

currently on the market, on the opposite 

page. Obviously there isn’t the space to 

list all the good cameraphones currently 

on the market, but if you’re stuck for 

inspiration then the following six phones 

all pack fantastic cameras.

Note that we’re primarily concerned 

with the quality of the built-in camera, 

rather than the performance of the 

smartphone. That said, given that they are 

all current fl agship models you can rest 

assured that they are all lightning-fast. 

But fi rst, on this page we’ve also 

gathered together fi ve useful 

cameraphone accessories that can help 

you to improve your photography. We 

draw the line at selfi e sticks, though!

A decent tripod is a must-have bit of kit for any 

serious enthusiast, and that includes cameraphone 

snappers. The Joby GripTight is basically a 

miniaturised tripod with three multi-linked legs 

that can be bent and shaped in all directions, 

enabling you to either stand the tripod upright or 

fasten it onto a suitably accommodating object 

such as a railing or tree branch. Joby’s bespoke 

GripTight clasp sits on top of these and holds 

your phone securely in place via twin clasps that 

are rubber-coated to ensure your phone isn’t 

scratched. The GripTight is available in two phone 

sizes – ‘Regular’ for phones that measure 54-72mm 

in width, and an ‘XL’ version for phones measuring 

69-99mm wide. The GripTight isn’t just for 

smartphones, either, as removing the phone clasp 

exposes a standard 1/4in tripod thumbscrew that 

connects directly to virtually any lightweight digital 

compact camera. 

Jo y 
Gr p
Tig  
£25
WWW O COM

Sony’s QX range comprises a number of small 

‘lens-style’ cameras that are designed to attach 

directly to your smartphone from where they can 

be controlled via the smartphone’s touchscreen 

using built-in Wi-fi  connectivity and a bespoke 

Sony app. There are currently three primary models 

to choose from, the pick of which is probably the 

20.2MP QX100 (£380) that comes equipped with a 

1in sensor and a 3.6x optical zoom. Next up in the 

line is the 20.4MP QX30 (£250) that’s built around 

a 1/2.3in sensor and a 30x optical zoom, while the 

entry-level 18.2MP QX10 (£170) combines a 1/2.3in 

sensor with a 10x optical zoom. In addition, Sony 

also offers the 20.1MP QX1 (£250) that comes with 

an APS-C sensor for true DSLR-like image quality. 

The main difference between the QX1 and the other 

models is that it doesn’t come with any built-in 

optics. It can, however, accommodate any Sony 

E-mount lens you might already own. 

Sony QX100 £380
WWW.SONY.CO.UK

Olloclip makes a wide range of smartphone 

lenses and lens kits that, between them, cover 

pretty much all focal ranges including macro, 

wideangle and telephoto. The pick of the bunch, 

however, is probably its 4-in-1 lens kits, which 

comes with a fi sheye, a wideangle, a 10x macro 

and a 15x macro lens. 

Each of the lenses fastens to a specially 

designed lens holder, which you simply clip onto 

the phone. Better still, because the lens holder 

is designed to accommodate two lenses at the 

same time, you can quickly and easily swap from, 

say, macro to wideangle simply by removing the 

lens holder from your cameraphone and fl ipping 

it around by 180°. The Olloclip 4-in-1 is available for 

all of the Apple iPhone models from the iPhone 4 

onwards, along with the Samsung Galaxy S4 and 

S5 models. There’s nothing, as yet, for the Galaxy 

S6, though. 

Off-camera fl ash is a popular technique that’s often 

employed by professional portrait photographers 

as it allows you to take control over the directional 

light of a fl ashgun and use it to give your subject 

much better depth. While the Nova Bluetooth fl ash 

isn’t nearly as powerful as a DSLR-sized fl ashgun, 

the 40 diffused warm and white LEDs that populate 

its surface will certainly allow you to dabble in 

a bit of creative lighting with your smartphone. 

The Nova is equipped with a built-in li-ion battery 

that’s good for up to 150 fl ashes and is charged via 

a supplied USB cable. To operate it you’ll need to 

download the free NovaCamera app from the Apple 

App Store. Once everything is paired and ready to 

go you can choose from three levels of brightness 

– gentle, warm and bright – and also take control 

over colour temperature. Sadly, there’s no version 

available for Android as of now, but we’re keeping 

our fi ngers crossed.

Nova Bluetooth 
Flash £50
WWW.NOVAPHOTOS.COM

The Klyp+ case is a specialist protective case 

designed for iPhones that also allows you to attach 

a number of bespoke accessories including a range 

of screw-in lenses and a 225-lumen LED light. The 

Klyp+ Complete Kit contains everything you need in 

one package, including the case itself, the LED light 

and two clip-in lenses – a fi sheye and a 3x optical 

lens that gives your iPhone the 35mm focal length 

equivalent of 105mm. These aren’t the only lenses 

in the range, and Manfrotto also manufactures a 

number of Super Wideangle, Telephoto and Macro 

optics, all of which will screw directly into the Klyp+ 

case. In addition, the case features a 1/4in tripod 

mount that enables you to mount your iPhone on 

a regular-sized tripod. Unfortunately, the Klyp+ 

is presently only available for iPhone 5/5s and 

6/6 Plus models, however we’d expect a version 

designed for iPhone 6/6 Plus to become available 

at some point.

Manfrott
Klyp+ 
Complete 
Kit £120 
WWW.MANFROTTO.CO.UK

Olloclip 4in1
£70 (iPhone 6s kit)
WWW.OLLOCLIP.COM
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CAMERAPHONES

The Edge+ is the most recent addition to Samsung’s 

fl agship Galaxy S6 range. Unlike the S6 and S6 

Edge, the Edge+ offers support for Raw capture, 

which gives you much greater control over the 

processing of your images. Otherwise, the headline 

specs remain unchanged with the 16MP rear camera 

complemented by a 5MP front one. The camera can 

be activated in under a second and boasts fast and 

accurate autofocus, so you’re less likely to miss a 

great candid. The camera’s Pro Mode also enables 

extended manual controls for more considered 

compositions. Finally, the Edge+ has built-in HDR 

and Panorama modes and a Selective focus mode 

for shallow depth-of-fi eld effects. While the S6 

Edge+ handset is quite a bit bigger than the regular 

S6 Edge, its 5.7in Quad HD Super AMOLED screen is 

super sharp and really makes colours pop. 

Samsung 
Galaxy S6 
Edge+
£600
WWW.SAMSUNG.COM/UK
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S SENSOR 16MP 1/2.6in (5.5 x 4.1mm)

PHOTOSITES 1.12μ 
LENS 28mm, f/1.9
RAW CAPTURE Yes
VIDEO 4K at 30fps

The iPhone 6S updates 2014’s iPhone 6 with a faster 

A9 processor and a major camera refresh. Rear 

camera resolution has jumped from 8MP to 12MP, 

while the front camera has increased from 1.2MP 

to 5MP. The number of on-sensor phase-detection 

pixels has been increased by 50% too, producing 

faster, more accurate focusing. In terms of video 

capture, the 6S is the fi rst 4K-capable iPhone. Note 

that while the larger iPhone 6S Plus (5.5in display) 

benefi ts from built-in optical stabilisation, the 

technology is inexplicably missing from the regular 

iPhone 6S (4.7in display). In addition to automatic 

or manual shooting modes, the iPhone 6S also 

offers excellent Panorama and HDR modes. Raw 

capture is not supported, though. As with previous 

generations, the iPhone 6s produces rich colour and 

tonality and is a reliable camera.

iPhone 6S
£620 
(64GB 
SIM-free)
WWW.APPLE.COM
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C
S SENSOR 12MP 1/3.06in (4.69 x 3.53mm)

PHOTOSITES 1.22μ 
LENS 29mm, f/2.2
RAW CAPTURE No
VIDEO 4K at 30fps

Released in 2014, the CM1’s unique selling point is 

its large 1in sensor that has nearly four times as 

much surface area as the small 1/2.3in sensors fi tted 

to many fl agship smartphones. This provides an 

effective resolution of 20.1MP and is complemented 

by Panasonic’s Venus Engine image processor and 

a fi xed 28mm f/2.8-f/11 Leica DC Elmarit lens. Native 

sensitivity is ISO 100-12,800 with an expanded 

setting of ISO 25,600 to call upon. Raw image 

capture is also supported, as is 4K video capture 

(albeit at a paltry 15fps), though image stabilisation 

is sadly absent. Overall, while the CM1 doesn’t boast 

the fastest smartphone processor, it produces the 

best image quality of any cameraphone currently 

on the market. You might want to hold on before 

rushing out to buy one, though, as there are 

rumours of a successor being released this year.

Lumix 
CM1
£400
WWW.PANASONIC.COM/UK
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C
S SENSOR 20.1MP 1in MOS (13.2 x 8.8mm)

PHOTOSITES TBC 
LENS 28mm, f/2.8
RAW CAPTURE Yes
VIDEO 4K at 15fps

Released towards the end of 2015, the Z5 is Sony’s 

current fl agship smartphone and is available in 

three editions – Standard, Compact and Premium 

– all of which share exactly the same camera 

specifi cations. Billed by Sony as the ‘world’s best 

smartphone camera’, the Z5 is built around a new 

1/2.3in Exmor RS multi-aspect sensor that produces 

23MP of effective resolution in 4:3 and 20MP in 

16:9, and which is currently unique to the Z5. The 

front camera, meanwhile, gets a 5MP Exmor R 

sensor. The rear sensor works in tandem with 

Sony’s own BIONZ image processor, while a Sony 

G-branded 28mm f/2 lens is fi tted to the back of 

the camera. The Z5 also employs Hybrid autofocus 

technology that employs both contrast-detect and 

phase-detection methods to deliver lightning-fast 

focus-lock times. 

Sony 
Xperia Z5
£500 (32GB 
SIM-free)
WWW.SONY.CO.UK
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C
S SENSOR 23MP 1/2.3in Exmor RS CMOS (5.7 x 4.2mm)

PHOTOSITES 1.1μ 
LENS 24mm, f/2
RAW CAPTURE No
VIDEO 4K

The G4 has a 16MP, f/1.8 sensor on the back and an 

8MP f/2 camera on the front. Additions over the G3 

include a new bit of hardware that LG calls a ‘Colour 

Spectrum Sensor’. Positioned below the fl ash, the 

sensor is designed to measure the infrared and RGB 

spectrums of light in a scene to more accurately 

determine the correct colour temperature, thereby 

eliminating unsightly casts and producing more 

lifelike shots. Complementing this is LG’s latest 

three-axis optical image stabilisation for sharper 

images, and the same laser-focus module that was 

in the G3 to maintain fast autofocus in low light. 

Its three main shooting modes are: Simple (point-

and-shoot), Auto (point-and-shoot with limited 

options) and Manual (full manual control, including 

shutter speed). It can also capture stills in the .DNG 

lossless Raw format, and 4K video at up to 30fps.

LG G4
£400 
(32GB 
SIM-free)
WWW.LG.COM/UK
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C
S SENSOR 16MP 1/2.6in CMOS (5.5 x 4.1mm)

PHOTOSITES 1.12μ
LENS 28mm, f/1.8
RAW CAPTURE Yes
VIDEO 4K at 30fps

While the 12.3MP rear camera of the 6P isn’t as 

high as some of its rivals, Google’s decision to cut 

back on resolution means each of the light-sensing 

pixels that populate its surface are larger, which 

means slightly better image quality in low light. 

This, combined with the HDR+ mode of the 

pre-installed Google Camera app, can produce 

impressive (for a cameraphone) low-light results. 

Oddly, while the 6P supports Raw capture, the 

aforementioned Google Camera app does not. 

To shoot Raw you’ll need to download a suitable 

third-party camera app (Camera FV-5, say) from 

Google Play. You may want to install another 

camera app anyway as the Google Camera app 

lacks manual controls. Other than this and the lack 

of optical image stabilisation there’s little to fault – 

the 6P is one of the best cameraphones around.

Huawei 
Nexus 6P 

£450 (32GB 
SIM-free)
WWW.GOOGLE.CO.UK
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C
S SENSOR 12.3MP 1/2.3in CMOS

PHOTOSITES  1.55μ
LENS 27mm, f/2
RAW CAPTURE Yes (but requires third-party app)
VIDEO 4K at 30fps



Along with my Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 

I use the following lenses: Canon 

16-35mm f/4 L; Canon 24-105mm f/4 L; 

Canon 70-200mm f/4L (or Canon 

10-400mm f/4-5.6L); Canon 100mm 

f/2.8 L macro. I have a comprehensive 

collection of Lee Filters, and to steady 

my camera, I use a Gitzo systematic CF 

tripod with Manfrotto 410 geared head.

Justin Minns

J U S T I N  U S E S  A

Canon EOS 5D Mark II

S P R O U G H T O N ,  S U F F O L K
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PORTFOLIO

I
t was never my intention to 

become a photographer. 

When my wife bought me a 

Canon PowerShot compact for 

Christmas several years ago, it 

turned out to be the start of a 

hobby that ended up getting out 

of hand. A love of the outdoors 

led to my interest in landscape 

photography, and once I 

discovered the beauty of the 

dawn light here on the east 

coast, there was no going back.

For the past fi ve or six years 

I’ve concentrated on building a 

collection of landscapes that 

capture the spirit of East Anglia. 

I’ve resisted the temptation to 

look further afi eld, choosing 

instead to get under the skin of 

the area I know and love. I now 

run photography workshops 

here. This part of the world has a 

unique atmosphere; being rather 

fl at, it can be a challenging place 

to photograph, but is all the 

more rewarding for it.

Landscape photography is all 

about being in the right place at 

the right time, so I do a lot of 

preparation. When I’m out 

shooting, the one thing I always 

try to keep in mind is to slow 

down. When conditions are 

good, it can be easy to get 

carried away and start snapping, 

but it’s better to concentrate on 

the composition and aim to get 

one or two good images rather 

than several average ones.

WWW.JUSTINMINNS.CO.UK

1 Soft touch
Struggling to fi nd a 

pleasing composition of 

this poppy fi eld, I decided 

to get close and isolate 

a small area.

Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 

Canon 100mm f/2.8L 

macro, 1/1000sec @ 

f/2.8, ISO 100

2 Clearing
The Norfolk coast is all 

about big skies and after 

narrowly avoiding a 

downpour, the clearing 

skies didn’t disappoint.

Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 

Canon 16-35mm f/4L at 

16mm, 1/4sec @ f/11, ISO 

100, 0.9 ND hard grad

3 The lighthouse 
at Happisburgh
I composed this image 

to make the most of the 

strong lines in the corn 

leading up to the 

lighthouse.

Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 

Canon 17-40mm f/4 L at 

21mm, 1/3sec @ f/11, ISO 

100, 0.6 ND hard grad

1

2
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THE READER selected for ‘Portfolio’ will receive an ultra-reliable Samsung SDHC PRO 32GB Class 10 

memory card. It has transfer speeds of up to 90MB/s and will 

withstand the harshest conditions. Visit: www.samsung.com

3
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I
f you own a Canon DSLR then 

chances are you’ll have access 

to a selection of useful presets 

known as Picture Styles. If you 

haven’t come across these before, 

and are oblivious to what they are, 

they refer to a selection of presets 

that determine how your EOS 

DSLR goes about processing and 

rendering your images. If you’d 

like your images to be sharper, 

feature more contrast or benefit 

from increased saturation you’ll 

PICTURE STYLES

MASTER YOUR  CANON

want to know how these picture 

styles work. Before we get stuck 

into the finer details and reveal the 

different styles on offer, how they 

change the appearance of your 

photographs and the way they  

can be refined to your personal 

preference, it’s important to 

understand how picture styles  

are applied to your images. 

There’s a misconception that 

picture styles only affect JPEG  

files, but they also have relevance to 

Raw files, both during and after an 

exposure. One of the key things to 

understand if you’re shooting JPEGs 

is that once a picture style has been 

selected and an image taken, the 

effect of the picture style is 

irreversible, meaning you’re stuck 

with the outcome if you don’t like it. 

For Raw files the picture style you 

choose only affects how images are 

rendered on the camera’s LED 

display. For example, if you intend  

to convert Raw images to black and 

white, the monochrome picture style 

will provide a preview of the image 

in black and white while retaining all 

original colour information in the 

Raw file. It’s also important to note 

that monochrome JPEG images 

cannot be reconverted back to 

colour so if you have any doubt it’s 

always best to protect yourself by 

selecting Raw + JPEG. 

Achieve the look and feel 

you’ve always wanted 

with these handy presets

WORDS AND PICTURES MICHAEL TOPHAM

Understanding 

picture styles on 

your Canon DSLR

The monochrome picture style  

provides a quick and easy way of 

finding out how your shots will 

appear in black and white

The list of common 

picture styles as you’ll 

find them presented in 

the menu



The different choices
Locating picture styles on your 

DSLR couldn’t be easier. Simply 

head into the main menu, select the 

picture styles option and you’ll be 

greeted by a list of picture style 

choices. The likelihood is your 

picture style will be set to the 

standard default setting. Below it are 

portrait, landscape, neutral, faithful 

and monochrome options. Starting 

with the basics, the auto picture 

style (introduced into the EOS 600D 

and after) analyses your shooting 

conditions looking at parameters 

such as a subject’s face, colour, 

brightness, movement, contrast and 

26 WWW.WHATDIGITALCAMERA.COM
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focus distance. It’ll create what it 

thinks is the best result for any given 

scene, however it’s not the best 

choice if you’re looking to create a 

consistent style to a set of images. 

The standard style provides crisp, 

vivid images with increased 

saturation, contrast and sharpening 

applied. This differs from the portrait 

style, which optimises skin colour 

tones and saturation while reducing 

the sharpness of edges to create 

smoother skin texture. If you’d like to 

produce punchier greens and blues 

in your images with a stronger 

sharpening effect to accentuate 

mountain edges, trees or building 

Auto

It’s worth experimenting 

with the different picture 

styles to find out which 

you like best. There are 

subtle differences in the 

way each picture style 

renders sharpness, 

contrast, saturation and 

colour tone

DECIDE WHICH FILE FORMAT TO SHOOT IN

Before experimenting with picture styles, you’ll want 

to carefully consider which file format you’re shooting 

in. Remember if you shoot in the JPEG format, the 

effect of the picture style is irreversible. If you shoot 

in Raw the picture style will affect the image as you 

see it on the rear screen, however it won’t affect the 

colour information in the Raw file. It’s always good to 

get into the habit of selecting RAW+JPEG so you can 

always revert to the original Raw file later down the 

line if you need to. 

FIND PICTURE STYLES FROM THE MENU

Hit the menu button on your Canon DSLR and navigate 

your way to the picture styles heading. Use the Set 

button to select picture styles and load the list of 

different styles on screen. You’ll find the picture 

style is set to Standard. If you’d like the camera to 

automatically analyse the shooting conditions, use 

your rear scroll dial or upwards directional button to 

select it and confirm your selection by hitting the Set 

button. Auto should be avoided if you want the look of 

your images to be consistent between a series of shots.   

STEP 1 STEP 2Step by step

How to  

select, use 

and refine 

picture 

styles on 

your Canon 

DSLR

outlines then the landscape picture 

style is the one for you. Select the 

neutral picture style and you’ll find 

your images have a lower contrast 

and saturation than the standard 

picture style. Those who prefer to 

selectively adjust colour, saturation, 

contrast and sharpening themselves 

during post processing often use it. 

This brings us to the last colour 

picture style, which is faithful. This  

is similar to the neutral style but 

produces images that are almost 

identical to the actual colours when 

shot under standard daylight 

conditions. If you’d like your image 

to reflect the scene as you see with 

your eyes, faithful is a great place  

to start. Towards the bottom of the 

styles list is monochrome. This is 

great to use for an instant preview of 

what an image, or series of shots will 

look like in black and white. 

Adjusting picture styles
The great thing about picture styles 

is that they’re not set in stone, 

meaning if you’d like to alter or 

adjust them manually you can do so 

easily. Say you like the effect the 

landscape picture file offers but 

you’d like to refine the sharpness, 

contrast, saturation or colour tone  

a little. To do this simply select the 

landscape style from the list, hit the 

info button on your camera and 

you’ll be given the option to increase 

or decrease the effect of each 

parameter. When you adjust a 

parameter the white point reveals 

Faithful Landscape

Monochrome Portrait Standard
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the new parameter setting whereas 

the grey point signifi es the original 

setting. To quickly return to the 

original picture style settings, simply 

select the Default set option. 

Create your own style
The alternative to using and 

adjusting the default picture styles 

is to create your own. At the bottom 

of the picture styles list you’ll fi nd 

three user-defi ned settings – User 

Def. 1, User Def. 2 and User Def. 3. 

Here, you can create your own style 

by adjusting the sharpness, contrast, 

saturation and colour tone 

parameters on the camera (via the 

Picture Style menu option), or 

alternatively you may want to visit 

Canon’s dedicated Picture Style 

website (http://web.canon.jp/

imaging/picturestyle/fi le/index.

html) where a selection of other 

styles are made available ready 

to download onto your DSLR.

There’s a good selection of 

additional styles available. Examples 

include Autumn Hues, which 

emphasises the reds and browns of 

autumnal scenes, and Nostalgia, 

which reduces blue and green 

saturation to give the impression of 

an old photograph. Adding a new 

picture style fi le (.pf2) to your 

camera involves installing Canon’s 

EOS Utility software (Version 2.6 or 

later) onto your computer. From 

here you can download the new 

picture style then transfer it onto 

your camera via a USB cable. You’ll 

In addition to the 

common picture styles on 

your camera, you’ll fi nd 

there are a number of 

extra styles available to 

download from Canon’s 

Picture Style website 

REFINE YOUR FAVOURITE PICTURE STYLE

After experimenting with the different picture styles 

you’ll probably fi nd a favourite, but you may wish 

to tweak the effect to suit your requirements. With 

your favourite picture style selected, hit the info 

button on your DSLR. From here you can navigate 

between sharpness, contrast, saturation and colour 

tone. To adjust any of these parameters simply use 

the Set button followed by the scroll dial or directional 

buttons to increase or decrease the effect. To apply the 

change hit the Set button once again. 

REVERTING TO THE DEFAULT SETTINGS

If you adjust a picture style and later fi nd you’re not 

entirely happy with the result, you can return to the 

default settings of that picture style very easily. With 

the picture style selected simply hit the info button 

again to load the sharpness, contrast, saturation 

and colour tone parameters. You can return each 

parameter back to its default setting (indicated with 

a grey pointer) manually, or quicker still, head down 

and select the Default set option. 

SET UP A USER-DEFINED SETTING

Setting up your own custom-made picture style is 

easy to do thanks to the user-defi ned settings. You’ll 

fi nd these towards the bottom of the picture styles 

list. To create your own picture style simply fi nd User 

Def.1, User Def.2 or User Def.3, then hit the info button. 

From here you can adjust the sharpness, contrast, 

saturation or colour tone to your liking. Alternatively 

you can download a new picture style from Canon’s 

Picture Style website and assign it to any one of these 

user-defi ned settings for instant access in the future. 

STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5

fi nd a full breakdown of how to 

install a new picture style onto your 

DSLR from Canon’s Picture Style 

website and we recommend visiting 

http://web.canon.jp/imaging/

picturestyle/fi le/eos-utility.html

Applying styles 
post capture
If you like the sound of applying 

picture styles to your images but are 

under the impression you can’t 

because you only shoot in the Raw 

format you’re mistaken. Picture 

styles can be applied post-exposure 

using the latest version of Digital 

Photo Professional (DPP) that’s 

supplied as part of the software 

package with the camera. 

It is worth bearing in mind 

however that Picture Style fi les 

downloaded from the Canon Picture 

Style website which have the .pse 

extension cannot be used with 

DPP version 3.0 or later. You’ll need 

to return to the website and 

download the latest fi le, with the .pf2 

extension. The latest version of the 

fi les is also needed for EOS Utility 

version 2.1 or later. 

Fine detail picture style
There have been six picture styles in the menu of Canon EOS DSLRs for as 

long as we can remember, but now there’s a seventh style that’s starting to 

appear on Canon’s latest DSLRs. The Fine Detail picture style was fi rst 

introduced on the Canon EOS 5Ds and EOS 5DS R and differs from the 

other picture styles in the way it’s designed to maximise the level of detail 

that can be achieved from the sensor. It does so by prioritising the 

gradation of tones and detail, enabling advanced sharpness adjustment 

without the need for editing software. Those who’d like to clearly defi ne 

edges of thin lines and minute details are the most likely to use this picture 

style. The fact we’ve seen it rolled out across other DSLRs in the EOS 

line-up such as the Canon EOS 80D (see page 4) suggests it’s a picture 

style that has a long-term future and is here to stay.  
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FOCUS MODES

MASTER YOUR  NIKON

W
hen we look at a 

picture, our eyes are 

drawn to areas of fine 

detail and sharpness 

first. Photographers are aware of this, 

and make great efforts to ensure that 

key parts of the composition are in 

focus: the eyes on a portrait, the peak 

of a mountain, the stamen of a flower, 

for example. By taking control of 

focus and depth of field they can 

dictate how a viewer’s gaze will travel 

through a picture and, ultimately, how 

it will be interpreted. Unless you are  

a fan of artistically blurry pictures – 

such as those created by ICM 

(Intentional Camera Movement) – the 

importance of careful focusing cannot 

be overstated. Many things can be 

corrected during post-production, but 

poor focusing isn’t one of them. Sadly, 

an out-of-focus picture will always be 

out of focus, so familiarise yourself 

with the focus modes on your camera, 

and you will stand a much better 

chance of securing a sharp shot. 

Before we discuss the various focus 

modes on your Nikon DSLR, it’s 

important to realise that there will 

always be times when the camera will 

struggle to achieve focus. Low-

contrast and low-light scenes, for 

example, can cause the lens to whir 

backwards and forwards, trying to 

‘lock on’. In addition, highly reflective 

surfaces, geometric patterns, 

overlapping elements, and off-centre 

subjects can prove challenging for 

autofocus systems. These problems 

can be overcome by switching to 

manual focus and adjusting the lens 

yourself, but this will slow down the 

shooting process considerably. To 

give your camera the best chance of 

locking on, you need to make sure the 

focus points are covering areas of 

high contrast or fine detail. 

Sensor versus  
software
There are two ways to compose  

a picture using a DSLR: through the 

viewfinder or via the LCD screen.  

The method you choose depends on 

personal preference, but before you 

raise your eye to the glass, or fold  

out the screen, bear in mind that each 

of these uses a different focusing 

system. When you use the optical 

When you compose using 

the LCD screen you can 

display useful technical 

information

Creating pin-sharp pictures is  

easier than ever thanks to a range  

of advanced autofocus options

WORDS AND PICTURES MARK HIGGINS

Using focus 

modes on your 

Nikon DSLR 
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MASTER YOUR NIKON

viewfinder to take a picture the 

camera activates a physical sensor 

inside the body to achieve focus. 

When you use the LCD screen to  

take a shot, the camera uses software, 

much like a tablet or a smartphone,  

to lock on. Naturally, there are pros 

and cons to each. 

All Nikon DSLRs use optical rather 

than electronic viewfinders, so what 

you see is life as it unfolds, without 

delay. Optical viewfinders are bright 

Switch the Focus mode selector on the side of the 

camera body to AF (Autofocus).

Select an autofocus mode from AF-S or AF-C by 

pressing the AF-mode button and rotating the main 

command dial at the same time. Remember that AF-S 

is intended for static subjects, while AF-C is designed 

for moving subjects.

TWOStep by step

How to set a 

Focus mode 

during Live 

View 

There are a number of ways to activate the autofocus 

system on your DSLR, but pressing the shutter-

release button halfway, or using the AF-On button  

on the back of the camera are the most popular. The 

second method is known as Back Button Autofocus 

and necessitates separating the focusing from the 

picture taking, leaving the shutter-release button the 

job of opening the shutter, and the AF-On button  

the role of focusing. 

Separating the autofocus and the shutter release 

has many advantages, but the greatest is that it 

removes the need for switching between AF-S (Auto 

Focus Single Servo) and AF-C (Auto Focus 

Continuous Servo) modes. Using Back Button 

Autofocus you can track a moving subject in the 

frame simply by holding down the AF-On button. If 

you want to switch to Single shot you just position  

the focus where you want it and release the AF-On 

button. Using this method you can respond to 

changing situations quickly, without the need to  

press multiple buttons. In short, using Back Button  

AF gives you greater control and more flexibility.

Recent Nikon DSLRs have a dedicated AF-On 

button, but older models have an AE-L/AF-L button 

that can be assigned to Back Button Autofocus. 

Whether you have an older or a newer model,  

the camera needs to be in AF-C mode to use Back 

Button Autofocus. 

Back button focusing

ONE

and clear. What’s more, they have no 

impact on battery life, and are ideal 

for situations when the LCD screen is 

hard to see. Some viewfinders don’t 

provide 100% coverage, so what you 

see is a portion of what the sensor  

will record (albeit a large portion of 

around 98%), but all current Nikon 

models offer full coverage. On the 

downside, the shape of the sensor 

used by the viewfinder dictates where 

the focusing points can be positioned. 

As a result, it’s impossible to focus on 

subjects at the edges of the frame 

without recomposing.

When you shoot using the LCD 

screen, you see 100% of what the 

sensor will record. You can set the 

screen to brighten automatically in 

dim light, or display copious amounts 

of technical information. What’s more, 

as this method uses software rather 

than a sensor you can position the 

focusing points anywhere you like 

within the frame. On the downside, 

the screen can be hard to see in 

bright light, and if you use it for long 

periods it will drain the battery. In all 

honesty, focusing with software is still 

not as effective as focusing with a 

sensor, so it’s best to shoot moving 

subjects in particular using the 

viewfinder method. 

Focusing through  
the viewfinder
When you compose a picture via  

the viewfinder, you have access to  

a number of focusing and area  

modes. The first focus mode is AF-S 

(Single-servo AF), which is designed 

for static subjects, as it focuses once 

and then stops. With AF-S selected 

you can choose between the 

following area modes: Auto Area AF, 

which instructs the camera to use all 

Tracking a moving 

subject in the frame  

is easy thanks to  

a multitude of  

autofocus options   

“ The Group Area AF option is a great all-

rounder, giving you maximum flexibility ”
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Choose an AF-area mode by pressing the AF-mode 

button and rotating the sub-command dial at the 

same time. 

Check the position of the focus point on the LCD 

screen. If required, use the Multi Selector to move  

the frame to the area you wish to focus on. 

To activate focusing, press the shutter-release button 

halfway, and wait for the focus frame to turn green. 

Press the button all the way down to take a picture. 

THREE FOUR FIVE

of the focusing points to achieve 

focus; Single Point AF, which allows 

you to select one, and Group Area AF, 

which uses five points. 

Of course, there are positives and 

negatives to each of these. AF-S 

pretty much guarantees that the 

camera will focus on something, but  

it offers little control over where this 

focus will fall. Single Point AF 

attempts to solve this problem by 

allowing you to select an individual 

point, but this can be too specific, 

leaving no margin for error. In 

addition, if the point falls on an area 

that is low in contrast or detail then 

the camera may fail to focus 

altogether. Group Area AF, on the 

other hand, is a great all-rounder. 

With five points to move around 

freely you have maximum flexibility. 

(This mode first appeared on the 

Nikon D750 and D810, so if you have 

a model that pre-dates these you 

might just have Auto Area AF and 

Single Point AF to choose from.) 

The second focusing mode is AF-C 

(Continuous-servo AF), which tracks  

a subject as it moves within the frame. 

With AF-C selected you can choose 

between the following area modes: 

Auto-area AF, Single-point AF and 

Group-area AF, but this time you also 

have the option of 3D-tracking, which 

allows you to sample a colour and 

track it as it moves within the frame; 

and Dynamic-area focusing, which 

enables you to select a single point 

and limit the size of the area in which 

it operates (current pro-spec models 

offer three ranges: D9, D21 and D51). 

Focusing via 
the LCD screen
When you compose a picture using 

the LCD screen some of the focus 

modes and area modes differ from 

those used by the viewfinder method, 

while others have simply been 

renamed or repackaged. The main 

focus mode options are AF-S 

(Single-servo AF) and AF-F (Full-time 

servo AF). 

When the camera is set to AF-F it 

continuously adjusts focus, tracking a 

moving subject without the need for 

pressing or holding down buttons. If, 

at any time, you wish to lock the focus 

you can press the shutter-release 

button halfway. By contrast, AF-S is 

designed for static subjects, as it 

focuses once and then stops.

With AF-F selected you can choose 

between the following area modes: 

Face-priority AF, which detects a  

face in the frame and locks onto it; 

Wide-area AF, which allows you to 

position a large focus point anywhere 

within the frame; Normal-area AF, 

which enables you to position a 

slightly smaller focus point anywhere 

within the frame; and Subject-tracking 

AF, which tracks a subject as it moves 

within the frame. This mode is 

intended for video recording, but as 

the microphone will pick up the sound 

of the lens whirring in and out it’s 

better to use Manual focus for movies. 

Autofocus systems have come a 

long way in the last 35 years, so make 

the most of this amazing technology 

by experimenting with focus modes 

to create perfect pin-sharp pictures.

There may be 

occasions when 

the camera is 

unable to confirm 

focus – in a low-

light situation, for 

example – but 

you are confident 

that key areas 

are sharp, and 

you would like 

to release the 

shutter anyway. 

In order to do 

this, you need 

to call up the 

Custom Setting 

menu, select 

autofocus, and 

opt for Release 

Priority. Now 

you can take a 

picture without 

waiting for focus 

confirmation. If 

you are in any 

doubt as to the 

accuracy of your 

focusing, choose 

an aperture that 

provides enough 

depth of field 

to forgive any 

slight error of 

judgement.

RELEASE 
PRIORITY 

One of the  

most popular 

combinations for 

tracking a moving 

subject is AF-C  

with Group Area 

Dynamic-area focusing allows you to select  

a point and limit the size of the area in which  

it operates
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Panasonic’s Micro Four 

Thirds cameras offer 

a multitude of ways of 

capturing fast action 

with burst modes. Sport 

shooter Steven Clarey 

explains how to do it

WORDS AND PICTURES  
STEVEN CLAREY

I 
predominantly shoot action—

sports like surfing, swimming or 

skating. Basically anything that’s 

kind of cool and a bit extreme. I 

work with people in west Wales and 

have been involved with action 

sports all my life. I like supporting the 

people I know, and I think that comes 

across in the work that I produce.

This kind of subject matter means 

that, in terms of the kit I use, the thing 

I need above anything else is a decent 

frame rate. I use the Panasonic GH4, 

the G7 and the GX8, with the GH4 

being my main camera, and all these 

cameras have not only fast frame 

rates for shooting stills but also the 

4K Photo Modes that have recently 

been appearing in every major 

Panasonic camera release. 

These modes allow users to extract 

Shooting 

fast action

MASTER YOUR  PANASONIC

8MP stills from 4K footage, which  

is shot at 30 fps, enormously 

expanding the potential for capturing 

fleeting moments at exactly the right 

second. I’ll go over how I use these 

modes in my work.

4K Burst Modes
In 4K mode you’ve got 4K Pre-Burst, 

4K Burst and Start/Stop.

4K Burst mode: This one’s simple. 

Put your finger on the shutter release 

and press and hold for the duration  

of how long you want to shoot for.

Start/stop: This works more like  

a video camera. Press to start 

recording, press to stop.

4K Pre-burst: This one is interesting. 

When Pre-burst is activated, you 

press the button to start/stop 

recording like normal. However, the 

camera will save a second of 

4K pre-burst is useful  

if your subject does 

something unexpected

When working in low 

light, it’s best to use 

regular burst mode
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footage from before you press the 

button, and another second from 

after you release it.

I use 4K pre-burst in the action 

shooting I do, and find it really useful. 

It’s really good for fast moments with 

an unpredictable subject such as a 

skateboarder, when you simply don’t 

know what they’re going to do next, 

as it means if you press the button 

less than a second after an amazing 

moment happens, you’ve still got it in 

the bag. A second may not sound like 

much, but remember that the 4K 

video is shot at 30fps – so a second 

before the button and a second after 

it is a total of 60 frames to play with! 

It just gives you a bit of leeway either 

way, which is really handy.

Whichever mode you use to 

capture the footage, once you’re 

done, the camera will allow you to 

look through the frames and select 

the one that you want to keep.

When to use  
regular burst
Of course, 4K burst modes won’t  

be suited to every situation. 

Remember that the final image 

produced will only be 8MP, so if 

you’re going to need to crop in 

because you’re at a distance from 

MASTER YOUR PANASONIC

If you’re at a distance 

from the action, use 

regular burst and crop in

“ 4K pre-burst mode is really 

good for fast moments with an 

unpredictable subject ”

your subject, or you intend to make 

large prints of your images, then 

you’re best off using the standard 

burst mode for the extra resolution.

The other main situation where you 

may want to avoid 4K burst mode 

and stick with regular is if you don’t 

have enough light. Freezing a subject 

at these high frame rates requires 

quite a high shutter speed, and if you 

don’t have enough light you won’t be 

able to correctly expose. Of course, 

there are solutions if you want to stick 

with the 4K mode – you could fire an 

off-camera flash or use a constant 

external light source.

Tracking subjects
When using burst modes – whichever 

kind – you need to be able to track 

your subject. For me in my work, this 

involves getting to know my subjects 

before I’m shooting. If I’m shooting a 

surfer, I observe their style of surfing, 

so if they’re moving across a wave I’ll 

pay attention to the sections of the 

wave they hit and how their body 

moves and reacts, as well as the kind 

of movements they make before 

doing something spectacular like  

a jump. Whatever action you shoot, 

the same principles apply: pay 

attention to your subject.

Getting a feel for how your burst 

mode works takes practice. When I’ve 

been shooting with a camera all 

morning, I get to know how fast it 

shoots and get the rhythm of its burst 

in my head, meaning I know the exact 

right moment to press the button in 

order to have my surfer or skater at 

the height of his jump during one of 

my frames. This is something you’ve 

just got to practise.

The Panasonic G7  

shoots stills at a 

maximum of 8fps
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Steven’s kit list
Picking the 
right camera
Gear-wise you’ve got a lot of 

fl exibility. You could get away with 

using some of the new compacts such 

as the TZ100 – I’ve been shooting 

with it recently and can say it’s a 

fabulous little camera. It’s got 4K 

burst modes, and is great to give 

yourself a taster for 4K.

For the optimal action shooting 

set-up, though, I’d be leaning more 

towards something like a G7, which 

is available for really quite an 

affordable price at the moment and 

gives you the option of getting more 

lenses with it, allowing your kit to 

develop with you. 

If you’ve got the money and you 

want to take things further then 

there’s the GH4, but don’t discount 

the GX8, which has excellent 

resolution and to me seems to be 

a little better in low light than both 

the GH4 and the G7. Try them if you 

can, to fi nd what works for you.

I get all my kit at Carmarthen 

Cameras, my local camera shop. 

I really believe in supporting local 

retailers and the guys there have 

bent over backwards to 

accommodate me over the years. 

4K start/stop allows you 

to keep recording for the 

action’s duration

In order to capture sports and action as effectively 

as possible, Steven has built up a collection of kit 

that’s suitable for his every need. Here’s what he uses:

CAMERA Panasonic GH4

LENSES Kowa 12mm f/1.8, Kowa 25mm f/1.8, Kowa 8.5mm 

f/2.8, Kowa 500mm, Panasonic 14-140mm, Panasonic 

7-14mm, Panasonic 100-300mm.

‘I use the Kowa lenses as the optical quality is awesome.

They also have a manual aperture ring, which has the

option of no clicks between the stops – great for fi lming, 

too. I really like using manual lenses, you really have to

concentrate on getting your focus right and I’m into it.

Panasonic lenses – the 7-14mm is a great bit of kit, I fi nd 

this lens particularly good for action and sports as it’s

really wide. The 14-140mm is my “r g

when I’m fi lming motorsports. It g g

range and has me pretty much cov y g

use the 100-300mm for my surfi ng  

used it for motorcross and had som g ’

TRIPOD Benro C2573FS4 Video Trip .

‘I used to carry around a really hea y p  

which was a nightmare. It was real y y

when I was out fi lming surfi ng it w y

carrying it around everywhere with  

super-light, good value for money q y 

is fantastic. I’ve given the Benro a beating since I’ve had 

it and haven’t managed to break it yet. Which is good – 

shooting action can mean you break a lot of stuff.’

FLASH Nissin i40 with Hahnel Captur system triggers.

‘The Nissin i40 is a great fl ash – probably the best bang 

for your buck out there. I mostly shoot it off-camera 

at skateparks and out and about shooting athletes in 

the street. I team it up with the Hahnel Captur system 

y j

y g

p  

so e ot e as  

gg  

y  

y g

y

a so ed batte es ’
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FIELD TEST

M
y fascination with 

motorsport predates 

my love of photography. 

In fact, it was my desire 

to get closer to car racing that 

inspired me to buy my first DSLR.

I loved cars and motor racing when 

I was growing up. My dad used to 

take me to British Touring Car races, 

and it was great watching from the  

pit garages and grandstands, but  

as I grew older I wanted to get closer. 

I saw the media photographers and  

it looked like the closest you could 

get to the action without driving a  

car. So, as soon as I could, I bought  

a Canon EOS 400D.

Not long after, I was at Thruxton 

Circuit in Hampshire watching the 

British Touring Car Championship and 

read about a competition in Amateur 

cameras are no longer just things  

I use as a hobby – they’re the tools  

of my trade. So ensuring they’re well 

maintained is vital to staying at the 

top of my game. 

Tools of the trade
My Canon EOS-1D Mark III has been 

with me for five years; it was my first 

professional camera and the single 

best investment in equipment I have 

made. Somehow, it continues to 

withstand all the abuse I throw at  

it. Unfortunately, despite still being 

capable of producing great images,  

it has fallen behind in the ISO and 

megapixel race.

In search of a new camera body, 

the obvious choices for a motorsport 

photographer shooting with a Canon 

are the EOS-1D X or the EOS 5D Mark 

PRICE £2,599 
body only
SENSOR 42.4MP, 
full-frame Exmor 
R CMOS
VIEWFINDER 0.5in, 
2.4-million-dot 
OLED EVF
ISO ISO 100-25,600 
(50-102,400 
expanded)
SCREEN 3in tilting LCD
VIDEO MODE 

4K video (100Mbps) 
DIMENSIONS  
126.9 x 95.7 x 60.3mm
WEIGHT: 625g

KEY
SPECS

Driving 
force

WORDS AND PICTURES NICK DUNGAN

Professional motorsport photographer 

Nick Dungan tests the Sony Alpha 

7R II at the 6 Hours of Bahrain World 

Endurance Championship race

Photographer that one of the teams 

was running. As luck would have it, 

my favourite image of the weekend 

was of that team’s car, so I entered 

the competition and several months 

later got a call to say I had won.

Since then, I’ve worked to build 

contacts with drivers, race teams, 

newspapers and in turn secure 

accreditation for various 

championships – from club racing to 

F1. Photography became a second job 

to my full-time career as a designer, 

and consumed all my spare time and 

holidays. In 2012, I was awarded the 

Motor Sports Association (MSA) 

Young Photographer of the Year.  

That convinced me I should make 

photography my full-time career.

I’ve been a full-time motorsport 

photographer for a year, and my 



Enter the Alpha 7R II. Its EVF is just 

as good as Fujifi lm’s, but unlike the 

Fuji system you can use a ‘smart’ 

adapter to mount Canon EF lenses 

to it. This gets around the issue of 

running two camera systems.

During the past year, I noticed an 

increasing number of automotive 

photographers switching to Sony’s 

Alpha 7R II, while retaining their old 

Canon glass and using an adapter 

made by Metabones (www.

metabones.com) that allowed the 

Canon glass to behave exactly as it 

would on a Canon body. However, 

the requirements from a camera for 

automotive photography are quite 

different when compared with what 

you need for motorsport.

With this in mind, I started to 

look into the Metabones adapter. 

I discovered that its latest version 

(Mark IV) now supported the Alpha 

7R II’s new on-sensor, phase-

detection autofocus. Early reports

SONY ALPHA 7R I I
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III. Both are great cameras, but both 

are due for a replacement in the near 

future (probably in time for the 

Olympics in the summer). Therefore, 

buying either at the moment would 

see me watching my new camera 

body lose money overnight once the 

new model is launched. 

I was prepared to hold out until 

Canon launched the successors to 

the EOS-1D X and EOS 5D Mark III, 

when both Canon and Sony launched 

super-high-megapixel bodies – the 

EOS 5DS and Alpha 7R II respectively. 

While megapixels are not a huge 

concern for motorsport photography, 

I fi ll my weeks with non-motorsport 

clients, and that includes shooting 

commercial images for heavy 

plant manufacturers and interior 

photography for a furniture company. 

Shooting wide open with 

the Canon EF 85mm f/1.8 

USM gave a gorgeously 

blurred background 

Here, the additional resolution and 

ability to crop a landscape image to 

portrait can be invaluable. On top of 

this, early indicators were that the 

Alpha 7R II produced very little noise 

at high ISO sensitivities and had an 

amazing dynamic range – both very 

useful features on a motorsport shoot.

 

Why the Alpha 7R II?
The Canon EOS 5DS would seem 

the logical choice for a Canon user. 

Unfortunately, the ISO performance 

is somewhat in the dark ages 

compared with most modern 

cameras. For my work, I don’t see 

enough benefi ts from this model over 

the much cheaper EOS 5D Mark III.

The Sony, on the other hand, 

has some unique features over the 

Canon that grabbed my attention. 

First, the difference in size between 

this mirrorless camera system and 

a traditional mirrored DSLR is 

signifi cant. The Sony is closer in 

size to a compact camera than a 

professional DSLR. When travelling 

with equipment, space is at a 

premium, and being able to fi t two 

Alpha 7R II bodies into the space in 

which you would fi t one Canon 

EOS-1D is very appealing.

The next feature I was drawn to 

was the electronic viewfi nder (EVF). 

I recently tested the Fujifi lm X-T1 

and fell in love with its small form, 

stunning EVF and razor-sharp lenses. 

After using an EVF, returning to a 

camera with a traditional mirror feels 

like a step backwards. Unfortunately, 

though, the Fuji system does not offer 

a long focal length, fast-aperture lens 

that fi ts my needs.

A panning shot at 

1/80sec, taken with the 

Canon EF 70-200mm 

f/2.8 USM
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seemed to suggest this significantly 

improved AF performance when 

using adapters and third-party lenses. 

Although Metabones does warn that 

not all lenses perform as they would 

on Canon camera bodies, it still 

seemed like this system had the 

potential to be a great solution.

Getting ready
After a lot of pleading with Sony (the 

Alpha 7R II is in serious demand), I 

obtained a test camera just in time for 

the final race of the World Endurance 

cameras, but are invaluable once you 

become familiar with them.

Before getting too carried away 

with setting up the camera, I installed 

the latest firmware on both the 

camera and the Metabones adapter. 

The latest Mark IV version of the 

Metabones adapter includes a micro 

USB port that allows users to perform 

firmware updates themselves 

(previously, this process required 

returning the unit to the factory).  

This reflects the speed at which 

Metabones is introducing updates  

to its equipment.

Next was the focus system. One 

feature on any professional camera 

that I could not live without is 

back-button focus. This option 

removes the focus drive from the 

shutter button, reassigning it to a 

button on the back of the body. This 

allows you to focus the camera using  

a back button, then recompose your 

image and take the shot without the 

camera attempting to refocus.

The Sony offers you the option to 

reassign this feature to the button in 

the centre of the AF/MF switch. It’s  

a little small, especially if you’re 

wearing gloves, but it is well placed 

and behaves as you would expect it 

to on a Canon or Nikon body.

The Alpha 7R II can use 

Canon lenses with full 

electronic control via the 

Metabones Smart 

Adapter. This striking 

action shot was taken 

with the EF 500mm  

f/4L IS USM 

FIELD TEST SONY ALPHA 7R I I

Championship in Bahrain. Once I had 

it in my hands, I set about familiarising 

myself with it. Having become used to 

Fujifilm’s X-T1 over recent months, the 

small size of the Sony felt familiar. I 

found the Sony’s slightly larger grip, 

and removal of the ISO and shutter 

dial in favour of a Canon 5D-type 

mode dial, easier to use. The Sony 

also has some of my favourite 

features found on the X-T1. The 

dedicated exposure-compensation 

dial and tilting screen are not really 

expected on professional-level 

Here the Alpha 7R II 

nailed focus using the 

Canon EF 50mm f/1.4 lens 
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O Master your camera and hone your photography skills
O Study in your own time and at your own pace
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learning was very 

helpful to me as I 

cannot commit to 

regular days in the 

week. I enjoy the 

feedback, which is 

honest and fair but 
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FIELD TEST SONY ALPHA 7R I I

Once the camera was set up, it 

was time to pack my bags. Despite 

still carrying all my Canon equipment, 

the small size of the Alpha 7R II 

allowed me to sneak it into my 

carry-on bag with only the slightest  

of rearrangements.

Set-up days
The Bahrain round of the World 

Endurance Championship is a unique 

race: not only is it the final round of 

the event, but it is also the only 

dusk-to-night race. For many 

photographers, this is a real highlight 

of the year. The beautiful golden 

sunsets and vibrant floodlit night 

sessions make for great photos. The 

28°C temperature is also a welcome 

break from the cold November 

temperatures back home.

As one of the official 

photographers for the World 

Endurance Championship, I arrive  

a few days before any cars take to  

the track. We document the event 

set-up, the drivers’ preparation and 

any pre-event press activities.

These set-up days are one of my 

favourite parts of the race weekend, 

as they provide opportunities to 

shoot detail shots in the pitlane and 

get closer to the cars than would 

usually be possible during a race 

session itself. 

My lens of choice for this is usually 

the Canon EF 50mm f/1.4. So I slot 

the Sony, Metabones adapter and 

Canon EF 50mm f/1.4 together and 

head to the pitlane. On this occasion, 

though, I hit a snag. The lens will not 

register. I ponder for a moment what 

can be wrong before reverting to 

every call centre’s favourite solution 

– turn it off and back on again. That 

fixed it!

Changing lenses with the body 

switched on seems to produce 

unreliable results. Sometimes it is fine, 

but other times it will not focus or 

register at all. In an ideal world you 

should always remember to turn the 

body off first, but in the hustle and 

bustle of the moment I can see how 

this might get overlooked.

I start by setting the camera’s 

flexible AF spot to medium setting. 

Using constant autofocus, it is snappy 

and grabs focus brilliantly, but 

perhaps lacks the pin-point precision 

that is useful when trying to focus on 

a small detail that becomes so 

important when shooting wide open 

at f/1.4. I switch down to the smallest 

selectable AF area, which is smaller 

than is possible on my EOS 5D Mark 

III. To my surprise, the autofocus 

remains accurate and fast. 

I decide to push the autofocus 

further, swap to my 85mm f/1.8 lens 

and head inside one of the garages, 

shielding myself from the burning 

midday sun and stepping into the 

cool shade of the garage. I line up  

a shot using the EVF and two scroll 

wheels to adjust my exposure to the 

new lighting conditions, placing the 

tiny AF point at the badge on one of 

the Aston Martins. Again, the focus 

locks on perfectly.

At this point, it is time for the  

teams and drivers to do a track walk. 

This is when the drivers familiarise 

themselves with the circuit if they 

have not driven it before, or to ensure 

that no changes have been made 

since their last visit. This involves 

walking a complete lap – nearly 3½ 

miles on this circuit. This is where the 

size of the Alpha 7R II comes into its 

own. Even when used with the EF 

70-200mm f/2.8 lens, it still results  

in a significant weight and size 

This portrait of  

Sam Bird was shot  

with the Canon EF 

85mm f/1.8 USM
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reduction compared with an EOS 

5D Mark III. The flip-up screen is also 

great for taking low-angle shots 

without having to lie on the ground.

This long walk does show up one 

weakness in the Alpha 7R II – its 

battery life. On my 45-minute walk,  

I filled an entire memory card, but I 

nearly emptied a battery, too. While 

the battery life is poor on the Alpha 

7R II, it does have one redeeming 

feature – it is possible to charge the 

camera on the fly using a portable 

powerbank via the micro USB socket. 

On further investigation, I also 

discover that turning the screen’s 

sleep timer to 10 seconds and turning 

off Sony’s built-in stabilisation helps 

to eke out more battery life. I do not 

use image stabilisation most of the 

time, as it tends to slow the camera, 

and for most motorsport images it 

has little benefit.

With the track walk over, I head 

back into the media centre to edit  

and send the images that I’ve shot. 

The first thing that grabs my attention 

is the relatively low number of images 

you get on a card, with my 32GB 

SDHC card holding fewer than 300. 

Although I am using a fairly fast 

SanDisk Extreme Pro Class 10, 

95MB/s SD card, the download times 

seem much longer than I would 

expect from a similar speed and 

capacity CF card. This does slow 

down workflow and could be a 

problem when image turnaround 

speed is critical. 

Getting the files onto the computer, 

I am able to have a closer look at  

the images the 42MP sensor 

produces. As you would expect,  

the resolution is vast, only matched 

by the file size (uncompressed Raw 

files are 86MB). On close inspection, 

even when used with older lower-

resolution glass, the quality is 

astounding. The details on portraits in 

the eyes, skin texture and eyelashes is 

striking. But this quality can be very 

unforgiving – a slight front or back 

focus is immediately noticeable. 

However, if you nail the focus the 

rewards are worth it.

As I move the files into Lightroom 

and begin to pull the highlights and 

shadows around, I am amazed by just 

how much information is in these files, 

particularly in the highlights where 

there seems to be a lot of colour, 

which I was not expecting. The files 

also seem to have a nice warmth to 

their tones that I haven’t seen on  

a modern camera since the Canon 

EOS-1Ds Mark III and EOS-1D Mark III. 

In the Bahrain sunshine, this gives the 

images a gorgeous golden tone even 

before processing.

One small niggle at this point is that 

Sony does not provide an option to 

change the file names, and this strikes 

The Alpha 7R II had no trouble using the 

Canon EF 500mm f/4L  IS USM with the 

Canon Extender EF 1.4x II teleconverter 

FIELD TEST

“ The small size of the Sony Alpha 7R II allowed  

me to sneak it into my carry-on bag with only the 

slightest of rearrangements ”

The Bahrain race  

gives the opportunity 

to capture vibrant 

floodlit photos

me as a fairly basic oversight. With 

any luck it will be added in a future 

firmware update.

Track action
The next day it is time to try the 

camera on moving subjects. Most of 

the shorter glass I use in the pitlane 

has worked as well as I could hope, 

but this is the real test.

I head out on track with my go-to 

lenses – the Canon EF 70-200mm 

f/2.8 (non IS) and EF 500mm f/4 IS 

Mark I. Starting with the 70-200mm, 

I try some panning. It’s not the most 

challenging for the camera, but  

good for testing the EVF blackout 

between frames. I was disappointed; 

to my eye, Fujifilm’s EVF is much 

faster, with a shorter blackout. This 

made it tricky to pan in burst mode, 

which is my preferred technique. 

Changing my approach to taking 

single frames, it was easy to nail pans 

down to 1/50sec, while the EVF gave 

me constant visual verification that 

my exposures were spot on. It was  

a shame not to be able to take 

advantage of the Alpha 7R II’s 5fps 

frame rate. Although not very fast 

compared with some cameras, the 

5fps is adequate for my uses – but 

only if the camera can deliver sharp 

focused images. So, this is a mark 

against the Sony.

Changing my position on the 

track, I pick a moderately fast 

head-on shot, for which I’d expect 

my Canon cameras to achieve more 
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than 80% success. I fi re a burst of 

four or fi ve frames. Here I am 

shooting a higher shutter speed 

(1/160sec+) and the EVF blackout 

seems less noticeable. I review the 

images and fi nd the fi rst frame on 

each burst is perfectly focused, while 

the next three or four frames are 

much less reliable. Again, I adjust my 

technique to taking single frames and 

I achieve a success rate comparable 

to my Canon.

I’m now starting to get a feel for 

the camera’s limitations, so I decide 

to try the EF 500mm lens, but I’m 

apprehensive about the likely success 

of this combination. Before leaving, I 

had read a warning on the Metabones 

website stating: ‘Even on the Alpha 

7R II, long telephoto lenses hunt more 

often and autofocus performance 

progressively deteriorates as focal 

length gets longer.’

Nevertheless, I attach the 500mm 

and pick a section of the circuit that 

provides a fairly easy head-on shot 

where the cars are doing around 

80-100mph. 

Again, I fi nd that the fi rst shot in 

a burst tends to be signifi cantly more 

successful than the following frames. 

However, the number of usable 

images, even from those fi rst shots, 

is still noticeably lower than I would 

expect from my Canon cameras. On 

inspection, the images also seemed to 

display a level of noise that I would 

not expect from this camera at low 

ISO sensitivities. I can only put this 

down to some kind of compatibility 

issue when using the 500mm with the 

Metabones adapter. Having said that, 

the focused images were perfectly 

usable – even if they didn’t do the 

42MP sensor justice.

During this process of shooting 

and reviewing images, I fi nd myself 

becoming frustrated with the 

camera’s processing and preview 

times. Clearly, the 86MB fi les take 

some processing power to view. But 

the time it takes to generate a 100% 

preview or switch between images 

could be 10 seconds, if the camera 

is saving to card.

Conclusion
I start to wonder if the Alpha 7R II has 

a place in my kit bag. It was never 

going to be a direct replacement for 

the EOS 5D Mark III or EOS-1D X, but 

it brings features to the table that 

these cameras do not have. 

I love the Alpha 7R II’s size and 

weight (599g with batteries). The 

resolution, dynamic range and quality 

of the Raw fi les means you can easily 

use it for commercial work. The less 

imposing size seems to make people 

less intimidated by your camera, while 

some question whether it is a 

‘professional’ model. 

The autofocus is very good on 

short focal-length lenses and even 

on shorter telephotos. However, it 

simply isn’t up to scratch on the long 

telephoto lenses. Yet this is nothing 

for Sony to be ashamed of, as 

ultimately this is all working through 

a third-party adapter and, frankly, the 

fact that it works to a half-decent 

standard at all is impressive. However, 

this camera will be used daily, in all 

conditions, so I must also consider 

some of the strange behaviour the 

adapter caused when changing 

lenses. I also wonder how well the 

system would cope in poor weather 

conditions, as the Metabones has no 

weather sealing.

Given all these concerns, though, 

I am left thinking about the Alpha 

7R II’s EVF. While it isn’t perfect – the 

lag between frames makes it hard to 

work with when shooting bursts of 

images – it is brilliant. Being able to 

watch your exposure in tricky lighting 

conditions, and getting to see the 

image that will be delivered when 

you press the shutter, are such great 

benefi ts that I really became attached 

to this camera for portrait and 

detailed pitlane work. I would 

seriously consider adding the Sony 

Alpha 7R II to my camera bag.

Focal points
The Alpha 7R II provides all the 

sophisticated controls a serious 

photographer could want

Customisation
The Alpha 7R II allows you to set 

the camera’s buttons and dials 

as you’d like them. To make a 

change, head to the custom key 

settings option, which is located 

in the main menu.

Durable shutter 
The Alpha 7R II’s shutter is tested to 500,000 cycles and features 

a braking mechanism that’s designed to cut mechanical front and 

rear curtain vibration by up to 50%. 

Battery
Two rechargeable NP-FW50 

batteries, the same as those used 

in the Sony Alpha 7R, 7 II and 7S, 

are supplied with the Alpha 7R II. 

They’re rated for 290 shots each 

when the EVF is used and 340 shots 

when users opt to use the screen. 

Extra batteries cost £65 each.

Memory card
The Sony Alpha 7R II has a 

single memory-card slot at 

the side. SDXC memory cards 

with a Class 10 or higher 

speed rating are required for 

XAVC S video recording and 

UHS Speed Class 3 is required 

for recording at 100Mbps. 

Image 
stabilisation
Built-in 5-axis image 

stabilisation works with every 

lens that can be used on the 

camera, and brings extra 

benefi ts for long exposures or 

close-up shooting. 

SONY ALPHA 7R I I
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P
roducing a mid-range 

DSLR is a balancing 

act: fi rst you have to 

decide how much technology 

to ‘borrow’ from high-end 

models, then you have to 

price the product carefully. 

The RRP must be low enough 

to persuade entry-level owners 

to upgrade, yet high enough 

to reassure pro-camera 

owners who might be feeling 

a little hard done by. It’s 

not easy, but if you get 

the balance right it can be 

hugely profi table.

In September 2012, Canon 

rose to the challenge with 

the EOS 6D, a full-frame 

DSLR with a 20.2MP sensor,

built-in Wi-fi  and GPS 

functionality, Full HD video 

recording, and a price tag of

£1,695 (body only). Taking 

inspiration from the EOS 60D

and EOS 5D Mark III, the 

camera is reassuringly solid,

with a sensible mixture of 

external and menu-based 

controls, and a layout that’s

satisfyingly intuitive.

The 6D uses the same DIG

5+ processor as the 5D Mark

III, but combines it with a lo

resolution sensor (20.2MP 

compared to 22.3MP). This 

modest pixel count is sure to 

unsettle some, but in ‘real life’ 

the difference is marginal. The 

6D produces pictures full of 

detail, even at high ISOs, while 

the metering system is, for the 

most part, reliable. What’s 

more, the white balance is 

extremely accurate right up to 

ISO 12,800, after which colour 

saturation drops off slightly. 

Of course, no camera is 

without fault, and the 6D has 

Canon EOS 6D

been criticised for its sluggish 

continuous shooting rate 

(4.5fps compared to 6fps on 

the 5D Mark III), limited AF 

What our 
test said 
‘It’s great to fi nally see a full-frame body in 

Canon’s line-up that costs under £2,000. 

But for APS-C DSLR users considering the 

jump up to full frame, it still represents 

a serious outlay when you consider that 

EF-S lenses can’t be used with the 6D. 

On the plus side, the 6D offers superb 

image quality at a price that is realistic. The 

addition of GPS and Wi-fi  are very well 

received, and though it’s no 5D Mark III, 

it goes above and beyond what most 

enthusiasts are calling for right now. It’s 

a capable DSLR, so hats off to Canon for 

producing a great camera that performs 

a ll d h d i ld ’

Upgrading to full-frame is more affordable than you may think

W W W . C A N O N . C O . U K

In the range How the EOS 6D fi ts in the EOS line-up KEY SPECS 
SENSOR  20.2MP CMOS

ISO 100-25,600 (can be expanded to 102,400) 

BURST MODE  Up to 4.5fps

MOVIE  Full HD 1920 x 1080

DISPLAY 3in, 1,040k-dot TFT fi xed LCD

DIMENSIONS  145 x 111 x 71mm

WEIGHT  770g

LAUNCH 
PRICE

How it stacks 
up today

While the EOS 6D gave enthusiasts plenty 

to shout about in 2012, four years later its 

spec sheet is beginning to look distinctly 

unimpressive (especially when compared 

with cameras such as the Nikon D750). 

Any Mark II version needs to offer 24MP 

(or more), an articulated LCD screen and 

a faster continuous shooting speed if it’s 

going to attract price-conscious consumers. 

Alternatives
Launched a week before the Canon EOS 6D, 

the Nikon D600 was undoubtedly its 

closest rival. These full-frame DSLRs are 

similar in size, but the Nikon is cheaper, 

offers slightly higher resolution (24.3MP), 

sports a built-in fl ash, dual card slots, and 

more impressive AF coverage. The Sony 

SLT-A99 is also worth considering.

PROS
• Wi-fi  and GPS

• Noise is well 

controlled, even 

at ISO 3200

• Superb Raw image 

quality

CONS
• Only one cross-

type AF sensor 

• Relatively slow 

continuous shooting

• Single card slot 

(SD)
GOLD

CURRENT 
PRICE

c

c fi

screen, and the lack of a dual

card slot or audio-out port for 

monitoring sound during video 

shooting. If you don’t shoot 

moving objects or videos that 

often, though, these niggles 

are unlikely to cause you too 

many problems. 

£1,099

£1,695

We’d like to see 

an articulated 

screen on a Mark 

II version

Buttons and dials 

are intuitively 

laid out across 

the body

A replacement 

for the 6D is 

rumoured to 

arrive later in 

the year

BODY
ONLY

BODY
ONLY

Canon EOS 6D Canon EOS 5D Mark IIICanon EOS 80D
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Dani 
Colston
B A R R Y ,  S O U T H  W A L E S

M
y uncle gave me his old 

Russian Zenit SLR when 

I studied photography 

as part of a media BTEC course. 

It was extremely cumbersome, 

but opened my eyes to what was 

possible beyond the compact 

cameras I was used to. 

My fi rst DSLR was a Canon 

EOS 300D, which I upgraded to 

a 550D and then, more recently, 

the 6D. I chose the 6D because 

I wanted to move to full frame. 

I mainly shoot portraits and 

landscapes, and was impressed 

by the camera’s size, features 

such as GPS and Wi-fi , and its 

performance in low light, which is 

where the 6D shines. The usable 

ISOs up to 12,800 allow you to 

get decent shots, whatever the 

available light. 

I’m a bit old school, I guess, 

in that I shoot manual almost 

all the time. Despite the 6D’s 

compact (for a full-frame) body, 

I still can easily change all the 

settings I need effortlessly. 

There have been criticisms of 

the autofocus, which has only 11 

points and just one cross type, 

but most of the time I leave it 

on the centre cross type and 

recompose using back button 

focus, and I’ve been more than 

happy with the results. For 

portraits, landscapes, travel, 

macro and astrophotography, 

you can’t go wrong with the 

features, size and value of the 6D.

Permajet says: ‘Dani should 

look to PermaJet’s new range 

of Fine Art media when printing 

Elephant hawk moth and rose. 

It would be perfectly suited to 

the new Photo Art Silk 315 

media, with its silk sheen.’

1 Shake it off
This was the only picture I 

took on this particular day, 

as my camera and lens 

got sprayed with water. 

Thankfully, the 6D has 

decent weather-sealing. 

Canon 50mm f/1.4, 

1/4000sec @ f/3.2, 

ISO 200

2 Elephant hawk 
moth and rose
This was my fi rst attempt 

at focus stacking, which 

I did by manually moving 

the focus ring through 20 

shots. They were then 

aligned and blended 

in Photoshop.

Canon 50mm f/2.5 macro, 

1/160sec @ f/9, ISO 100

3 Sunset sunstar
I shot this handheld on a 

dog walk as the sun set.

Tamron 24-70mm at 

31mm, 1/100sec @ f/22

3

1

2

WWW.DANICOLSTON.COM
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Paul 
Baggaley
H I T C H I N

I
became interested in 

photography in 2008, after 

I had to give up competitive 

sport. I initially shot my hockey 

team matches as a means of 

staying in touch, but soon 

realised photography provided 

much broader creative potential.

My fi rst DSLR was a Canon 

40D. It was a great camera, but 

sadly met its end in high winds 

as it toppled upon my tripod!

Following a Canon 7D, I 

upgraded to full frame for image 

quality, especially high ISO 

performance and dynamic 

range. After I tried a number of 

full-frame DSLRs, my decision 

became straightforward. The 6D 

met my primary requirements 

and was smaller, lighter and 

more comfortable in my hand. It 

was a bonus that I could retain 

my Canon lenses, too.

Typically I shoot in aperture 

priority, manual and bulb mode 

for long exposures. I exclusively 

shoot Raw.

My lens of choice is the 

17-40mm F4L, which is relatively 

small, light and inexpensive for 

a full-frame wideangle. 

The 6D is very straightforward 

to operate. I’ve never found 

myself searching for controls 

or wrestling with unnecessary 

menus, making it a pleasure 

to use. The image quality is 

excellent, not only in terms of 

resolution, high ISO and dynamic 

range, but also, perhaps most 

importantly, colour rendition.

Permajet says: ‘With such 

striking landscapes, it is 

important to consider correct 

colour representation when 

printing. Whichever media Paul 

chooses from PermaJet, he will 

be able to make use of the free 

colour profi ling service which 

enables perfect prints every time.’

1 Escape is impossible
Skies like this don’t happen very often. When 

they do, I have a few locations near my home 

that I can get to quickly. 

Samyang 14mm, 1/250sec @ f/8, ISO 100

2 Windy day
This is one of my favourite trees to 

photograph. The clouds complemented 

the scene perfectly.

Samyang 14mm, 1/320sec @ f/8, ISO 100

3 Lagoa das Sete Cidades
Perhaps the most iconic view in the Azores. 

I had to return four times before the fog lifted. 

Canon EF17-40mm f/4L USM at 17mm, 

1/60sec @ f/16, ISO 100, Lee Filters hard grad

1

2

3
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Sonia 
Crespo
G I R O N A ,  S P A I N

M
y fi rst DSLR was a 

Canon EOS 400D with 

a Tamron 18-270mm 

lens, which I bought to take on 

holiday to South Africa with me 

in 2007. I didn’t know anything 

about photography, but I put the 

camera into manual mode and 

started to learn.

For the next few years, I only 

used the camera occasionally, 

but in 2012 I decided to take 

photography more seriously, 

so I upgraded to a Canon EOS 

650D, then the EOS 6D shortly 

after. The same year, I found 

a Facebook group dedicated 

to photography in Girona, and 

through it I met a lot of people. 

I chose the EOS 6D because 

I read it was good for landscapes 

and night shots – two of my 

favourite subjects. The lenses 

that I use most are two zooms 

– the Canon 17-40mm and 

Tamron 70-300mm – and I also 

use the Samyang 14mm for night 

shots, and the Zeiss 21mm for 

landscapes. I always shoot in 

Raw, then use Lightroom fi rst, 

followed by Photoshop. 

The 6D has all I need. What 

I don’t like about full-frame 

DSLRs in general is that they 

are bulky and heavy, as are the 

lenses. If you are shooting in one 

fi xed location, it isn’t a problem, 

but when you have to walk for 

any distance, or put all your 

equipment in a case for 

travelling, it can become a 

problem. So I wish they were 

smaller and lighter. But overall, 

the EOS 6D is a really great 

camera and I recommend it.

Permajet says: ‘Water, 

refl ections, and vivid colour 

always look impressive when 

printed on PermaJet’s award 

winning Titanium Lustre 280 

– offi cially the Best Professional 

Paper of 2015.’

PermaJet provide award winning digital 

photographic paper and accessories to help

you print to perfection at home, every time.

The comprehensive range of inkjet papers

include the high quality daily essentials of

Gloss, Oyster and Matt and heavyweight 

Fine Art collections of textured and smooth

surfaces. Receive leading levels of support

and FREE ICC profi les for all PermaJet media,

making your memories last a lifetime. 

Each featured reader receives a 
£50 Permajet voucher

www.permajet.com

1 Powerful nature
Taken one Saturday morning on 

the Costa Brava, Girona.

Canon 17-40mm at 17mm, 

8 seconds @ f/16, ISO 100, tripod

2 God’s waterfall
A long exposure is essential for 

capturing the fl ow of water.

Canon 17-40mm at 17mm, 2 seconds @ f/16, 

ISO 100, tripod, long-exposure fi lter

WWW.FLICKR.COM/PEOPLE/SONIACM

1

2
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I am absolutely clueless about 

monitors, but I do know the unit I am 

looking at now is old, so I’m in the 

market for an upgrade, primarily for photo 

editing. I do appreciate that, more often than 

not, you get what you pay for with technology, 

but alas, there is a budget, with my limit being 

£200. So with this in mind, I set about 

researching it. I’m looking for a 24in screen 

and have found the majority to have a 

resolution of 1920 x 1080. However, I stumbled 

across the Dell P2416D, which has a higher 

resolution. My couple of questions are: is it an 

advantage to have the greater PPI of the 

higher resolution, or a disadvantage? Is the 

Dell P2416D acceptable for photo editing?

The Dell P2416D certainly is a fi ne 

choice for photo editing, but it can’t 

be underlined enough that you need 

to get whatever model of monitor you end up 

with properly calibrated using a hardware 

screen calibrator like a X-Rite Colormunki or 

DataColor Spyder. The Dell P2416D is a QHD 

– quad HD or the total resolution of four 720 

HD (1280 x 720) screens – 2460 x 1440 pixels 

display. It’s halfway between 4K or UHD (ultra 

high defi nition) 3840 x 2160 pixel displays and 

full HD 1920 x 1080 pixel displays. The Dell also 

has an IPS LCD panel, which means a decent 

colour range and, above all, the picture will 

remain stable at different viewing angles. 

Unlike UHD screens, you should not have 

problems with refresh rates over standard 

HDMI cables. It may be worth checking that 

your PC’s graphics hardware can support 

the higher resolution of this display. As there 

are more pixels, compared to a standard full 

HD display of the same size at 100% images 

will be smaller on the screen, but in general 

you should fi nd the benefi ts of the extra 

resolution welcome. IB

I’m very new to 

photography and 

I’m learning a lot. 

I recently got a Canon EOS 

100D and I love it. It came 

with 18-55mm and 75-300mm 

lenses. I mainly photograph 

wildlife and I’m not doing too 

badly so far. I just wondered 

if you had any tips or could 

suggest any equipment I can 

add to improve things further.

Your twin lens set-up 

is an ideal way to get 

started with general 

and wildlife photography. The 

biggest challenge when using 

a telephoto lens such as your 

75-300mm is to keep the 

camera and lens as steady as 

possible, so you may want to 

consider a support of some 

kind. This could be as basic 

as a photographer’s beanbag 

on which to rest the camera 

when lining up your subject. 

This is OK if you have 

something on which to rest 

the beanbag, like a wall. If 

not, then a monopod or a 

tripod would be a good 

investment. The latter is 

recommended for a set-up 

such as yours, as monopods 

are really best for bulkier 

lenses that have their 

own tripod mount. 

When choosing a 

tripod, make sure it 

has a quick-release 

mounting plate 

mechanism. As 

the 100D and 

your lenses 

aren’t very 

heavy or bulky, there is no need 

for a heavy-duty tripod, but do 

try to see and handle the 

model you are interested in 

down at your local store before 

making a fi nal decision. 

The 100D does not 

feature built-in wireless 

connectivity with 

smartphones or 

tablets, but you can 

buy an Eye-Fi Mobi 

wireless memory card for 

instant backing up of your 

photos to the cloud and 

easy sharing via your 

smartphone or tablet. If 

you would like to use 

your 100D remotely 

or for time-lapse 

photography, have 

a look at TriggerTrap 

kits. Canon also has 

a companion app for the 

100D which is available 

free of charge. IB

Expanding my kit
D U A N E . G R I C E

HELP

A

Q

Q

Monitors on a budget
C R A I G 2 0 2 6 4 

A

A question 
of voltage
S T E V E

Some time ago, 

a friend of mine 

advised me never 

to try to use an ‘old’ (fi lm 

era) fl ashgun on a new 

DSLR, as they operate on 

different voltages and 

would probably fry the 

camera’s circuits. Rightly 

or wrongly, I was 

convinced not to try it. 

However, I’ve started to 

use an old fi lm SLR again 

(Canon AE1 Program) and 

would like to use fl ash. 

I don’t have a fl ash from 

the AE1 era but do have 

a newer Canon Speedlite 

(430 EX II). Is this safe 

to use? Is there anything 

I should know?

With some older 

fl ash units, their 

trigger fl ash 

voltage will more than 

likely burn out the fl ash 

trigger circuitry in a typical 

modern camera, so your 

friend gave you sound 

advice. When using a 

modern fl ash on an old 

camera body, however, 

there is no danger of 

damaging either the 

camera body or the fl ash. 

Your main challenge is to 

make that 430 EX II work 

with your AE-1 Program. 

The 430 fl ash would 

normally rely on the 

camera body doing the 

exposure metering and 

so controlling the fl ash 

thanks to its dedicated 

connectivity. When fi tted 

to an old AE-1 Program you 

will need to set the 430 to 

manual mode and either 

select the most suitable 

power setting or alter the 

aperture on the lens to get 

the correct brightness. You 

will also need to select a 

1/60sec shutter speed as 

this is as fast as the AE-1 

Program can sync with 

electronic fl ash. IB

Q

A

For wildlife 

shots, a 

tripod would 

be a good 

investment

You need to ensure that 

your monitor is properly 

calibrated
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Last year I was 

fortunate enough to 

get tickets to the 

British Grand Prix, so I bought 

a Nikon D5200 and a Nikon 

70-300mm lens so I could try 

to get some pictures from the 

event. I hadn’t used a camera 

before other than my phone 

and did not know much about 

it, but this combo was fairly 

cheap and seemed to be 

reasonable, so I thought it 

would make a good starting 

point. I found that I really 

enjoyed not only the 

experience of a live race but 

also taking the pictures, so 

I now have a season pass for 

Brands Hatch and my tickets 

for this year’s Grand Prix. 

One of the problems I had 

last year (other than a massive 

lack of experience) was that I 

had to crop all of my pictures 

massively and this obviously 

exaggerated any problems 

with them, so I would like to 

get a lens with a bit more 

reach. I think my options are 

the new Nikon 200-500mm, 

the Tamron 150-600mm or 

the Sigma 150-600mm 

(Contemporary, not Sport). 

Looking at what others are 

using for this kind of 

photography, the Canon 

400mm (sometimes with a 

teleconverter) is popular, so 

would it make sense to change 

to a Canon body? There 

seems to be a larger range of 

lenses at a more affordable 

price point and I cannot fi nd 

an equivalent 400mm lens for 

Nikon (not at a reasonable 

price, anyway). As I have not 

spent much on Nikon lenses, 

would this make sense?

First of all, even the 

pros may be limited 

by how close they 

will be allowed to position 

themselves to the cars. Most 

of them will be shooting full 

frame, so a 400mm lens for 

them only equates to the fi eld 

of view of a 270mm focal 

length on an APS sensor 

camera such as yours. 

Cropping is a fact of life with 

motorsport photography. The 

underlying message is – get 

as close to the action as you 

can and at club meetings at 

Brands Hatch this should be 

a lot easier than from a stand, 

for example, at the Grand Prix. 

But if you are convinced you 

need an extra-long telephoto, 

it’s probably not the right time 

to go for a relatively expensive 

choice, and the more 

affordable Tamron SP 

AF150-600mm f/5-6.3 Di VC 

USD is a very good performer 

for the money. If you do get 

a lens like this with its own 

tripod mount collar, get a 

monopod with a forward/

back only monopod quick 

release head like the 

Manfrotto 234RC. IB

@

A

GOT A 
QUESTION? 
DROP OUR 
EXPERTS A LINE

Lenses for motorsports
A D A M  B E L C H E R

Q

I am in the market for 

a wideangle zoom to 

add to my collection. 

Budget is not a massive factor, 

although I would like to keep 

it below £800 if possible. The 

main criterion is sharpness. I 

have heard good things about 

the Tamron 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 

D, and I already own a Tamron 

90mm, which is nice and sharp. 

Then there’s the Nikon AF-S DX 

10-24mm f/3.5-4.5G ED. The 

Tamron is £200 cheaper, but 

I don’t want to compromise if 

the sharpness is not there. Now 

you know what I’m going to 

ask: Nikon or Tamron. Which 

wins the sharpness test?

Your extra pounds only 

really buy marginally 

better overall 

performance with the 

Nikon AF-S DX 

10-24mm f/3.5-4.5G 

ED over the Tamron 

10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 D, 

although the Nikon 

lens is better built. 

Neither is outstandingly good, 

although neither are they poor 

performers. However, you 

should also consider the Sigma 

10-20mm f/3.5 EX DC HSM, 

which is considerably cheaper 

than the Nikon option but, 

apart from its shorter 

range, is a better 

performer and a 

constant-aperture 

lens, so it’s brighter 

at the longer end 

of the focal length 

range. IB

Looking for maximum sharpness
C R A I G 2 0 2 6 4

A

Q

Sigma’s 10-20mm is 

an excellent option 
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Next
month

On 
sale

8 April

Slowly does it
From abstract seascapes to 

star or traffi c trails, we 
reveal how to become a 

master of the long exposure

Olympus 
Pen-F

Could this retro-style 
camera be the perfect 

fusion of craftsmanship, 
design and functionality? 

Three legs 
good

In the market for a 
carbon-fi bre tripod? Don’t 
buy until you’ve read our 

guide to the fi ve best

Lens test
We try out the Samyang 

50mm f/1.2 – a fast telephoto 
prime for  CSC users

GOT A QUESTION? DROP OUR EXPERTS A LINE

Pros and cons of 4K?
S . H A R R E L

I am considering 

the purchase of a 

Panasonic DMC-

GX8. A feature I am curious 

about is 4K, both for video 

and stills. Is this a gimmick or 

a genuinely useful feature 

that I will be likely to use 

more than once?

Panasonic and 

another TV 

manufacturer, 

surprise, Sony, are the primary 

promoters of 4K shooting 

capability in their latest 

cameras. But you should look 

beyond the obvious link to 4K 

or UHD (ultra high defi nition) 

TVs. For video, if you shoot 

4K now you will be future-

proofi ng yourself. It’s 

inevitable that the standard 

for TVs will eventually be 4K. 

Even now the industry reports 

that sales of 4K TVs have 

taken off better than 3D TVs 

did. YouTube already supports 

4K video and some limited 4K 

broadcast content is already 

available. It’s also possible to 

produce enhanced quality 

1080 HD video by down-

scaling from 4K. 

For stills, the real attraction 

is to be able to step through 

a 4K sequence and extract 

one of the 30 frames taken 

per second that is head and 

shoulders above the rest. It 

could simply be a transient 

expression or an ultra-precise 

moment in time. If you don’t 

know what’s about to happen 

and when, recording a video 

clip that can produce 8MP 

stills is very compelling. The 

main problem with 4K is that 

the processing of homing in 

on the still frames you hope 

to fi nd remains laborious. 

While the GX8 is one of the 

most developed of 4K 

cameras yet, it still has some 

way to go to cater for the 

needs of a demanding stills 

photographer. It’s work in 

progress but it’s not a 

gimmick. IB

I currently use a 

Manfrotto MT190PRO3 

and love it, apart from 

the bottom section of the legs. 

There is considerably more 

movement in the tripod when 

using the small bottom section 

of the legs. Therefore I was 

thinking of upgrading to the 

MT055CPRO3, as the bottom 

section of the legs is thicker 

and, being carbon fi bre, it will 

weigh the same as my current 

tripod. Is it worth upgrading? 

If you value the 

compactness 

of your 

MT190PRO3 and 

you aren’t limited 

by its maximum 

height or capacity, have you 

considered upgrading to the 

carbon fi bre version of your 

current tripod, the 

MT190CXPRO3 or even the four 

section MT190CXPRO4? The 

carbon-fi bre legs are noticeably 

more rigid than the plain 

aluminium versions. How happy 

you will be is a very personal 

thing and the best way of 

answering your question is to 

visit a stockist and to handle 

the various tripods yourself. IB

Tripod upgrade – is it worth it?
M I C H A E L  L I T T L E
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Second 

body advice

L I G H 1 2 3

I did wedding 

photography for 

a few years with 

a Nikon D300 and a Nikon 

D7000. Last year I stopped 

and got rid of my D7000. 

However, I am going to 

shoot more weddings this 

year. I’m tempted to buy 

another D7000 as they are 

cheaper than ever and it 

was a great camera. The 

D7200 is also out but 

costs a lot more. Is it a 

much better camera? If 

I got the D7200, I’d also 

need to upgrade 

Lightroom as I hear the 

D7200 when shooting Raw 

isn’t compatible with older 

versions of Lightroom 4. 

My main concern is cost.

The Nikon D7200 

is a relatively 

low-key upgrade 

from the D7100. It offered 

many improvements over 

the D7000, including an 

increase from 16MP to 

24MP – without sacrifi cing 

noise or dynamic range, a 

much-improved 51-point 

AF system, a larger and 

higher resolution LCD and 

the introduction of support 

for 1080 full HD video 

compared to 720 HD video 

on the D7000. In turn, the 

D7200 adds Wi-fi  support, 

60fps video, a higher ISO 

ceiling (though the highest 

settings are restricted to 

black and white), better 

battery life and better AF 

sensitivity in very low light. 

One other benefi t of the 

D7100 is that you won’t 

need to upgrade from 

Lightroom 4, though it’s 

worth doing this anyway. 

It’s quite hard to get a new 

D7000 now as it was 

discontinued some time 

ago. So the D7100 could 

be a canny value-for-

money buy for you, being 

about £120 cheaper than 

a D7200. IB

Q

A

MT190CXPRO4

Panasonic DMC-GX8
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T
he Camlink Como 23 DSLR and Video Holdall Bag is 

compact, strong and durable. Made from high-tech 

Cordura weather-resistant nylon, it has a hard cell 

foam inner construction, fi ve moveable Velcro 

dividers and extra padding on external walls. The shoulder 

strap is padded, and there are both external and internal 

pockets for accessories.

As it incorporates rear opening, the top of the bag opens 

away from your body for easy access and also for better 

security – when you open the bag its contents are not forced 

away from you with the risk of your expensive kit falling out! 

It’s also ideal for travel because an all-weather cover is 

included for protection in adverse weather conditions.

Camlink’s Como 23 DSLR and Video Holdall Bag is worth 

£54.58 each, and we have 10 of them to give away. Enter now 

for your chance to win one.

This stylish Camlink Como 23 bag is ideal for 

your video and DSLR camera equipment

?
Answer this question:

How many moveable Velcro dividers 

does the Camlink Como 23 DSLR 

and Video Holdall Bag have? 

Closing date: 11th April 2016

TO ENTER, VISIT 

whatdigitalcamera.com/aprilcompetition

COMPETITION

Test your photo knowledge and have 

some fun with the all-new What Digital 

Camera brainteasers below

1 Circular o

placed in f

2 Small vid

extreme s

3 In a traditional darkroom  the device used 

to project the negative onto the paper.

4 Photographer famous for documenting 

the American Civil War

5 In the U.S., which company uses the 

‘Rebel’ brand name for its entry level 

DSLRs?

r-

8 Mobile photo-sh media 

service famous for its square pictures 

and fi lter effects.

9 The brightest parts of an image

10 Brazilian photojournalist whose major 

works include Workers, Migrations and 

Genesis.

Just for funFun

Guess the mystery camera!

Qu h
Deciph *

Do you recognise either of these popular cameras?
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LAST MONTH’S ANSWERS: 1 Full Frame, 2 Alpha, 3 Contax, 4 Gursky, 5 Ringfl ash, 6 Kodak, 7 Photoshop, 8 McCurry, 9 

Canon, 10 Testino. Mystery cameras - xxxxxxx

Don’t forget to buy next month’s issue to fi nd out all the answers.
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Win

Win one of 10 Camlink 
Como 23 holdall bags

Subscribe online at

wdcsubs.com/13C

Animal 
magic
15ways to get started 

with wildlife

Camera
WHAT DIGITAL

W O U & O O U S

M A R C H

2 0 1 6 

£ 4 . 5 0

The UK’s most comprehensive listings
Wondering about the latest gear? Find out how we rate 534 cameras and lenses 9 7 7 1 3 6 6 5 3 2 1 6 0

0 3

T £2,000 
diff erence
Leica vs Fuji – which wins?

Nikon D500

Zeiss 50mm 
& Panasonic 
25mm
Two outstanding new lenses

20.9 million pixels • 153 AF points • 79-shot buff er • 4K UHD video

How to 
master 
fl ash
And get creative

Canon 
G9 X

First
look

Breaking 
the rules…
For better pictures!

Technique

Technique

Small on 
size, big 
on quality

Full 
test

Technique

Zooming 
marvellous
Find your perfect bridge camera 

Five 

of the 

best

Subscribe 

SAVE
to What Digital Camera and

up to

%35

Offer open to new subscribers only. Final closing date for all orders is 30 April 2016.  
*The digital version comes free with the print edition of your subscription and is available strictly on a trial basis. Time Inc. (UK) Ltd reserves the right 
to withdraw free access to the digital version at any time. The Rewards scheme is available for all active print subscribers of magazines published 

by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, free of charge. Digital subscribers also get access as long as the subscription has been purchased directly through the 
publishers at magazinesdirect.com. Full terms and conditions are available at mymagazinerewards.co.uk. For full terms and conditions please visit                                    

www.magazinesdirect.com/terms. 

PLUS, enjoy these great subscriber benefits:

 Q Pay just £18.99 every six months when you pay by  

 Direct Debit. That’s just £2.92 per issue!

 Q Go Digital! Download your magazine right away. Every   

 subscription package includes access to the digital   

 version for iPad and iPhone*

 Q Enjoy the luxury of home delivery

 Q Get exclusive Rewards for subscribers every month.  

 Join Rewards at whatdigitalcamera.com/rewards

Worth 
£54

each!
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TECHNIQUE

Make  
mono magic

TECHNIQUE TOP TIPS

We may live in a colourful world, but your photographs of it 

don’t always have to be. Black & white is back in vogue and 

creating stunning results is easier than ever

WORDS AND PICTURES LEE FROST

B
lack & white. Is it a fine art medium 

that offers endless scope for creative 

self-expression, or irrelevant and 

old-fashioned? For many years, the 

latter view tended to apply, especially once 

colour film became affordable back in the 

1970s. Why take photographs in black & white 

when colour is more realistic? The critics had a 

point, but fans of the black & white image were 

quick to point out that it’s the very fact they’re 

not realistic that gives them their appeal.

As wonderful as colour photography is,  

it can also be too familiar. It shows us what 

things look like and leaves us feeling 

reassured and comfortable. But in art, reality 

isn’t always the best solution because it 

doesn’t encourage us to look beyond 

familiarity and appreciate an image for any 

reason other than what it depicts. As soon as 

you remove colour from an image, however, 

everything changes because it no longer 

represents reality.

Black & white images are simpler, more 

dramatic, more evocative and more 

atmospheric than colour. Our emotional 

response to a colour landscape image is  

often rendered superficial by familiarity, but 

comes from a much deeper place when we 

take that colour away. Light, shade, texture  

and shape take centre stage and what’s 

actually in the scene becomes almost irrelevant 

– it’s the impact and effect the image has on 

you that counts.

Thanks to digital technology, black & white 

photography is more accessible and more 

practical than ever before, mainly because the 

need for a darkroom and smelly chemicals has 

been removed from the equation. Now you can 

create stunning black & white images just by 

sitting at your computer, day or night, instead 

of taking over the family bathroom and leaving 

wet prints dripping all over the carpet! 

Is digital black & white easier? In some 

respects, yes. You can make changes to an 

image then cancel them if you don’t like the 

end result. You can correct mistakes quickly 

and effectively and you’re more likely to  

take creative risks because there’s no cost 

implication if something goes wrong. But  

to produce stunning black & white images 

digitally you still need technical knowledge 

and skill, as well as a creative eye, inspiration 

and enthusiasm. Hopefully, this month’s top 

tips will put you on the road to success.

Dyer’s Souk, 

Marrakech, Morocco.

Black & white images 

have a stark 

simplicity.

Canon EOS 5Ds, 

24-70mm, 1/30sec @ 

f/4, ISO 3200
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BLACK & WHITE

Tip 4 Set your 
camera to 
monochrome 
mode

If you’re not sure how a scene 

or subject will look in black & 

white, simply set your digital 

camera to Monochrome mode 

and JPEG capture. When you 

take a shot, the preview image 

you see on the back of the 

camera will be black & white. 

Taking this a step further, if you 

set the camera to capture 

images in both Raw and JPEG 

format, when you shoot in 

Monochrome mode you’ll end 

up with a black & white JPEG 

and a colour Raw fi le, so you 

can work on either of them.

Digital cameras with an 

electronic viewfi nder (EVF) 

are even more sophisticated 

because if you set monochrome 

shooting mode, the image you 

see through the EVF will be 

black & white too!

Tip 1 Be bold
When you convert colour images 

to black & white, do it with 

conviction. The clue’s in the 

name! Don’t be scared of pure 

whites and proper blacks. Boost 

contrast, add impact and drama, 

otherwise you’ll end up with grey, 

dull and boring images, and 

there are enough of those in 

existence already! 

Tip 3 Make the most 
of bad weather

How many times have you gone 

out with a camera, intent on 

shooting some great images, 

only to return home empty 

handed because the weather 

turned foul? Well, if you think 

black & white that will no longer 

be a problem because ‘bad’ 

weather is perfectly suited to it. 

Dull, grey days produce great 

conditions for mono as the light’s 

soft and moody. Even rain 

needn’t stop play if you carry a 

brolly to keep your camera dry.

Tip 5 Choose 
the right 
soft ware
There are many ways to convert 

a colour digital image to mono. 

My favourite is to use Silver 

Efex Pro, which is part of the 

Nik Collection by Google (www.

google.com/nikcollection). The 

whole collection costs £95 and 

the other applications are 

useful, too (Colour Efex Pro, 

HDR Efex Pro etc).

Quick and easy to use, Silver 

Efex Pro is also very effective, 

offering a host of tools and 

presets that will transform your 

black & white photography 

instantly. It’s available for both 

Mac and Windows.

A cheaper alternative 

($19.99) is Perfect Black & 

White by On1 software (www.

on1.com/store/perfect-bw-9-

basic). Topaz B&W Effects 

(www.topazlabs.com) is also 

worth considering and costs 

$59.99. Free trial downloads 

are available for all of these, 

so you can try before you buy!

The kasbah, 

Marrakech, Morocco.

High-contrast scenes 

are well suited to 

black & white.

Canon EOS 5D, 

24-70mm, 1/250sec 

@ f/9, ISO 400

Tip 2 The best subjects for black & white
Any subject that doesn’t rely on colour for its appeal will work in black & 

white. Landscapes work well because by stripping away colour you get 

back to the bare bones of the scene – the textures and shapes, the play 

of light and shadow. Portraits also tend to be more powerful in mono 

because there’s no colour to distract. The same applies to architecture, 

details and patterns, still-life, nude studies and fl ower portraits. 

Isle of Harris, Outer 

Hebrides. Landscapes 

are perhaps the most 

popular subject for 

black & white.

Canon EOS 5D Mk II, 

17-40mm, 1/100sec 

@ f/11, ISO 400

Derwentwater, Lake 

District. Mist and 

fog are ideal for 

minimalist mono 

images.

Canon EOS 5D Mk II,  

24-70mm, 1/250sec 

@ f/8, ISO 400
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Tip 6 Use filters to  
control tonality
In the good old days of film, coloured filters (red, orange, 

yellow, green and blue) were used on the camera lens to 

control contrast and tonality when shooting black & white. 

These days, you can mimic the effects using filter presets in 

black & white conversion software such as Silver Efex Pro. 

What do they do? Well, the basic rule is that the filter 

lightens its own colour and darkens its complementary 

colour, so a red filter will cause reds to come out as a lighter 

grey tone and blues and greens to come out much darker. 

Orange does a similar job to red but isn’t as extreme while 

yellow is more subtle still. A green filter lightens greens and 

blues but darkens reds and oranges, while a blue filter does 

the opposite to red – it lightens blues and darkens reds 

significantly.

It’s worth experimenting with these filter effects, especially 

if an image doesn’t look great when you first convert it to 

black & white. Red is good for boosting contrast and adding 

drama to the sky while green works well on landscapes. The 

benefit of adding the effect digitally is that if you don’t like it, 

you can cancel it and try another one.

Tip 8 Shoot with black & white in mind

There’s nothing wrong with deciding to convert a colour image to 

black & white on the spur of the moment, or revisiting old images 

months or years later and converting some. However, if you want 

to really get to grips with black & white photography, sometimes it 

pays to shoot images knowing there and then that you’re going to 

convert them, so you can compose and expose the shot with the 

final black & white image in mind. This pre-visualisation can make  

a big difference to the quality of your images as it helps you to 

focus on what you’re trying to achieve before you fire the shutter.

Tip 7 HDR and 

exposure blending

These techniques are popular in colour photography but they 

also work well for black & white. If you shoot a sequence of 

identical images at different exposures – usually, -2 to +2 

stops in full stops works fine – you can combine them using 

HDR software (HDR Efex Pro, Photomatix Pro or Merge  

to HDR in Photoshop) to create an image with a massive 

amount of detail and tonal information, which then gives  

you more options when you edit it.

TECHNIQUE TOP T IPS
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Tip 9 Realism no longer matters
One of the great things about black & white is that by removing the 

colour from an image you’re also removing reality, which then gives 

you much more artistic and creative freedom. It doesn’t matter if 

the final image bears no resemblance to the original scene – so if 

you want to go dark and moody, or light and airy, do it!

Thames Path, 

London. With black & 

white, the final 

image needn’t look 

anything like the 

original scene, so you 

can go to town with 

editing if you wish.

Canon EOS 5D Mk III, 

17-40mm, 1/125sec  

@ f/11, ISO 200

BLACK & WHITE
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Tip 10 
Experiment 
with presets
The presets offered by Silver Efex Pro and similar 

applications can produce fantastic results with a single 

mouse click. You may see this as ‘cheating’, but the 

software developers created them to make your life 

easier, so why not use them? All that matters is the 

fi nal image, and if you can produce a great image in 

10 seconds, why spend 10 minutes doing it? 

Stokksnes, Iceland. 

High contrast and 

high structure 

presets are ideal 

for adding drama to 

an image.

Canon EOS 5DS, 

16-35mm, 0.6sec 

@ f/22, ISO 100
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Tip 13 Coat your 

own paper

If you fancy creating some 

original monochrome 

masterpieces, why not make 

your own inkjet paper? All you 

need is a set of inkjet precoats, 

a brush and some paper – 

textured art paper is ideal. 

Apply the precoat to the paper, 

let it dry then use it in your 

inkjet printer as normal. You 

don’t have to use precoats on 

blanks sheets of paper – create 

mixed-media artworks by 

printing images on pages of 

text, handwritten letters or 

manuscripts, maps, 

illustrations… 

The two main brands of inkjet 

precoat are Golden Digital 

Ground (www.goldenpaints.

com) and Inkaid (www.inkaid1.

com). You can buy a trial pack 

of the former from www.

silverprint.co.uk and the latter 

from www.vycombe-arts.co.uk.

Tip 11 Use a 10-stop ND filter

Extreme ND filters like the Lee Big Stopper and Hitech 

Prostop IR ND 10 have become really popular over the past 

few years. The long exposure effects they create – moving 

water turns silky smooth, drifting clouds record as streaks 

of colour – are ideal for creating moody fine art black & 

white images. Give it a try and you’ll never look back!

Tip 14 Print your  

favourite images

Don’t let your wonderful work 

spend its life on a computer hard 

drive. Black & white photographs 

are best appreciated in print form, 

and they look great mounted, 

framed and hung on the wall. 

Why not print your favourites  

and create a small exhibition in 

your home? If you don’t have  

a printer you can get the shots 

commercially printed – The Print 

Space offers a great service 

(www.theprintspace.co.uk).

Tip 12 Tone your images
Black & white images don’t have to stay that way 

– adding a subtle colour tone can change the mood 

of the image without spoiling its monochromatic 

feel. Traditionally this was done using chemicals 

and to add a sepia, blue, copper or red tone. Today 

it’s done digitally. Software such as Silver Efex Pro 

has toning presets and controls to vary the strength 

of the colour. As well as single colours, you can also 

create split-toned effect such as warm highlights 

and cool shadows. A quick and easy way to tone  

a black & white image in Photoshop is by using 

Image>Adjustment>Hue/Saturation, clicking on the 

Colorize box then adjusting the Hue and Saturation 

sliders until you’re happy with the effect. Another 

method is to use Curves.

Natural History 

Museum, London.

Sepia tone was used 

to warm up this 

architectural shot.

Canon EOS 5D Mk III, 

24-70mm, 1/80sec  

@ f/8, ISO 100

St Mary’s Island, Tyne 

& Wear. A long 

exposure recorded 

the streaky sky in 

this scene.

Canon EOS 5DS, 

24-70mm, 111 seconds 

@ f/11, ISO 100
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CAMERAS, LENSES & ACCESSORIES

M
acro lenses are designed for 

taking pictures of small objects 

at very close distances, and are 

typically used to capture detailed 

images of fl owers or insects. For a lens 

to be considered a true macro, it needs 

to offer a magnifi cation factor of 1:1 (or 

1x) at its closest focus distance. This 

essentially means the object is 

reproduced at life-size on the sensor. 

Combined with a high-resolution camera 

sensor, a 1:1 macro lens enables 

photographers to capture stunning 

images of tiny objects that respond 

especially well to enlargement. While 

macro lenses range from 40mm to 

200mm, most people tend to opt for 

something between 80mm and 105mm, 

as this is also an ideal focal length for 

head-and-shoulders portrait work. 

Turn over for our rundown of 
the BEST 5 on the market…

The dddd macro 
lenses for DSLRs

5 best

Key points of a macro lens

GEAR REVIEWS

P70 Lens tests

We try 

f/3.5-5. g 

21mm f/  

UMC CS and Zeiss

Milvus 85mm 

f/1.4 len

P66 Camera tests

The Fuji X-Pro2 updates an already 

outstand g

Nigel Ath  

thought o  

when he took

it on to the

streets 

of Tokyo.

P64 Accessories

Manfrotto 190 Go! tripod 

•  Verbatim PRO+ SDXC 

UHS-I memory cards 

•  Fotomate macro 

sliders • MindShift 

Gear UltraLight Dual 

25L •  Pro Lay Flat 

photo book

AF/MF switch
The ability to use manual focus 

is extremely important in macro 

photography, where minute shifts 

in distance can have a big effect. 

For this reason, virtually all macro 

lenses allow you to override your 

host camera’s autofocus system.

Image stabilisation
Many modern macro lenses 

now come with built-in image-

stabilisation technology. This 

enables you to shoot handheld 

at slower shutter speeds than 

would otherwise be possible, 

which is especially useful when 

shooting 1:1 at small distances.

Focus limiter
Small insects don’t stand still on 

, which increases the 

r speedy AF. A focus-

d a ce limiter commands 

to only hunt within a 

c focus range, thereby 

ng up the AF process.

D t nce window
Mo acro lenses come with 

a d a  window on the lens. 

T g nformation about the 

d a b ween the camera and 

t j  feet and inches, and 

o des the magnifi cation 

f , hich can be useful for 

making technical calculations.
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WDC TOP 5 ROUND-UP

PROS
• Very competitive price 

• Internal focusing 
• VC technology

KEY
SPECS 
CONSTRUCTION 
14 elements in 11 groups
MINIMUM FOCUS 

DISTANCE 30cm
APERTURE RANGE 
f/2.8-f/32
FILTER SIZE 58mm
DIMENSIONS 
122.9 x 76.4mm
WEIGHT 550

T
amron has been making a 

90mm macro lens in one 

guise or another since 1979. 

Released in 2013, the Tamron SP 

90mm is essentially a modifi ed 

version of the company’s SP 90mm 

f/2.8 Di macro lens that came out 

in 2008. The main new additions 

include Vibration Compensation 

(VC) image stabilisation 

technology that’s claimed to offer 

up to four extra stops of shutter 

speed, and an Ultrasonic Silent 

Drive motor (USD) for quieter 

focusing. The lens also benefi ts 

from weather sealing. 

Internally, it is 

constructed from 14 

lens elements in 11 

groups, including two 

Extra Low Dispersion 

(XLD) glasses and one 

Low Dispersion 

element, all of which 

help to reduce 

chromatic aberration 

and optical distortion. 

The new extended 

bandwidth and angular 

dependency coating 

(eBand), developed by Tamron, has 

an ultra-low refractive index that, 

when combined with multi-layer 

coatings, aims to reduce fl are and 

ghosting and improve contrast.

Focusing is handled internally, so 

the lens’s length remains constant 

regardless of the lens-to-subject 

distance, which makes it much 

easier to photograph subjects 

close-up. In addition, the SP 90mm 

also features a focus limiter that 

can be set to either 30-50cm for 

close-up work, or to 50cm-infi nity 

for more general photography. 

Build quality is on par, and 

although the outer 

barrel and fi lter thread 

are made from plastic 

the focus ring is large 

and fi nished with a 

rubberised grip for 

extra purchase.

Image quality from 

the SP 90mm is, as 

you’d expect, very 

good. Offering true 1:1 

macro magnifi cation, 

it’s at its sharpest at 

f/8, although anywhere 

in the f/5.6-11 range produces 

excellent results. Used wide open, 

it has a tendency to produce 

purple fringing on high-contrast 

borders. However, this is common 

to many macro lenses – stopping 

down to f/4 reduces the effect.

The Tamron SP 90mm is a 

fantastic lens, and won the Amateur 

Photographer Fixed Focal Length 

Lens of the Year award in 2014. 

Available for Nikon, Canon and 

Sony A-mount, it is a fantastic optic 

at an extremely competitive price.

TAMRON SP 90MM F/2.8 DI VC USD £349

CONS 
• Outer barrel and fi lter 

thread are plastic

5
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PROS
• Excellent results down 

to f/22 • Internal focusing 
• Optical stabilisation

KEY
SPECS 
CONSTRUCTION 
16 elements in 11 groups
MINIMUM FOCUS 

DISTANCE 31.2mm
APERTURE RANGE 
f/2.8-f/22
FILTER SIZE 62mm
DIMENSIONS 
126.4 x 78mm
WEIGHT 725g

F
or those on a budget but 

unwilling to compromise on 

quality, the Sigma 105mm 

f/2.8 has long been regarded as one 

of the best macro lenses available. 

This version was released in 2011 as 

a refresh of the 2004 edition, when 

it was optimised for digital cameras. 

The lens has been completely 

redesigned, with the main addition 

being built-in Optical Stabilisation 

(OS) technology, which offers a 

claimed four-stop benefi t and dual 

modes: dual-axis mode for general 

handheld duties and a single-axis 

mode for panning. 

Internally, the Sigma 

105mm is constructed 

from 16 elements in 11 

groups. This includes 

two Special Low 

Dispersion (SLD) 

elements to correct 

spherical aberration, 

chromatic aberration 

and curvature, and super 

multi-layer coatings on 

the front and rear 

elements to reduce fl are 

and ghosting. Unlike its 

predecessor, the newer model also 

features internal focusing, which 

means the length of the lens 

remains constant regardless of the 

lens-to-subject distance. By 

comparison, the older version 

nearly doubled in size as the focus 

ring was rotated.

In terms of build quality, the new 

Sigma 105mm is noticeably bigger 

and heavier than its predecessor. 

Because of this, it feels much 

better balanced on larger full-

frame DSLRs. The focus ring is 

located on the front of the lens and 

manual-focus override is 

possible when the 

camera and lens are 

both set to AF. 

Selecting MF on the 

camera disables the AF 

switch on the lens, 

however. The Sigma 

105mm offers a focus 

limiter that can be set 

to 31.2-45cm for 

close-up work or 

45cm-infi nity for more 

general photography. 

Image quality is at its 

best between f/8-f/11, with 

excellent results down to f/22. 

Some vignetting is visible when 

used wide open on full-frame 

DSLRs, but disappears by f/5.6. 

There is no barrel or pincushion 

distortion, which is what you would 

expect of a lens of this focal length.

The £799 launch price of the 

Sigma 105mm made it a premium-

grade optic. However, given that 

the street price has now fallen to 

less than half of that, the lens has 

to be considered excellent value.

SIGMA 105MM F/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £329

CONS 
• Some vignetting when 

shooting wide open
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TOP 5 MACRO LENSES FOR DSLRS

PROS
• Excellent results from 

f/2.8-22 • Polycarbonate 
keeps it light

KEY
SPECS 
CONSTRUCTION 
15 elements in 12 groups
MINIMUM FOCUS 

DISTANCE 30cm
APERTURE RANGE 
f/2.8-f/32
FILTER SIZE 67
DIMENSIONS 
123 x 77.7mm
WEIGHT 625g

R
eleased in 2009, the EF 

100mm became the fi rst 

macro lens from Canon to 

come with built-in Hybrid Image 

Stabilisation technology that 

Canon has designed specifi cally for 

macro use. This provides two stops 

of compensation when shooting up 

close at 1:1, increasing to three 

stops when shooting at 1:2 and four 

stops at longer distances. 

Internally the lens is constructed 

from 15 elements in 12 groups, 

which includes one Ultra-low 

Dispersion (ED) glass element to 

minimise chromatic 

aberration. An 

Ultrasonic Motor helps 

to maintain speedy 

autofocus while keeping 

the lens near silent. 

Focusing is internal, 

too, which means the 

lens remains the same 

length when the focus 

ring is adjusted. A 

three-position focus 

distance limiter switch is 

provided on the side of 

the lens that allows you 

to switch between 0.3-0.5m, 

0.5-infi nity and Full (0.3-infi nity) 

for speedier AF performance. 

The red band around the end of 

the lens barrel designates the EF 

100mm as one of Canon’s premium 

L-series lenses. Dust and water 

resistant, the exterior is 

constructed from polycarbonate to 

reduce weight. The rubberised 

focus ring is positioned halfway 

down the lens and offers smooth 

and precise control over focusing, 

especially at close distances. 

Manual override is possible even 

when the host camera is 

set to AF. In addition to 

distance in feet and 

metres the focus 

window also supplies 

the magnifi cation ratio.

Image quality from 

the EF 100mm is 

excellent, especially 

when used at f/4-f/8. 

The sweet spot is found 

at f/5.6, however in MTF 

tests the lens was found 

to remain above the 

critical 0.25 cycles-per-

pixel threshold from f/2.8 all the 

way to f/22. Similarly, the lens does 

a fantastic job of eliminating 

chromatic aberrations.

Canon’s EF 100mm f/2.8L is a 

premium-grade macro lens with a 

price tag to match. Image quality is 

some of the best we’ve seen on a 

100mm macro. While the lens is 

better suited to full-frame cameras, 

it is of course possible to use it on 

APS-C-sensor Canon DSLRs, too, 

where its effective focal length 

increases to 160mm.

CANON EF 100MM F/2.8L MACRO IS USM £619

CONS 
• At the more expensive 

end of the range

2
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PROS
• Mostly metal construction 
• Excellent results, even at 

widest aperture

KEY
SPECS 
CONSTRUCTION 
14 elements in 12 groups
MINIMUM FOCUS 

DISTANCE 31cm
APERTURE RANGE 

f/2.8-f/32
FILTER SIZE 62mm
DIMENSIONS 

116 x 83mm
WEIGHT 750g

N
ikon offers a good range of 

macro lenses in focal 

lengths of 40mm, 60mm, 

85mm, 105mm and 200mm. The 

AF-S 105mm f/2.8G was released 

in 2006 as a replacement for the 

much older yet popular 105mm 

f/2.8D AF. At the time of its release, 

it was Nikon’s fi rst macro lens to 

offer the company’s patented 

Vibration Reduction (VR) image 

stabilisation technology, although 

it has since found its way on to 

their AF-S DX 85mm macro lens 

too. The technology compensates 

for up to four additional stops of 

shutter speeds and can be turned 

on or off via a switch on the 

side of the lens. 

Internally, the lens is 

constructed from 14 

elements in 12 groups. 

This includes a single 

Extra-low Dispersion 

(ED) glass element to 

minimise chromatic 

aberrations and a Nano 

Crystal Coat to reduce 

fl are and ghosting. The 

lens also benefi ts from a 

Silent Wave Motor (SWM) for quiet 

operation and internal focusing that 

maintains a fi xed lens length. The 

front element is non-rotating, which 

allows for the use of polarising 

fi lters or ringfl ash accessories.

The gold ring around the front of 

the lens barrel marks the AF-S 

105mm out as a premium-grade 

lens, and as such it benefi ts from 

predominantly metal construction. 

This enhances its overall durability 

but also adds weight and so, 

despite its relatively short length, 

the AF-S 105mm is nonetheless 

quite heavy. The manual focus ring 

is located towards the front of the 

lens and is given Nikon’s 

customary ridged-rubber 

coating for added grip. 

The AF-S 105mm is at 

its sharpest between 

f/4-f/11, with f/5.6 being 

the sweet spot. Even 

when used at f/2.8 

sharpness remains pretty 

good with a sharp centre 

and only a slight fall-off 

at the edges. At the other 

extreme critical sharpness 

begins to tail off quite noticeably at 

f/22 and beyond.

While the AF-S 105mm f/2.8G 

doesn’t come particularly cheaply, 

it’s a fantastic lens that delivers 

impressively sharp results across its 

aperture range, including when 

used wide open. The addition of 

image-stabilisation technology 

also makes it a good choice for 

portraiture when fi tted to a 

full-frame DSLR. Impressively solid 

build quality also means that it’ll last 

a lifetime if properly looked after.

NIKON AF-S 105MM F/2.8G VR IF-ED £659

CONS 
• Rather heavy, 

despite relatively small 
overall size

3
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WDC TOP 5 ROUND-UP

T
he focal length of a 

macro lens is important 

because, the shorter it 

is, the closer the subject 

must be to reach full 1:1 

magnifi cation. This can lead to the 

subject being shaded by the lens 

barrel, and can also potentially scare 

living creatures away. A longer macro 

focal length, such as the 150mm, is 

therefore preferred by many 

nature-inclined macro photographers 

as it allows them to shoot further 

away from their subject. Obviously, 

the extended focal length of the 

Sigma 150mm f/2.8 has limited 

appeal as a portrait lens, unlike many 

macro lenses in the 80-100mm 

range. Still, if you’re after a lens for 

critical macro photography, then 

Sigma’s 150mm f/2.8 is hard to beat.

Released in 2011, the Sigma 

150mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM updates 

the older non-OS model that came 

out in 2004 with the addition of 

Sigma’s bespoke Optical Stabilisation 

(OS) technology. This provides three 

settings via a switch on the left-hand 

side of the lens: ‘Mode 1’ for for full 

stabilisation; ‘Mode 2’ for vertical-

only stabilisation and ‘Off’ for when 

the lens is mounted on a tripod. 

Used at distance, Sigma claims the 

technology provides up to four stops 

of compensation, although this will, 

of course, decrease the closer the 

lens is to its subject. It’s worth noting 

that while the lens is available for 

Nikon, Canon and Sony A-mount 

cameras, the Sony version does not 

come with optical stabilisation.

Internally, the Sigma 150mm is 

constructed of 19 elements in 13 

groups, which includes three Special 

Low Dispersion (SLD) elements. In 

addition, both the front and rear 

elements feature a Super Multi-

Layer Coating to reduce fl are and 

ghosting. Maximum aperture is f/2.8 

with a minimum of f/22, although 

the effective aperture varies 

according to the focal distance, 

reducing the aperture by as much 

as two stops at the maximum 1:1 

magnifi cation to give an f/5.6-f/45 

range. Focusing is internal and uses 

a Hyper Sonic Motor (HSM) for fast 

and quiet operation.

At 150mm in length and over 1kg 

in weight, the Sigma 150mm f/2.8 is 

big and heavy. Thankfully, it does 

come supplied with a removable 

tripod collar. In terms of build quality 

the lens has a smooth matt black 

fi nish, which gives it a premium feel. 

The focus ring is positioned at the 

front of the lens and offers a smooth 

action with a good amount of 

resistance to allow for accurate 

adjustments. A focus window is 

located just behind this and supplies 

distance measurements in feet and 

metres as well as the magnifi cation 

ratio. A focus distance limiter switch 

can be used to restrict focus to 

either 38-53cm or to 53cm-infi nity 

for faster focusing. Another switch 

provides AF/MF options, although 

manual override is always available 

even when the host camera’s 

autofocus module is enabled. 

Sharpness peaks between f/8 and 

f/16, with only a small loss of critical 

sharpness at f/2.8. At the other 

extreme, sharpness does drop more 

noticeably beyond f/16.

Verdict
Although not quite as versatile as 

an 85mm or 105mm macro for 

portraiture, the Sigma 150mm f/2.8 

excels. While optical stabilisation 

makes handheld shooting close-up 

possible, its not inconsiderable 

weight makes it much better suited 

to tripod use, where it really excels. 

Better still, the price of the Sigma 

150mm f/2.8 has fallen by around 

£350 in the years since its release.

PROS
• Hard to beat 

for critical macro 
photography

WDC 
RAT ING

KEY
SPECS 
CONSTRUCTION 
19 elements 
in 13 groups
MINIMUM FOCUS 

DISTANCE 38cm
APERTURE RANGE 
f/2.8-f/22
FILTER SIZE 72mm
DIMENSIONS 150mm 
x 79.6mm
WEIGHT 1,150g

Sigma 
150mm f/2.8 EX DG OS 
HSM Macro £649

CONS
• Not as versatile as 
85mm or 105mm for 

portraits

1 Big and heavy it may be, but Sigma’s 150mm macro lens is outstanding 

– particularly for tripod-mounted macro photography

GOLD
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THE LATEST ESSENTIAL KIT

ACCESSORIES

“ The 190 Go!’s  real trump card is 

that the centre column can be rotated

 90° to a horizontal position ”

CONS 
• Pricey but 

worth it

PROS
• Even better 

than its previous 

version

Manfrotto 190 Go! 
carbon-fibre tripod £309
W W W . M A N F R O T T O . C O . U K

Last year saw Manfrotto break a long-

standing tradition and introduce a 

version of its popular 190-series tripod 

that used twist rather than lever locks 

on the leg sections. This made it the 

lightest model in the 190 range, and 

we liked it a lot. So it’s great to see 

Manfrotto following it up with an even 

lighter carbon-fi bre version, which offers 

a 320g weight saving over the aluminium 

model, but otherwise near-identical 

dimensions and specifi cations.

This means you get an unusually 

adjustable tripod, with four-section 

legs that can each be individually set 

to four different angles using large, 

easy-to-press levers. The centre-column 

height is adjusted using a wing nut 

that’s equally easy to operate. But the 

190 Go!’s real trump card is that the 

centre column can be rotated 90° to 

a horizontal position using a clever 

retractable mechanism activated by 

pushing a button at the end of the 

column. It can then be freely rotated 

to whatever position you need.

The aluminium 190 Go! was our 

favourite tripod design of last year, and 

this version is even better. It’s not just 

lighter, but it’s also stiffer; with a heavy 

camera or long lens on top, it’s noticeably 

better at dampening vibrations. However, 

it retains all the best features of the older 

model, with large, easy-to-use controls 

that make it quick to set up. Despite its 

light weight it’s impressively sturdy; 

strong enough to support a full-frame 

DSLR with a 70-200mm f/2.8 zoom, 

while being tall enough to lift the camera 

to eye level for a 6ft-tall photographer.

Obviously, this all comes at a premium, 

and at £309 for the leg set without a 

head, it’s twice the price of the aluminium 

version. But if you can stomach the cost, 

it’s probably worth it, especially 

if you carry your tripod 

long distances or use 

a large camera. AW

Easy-link 
connector

A 3/8in socket on the central 

spider can be used to attach 

accessories such as Magic Arms 

for holding lights.
Strap lug

This is used to attach 

Manfrotto’s carry strap. It can 

also be used to hang a camera 

bag for extra stability.

3/8in connector
This is compatible with many 

heads, but those with 1⁄4in 

threads will need an adapter.

GOLD



MindShift Gear UltraLight Dual 25L £120
W W W . M I N D S H I F T G E A R . C O M

Photobox A4 Pro Lay Flat photo book From £45
W W W . P H O T O B O X . C O . U K

FOTOMATE MACRO 
SLIDERS £15-£20
W W W. A M A Z O N . C O . U K

Macro sliders, which allow you to 

fi ne-tune focus and are now available 

at cheaper prices than ever. The basic 

design is simple: the metal base screws 

onto your tripod head, and has a 

sliding metal plate on top. This has a 

large rubberised platform to hold the 

camera securely, with sliding 1⁄4in screws 

allowing it to be positioned however 

you need. Rotating a large knob on the 

base moves the plate back and forwards 

using a rack-and-pinion system; a 

smaller one alongside it locks the 

camera in the desired position. Scales 

along the edge marked in centimetres 

aid in repositioning. They are available 

in 16cm, 26cm and 31cm lengths.

These sliders are a great entry point 

for experimenting with macro shooting, 

especially with lightweight CSCs or 

y  AW

VERBATIM PRO+ 
SDXC UHS-I MEMORY 
CARDS £39.49 
WWW.VERBATIM-EUROPE.CO.UK

Verbatim recently announced a new 

range of SD and Micro SD memory 

cards called the Verbatim PRO+. The 

company has quoted a read speed 

of up to 90MB/s and a write speed of 

80MB/s – suffi ciently fast for 4K footage 

and suitable for a burst of large fi les. 

The cards are available in 32GB and 64GB 

(£55.49) capacities. 

I used the card in both the Sony 

Cyber-shot DSC-RX1R II and the Canon 

EOS 5DS R, which have 42-million-

pixel and 50-million-pixel sensors 

respectively. Even with these challenging 

cameras I found the write speed to 

be very acceptable and transferring 

images to a laptop using USB 3.0 

was suitably fast too These memory 

cards are also cla ed 

to be shockproo  

resistant to extre e 

temperatures. 

CMR

CONS 
• Cannot remove 

barcode

PROS
• Intuitve 

interface 

• Premium feel 
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PhotoBox has an extensive range of photo 

books for those who would like to create a 

personalised album of their images. The A4 

Pro Lay Flat is the company’s latest offering, 

and as the name suggests it features a 

lay-fl at design and deep spine so each page 

lies completely fl at when viewed and turned. 

Created using a silver-halide printing 

process on Fujifi lm’s Crystal Archive Lustre 

paper, the book has a laminated hard cover 

that offers excellent protection of the pages 

inside. Designing the book is made easy 

using the intuitive online interface, and users 

have the choice of multiple photo layouts 

across a single page or a panorama across 

two. Images can be dragged and dropped 

into templates easily, and there are 29 fonts 

to choose from, with options to add borders 

or illustrations. 

It’s possible to preview a slideshow before 

your album is ordered, and the basket 

offers a precise breakdown 

of pricing and shipping costs. Additional 

pages cost £1.49 each, and you’ll have to pay 

£5.50 if you’d like to remove the PhotoBox 

logo. If A4 is too small, for an additional £15 

there’s the option to increase the size to an 

A3 Lay Flat photo book.

My album arrived in a strong cardboard 

box, which protected the edges from 

potential damage in transit. I’d have liked 

the option to change the colour of the 

presentation box from peach, as well as the 

choice to remove the barcode from the fi nal 

page, but other than these points it’s hard to 

fault the service. 

Colours within my album were accurately 

reproduced, the pages were thick and 

durable, and there was a premium feel to it 

that I would usually associate with a pricier 

product. MT

Manfrotto, Nest and Lowepro have recently 

released new camping/hiking bags, and 

MindShift Gear has now released its 

UltraLight Dual 25L bag. Very lightweight, the 

bag is water resistant thanks to an external 

repellent coating and a polyurethane coating 

on the inside. A waterproof cover is included 

too, while the bag features ‘ripstop’ fabric 

that is designed to stop the bag ripping 

further if it gets snagged.

Inside is a camera module that can be 

accessed via a zip on the side of the bag. 

I was able to pack in a Canon EOS 5D Mark III 

with a Canon 24-70mm f/2.8 attached, plus 

another large lens. This module can be 

removed and used separately thanks to 

its shoulder strap. 

The main compartment is large and is for 

other possessions aside from camera kit. The 

top is fastened with a drawstring and clips 

over to offer a very fl exible storage space. 

Another compartment can house a 15in 

laptop, a tablet or a 2.5L hydration reservoir.

Having reviewed a fair few of these 

bags, this is my favourite. It measures 26 x 

49.5 x 17cm and weighs only 1.3kg. There are 

a variety of materials used and you get a 

feeling that each one has been meticulously 

thought through. This bag functions well, 

looks rather smart, the 

quality is excellent 

and it provides 

suffi cient 

protection for 

your precious 

camera kit.

CMR

RECOMMENDE
D

RECOMMENDE
D

CONS 
• Not very much

PROS
• Build • Good 

protection for kit

GOLD

GOLD
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We spent some quality time with Fujifi lm’s new fl agship, the X-Pro2

KEY
SPECS 
SENSOR 
24.3-million-pixel, 
X-Trans III sensor
VIEWFINDER 
Hybrid optical/
electronic viewfi nder 
with 2.36-mil-
lion-dot EVF
DRIVE 
8fps continuous 
shooting
FOCUSING 
77-point AF system 
(273 point in tracking 
mode)
ISO ISO 100-51,200 
(extended)
DISPLAY 3in, 
1.62-million-dot 
LCD screen
PRICE £1,349 
(body only)

FUJIFILM X o 2

C
onfession time: the last 

time I used a Fujifi lm 

camera was about two 

years ago, when I spent 

a frustrating hour trying to get an 

in-focus picture of my hyperactive 

new puppy with the X-E1. It was 

a lovely camera, but between the 

slow AF and laggy EVF it wasn’t 

up to the job of capturing fast-

moving subjects. In the intervening 

period a succession of new X 

models have impressed the WDC 

team – so much so that several of 

them have bought one.

This year I got the opportunity 

to revisit Fujifi lm’s X system when 

I was invited to Tokyo to the global 

press launch of what turned out to 

be the X-Pro2. In order to re-

familiarise myself with the X system, 

I took an entry-level X-T10 and a 

handful of XF lenses on the trip 

so that I could fi nd out for myself 

what everyone else in the offi ce 

was raving about. Most importantly, 

this gave me a yardstick with which 

to compare the new top-of-the-

range X-Pro2.

I only had an afternoon to shoot 

with the X-T10, but I soon learned 

that the system has come a long 

way in the past couple of years. It 

was a delight to use, and so small 

and light that even with three extra 

lenses it wasn’t a burden to carry. 

For the fi rst 20 years of my 

photography career I, like everyone 

else, used a ring around the lens to 

change the aperture, and a dial on 

the top of the camera to change 

the shutter speed. Since the 1990s, 

these functions have been 

performed using front and rear 

wheels on the camera body. 

Fujifi lm’s decision to return to 

the traditional method reminded 

me how much I enjoyed this more 

tactile method of interaction. It 

makes the camera feel more like a 

mechanical tool with a personality, 

and less like a soulless computer 

with a lens on the front.

The X-Pro2 launch event was on 

the second day of the trip, where 

it was revealed that the camera 

features a brand-new 24.3MP 

X-Trans III sensor, and an all-new X 

Processor Pro, making it the fastest 

and highest resolution X-series 

camera to date. That evening, 

pre-production samples were 

distributed to the small group of 

UK press in attendance. My fi rst 

opportunity to shoot with it came 

the next day in the fascinating, but 

visually limited, environment of 

Fujifi lm’s Sendai factory, where I 

was able to see the new camera 

being assembled and quality tested.  

This was followed by a free day 

and a half in Tokyo to try out the 

new camera in the environment at 

which it is primarily targeted – 

street photography.

The most obvious physical 

difference between the two cameras 

is the size – the X-Pro2 is more than 

50% bigger, by volume, than its 

entry-level X-T10 sibling. There 

s l ttle reason for the extra size 

h han the inclusion of a hybrid 

v fi der, but the explanation is 

m bout the ergonomics. 

Th -T10 handles beautifully 

w h h smaller zooms and primes, 

b oon as you start using the 

premium glass the balance is lost 

a little and it becomes front heavy. 

The larger X-Pro2, however, with 

its magnesium-alloy body and 

extensive weatherproofi ng, is clearly 

just as at home with the bigger, 

faster lenses as it is with the 

pocket-sized primes.

Despite its larger size, the lack 

of a ‘prism’ on the top meant that 

it could still fi t sideways into my 

messenger-style camera bag, next 

to the X-T10 – something that no 

DSLR could do. It should also be 

pointed out that at just 495g, 

the X-Pro2’s weight is akin to a 

comparatively fl imsy entry-level 

DSLR such as the Canon EOS 

1200D, rather than top-of-the-range 

APS-C DSLRs such as the EOS 7D 

Mark II, which is a more comparable 

adversary but at 910g is almost 

double the weight.

The other clear point of difference 

is the design of the viewfi nder. 

While the X-T10, like the X-T1, uses 

a DSLR-style prism-type viewfi nder 

(even though, with its EVF, it 

doesn’t actually contain a mirror 

or prism), the X-Pro2 follows its 

predecessor with a rangefi nder-

style design, and its viewfi nder is 

positioned in the top-left corner of 

the camera. This supposedly makes 

it easier for right-eye shooters to 

see and interact with the subject 

using their left eye, but part of the 

reason I became a left-eye shooter 

is that with my right eye pressed up 

against the back of the camera I 

don’t have to bother squinting to 

close it. And I’m sure this early 

decision has probably contributed 

to my relative lack of crow’s feet!

One of the great things about the 

X-Pro2 for street photography is 

that it’s so quiet, and even silent if 

W W W . F U J I F I L M . C O . U K  O � T E S T E D  B Y  N I G E L  A T H E R T O N
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you switch to the electronic shutter. 

But there’s one glaring omission 

from the XT-series cameras that I 

did miss: a tilting LCD screen. Given 

that the camera is so well targeted 

at street photographers in every 

other respect, it’s odd that 

something so useful for candid 

photography was left off. It meant 

that unlike the X-T10, shooting from 

the hip with the X-Pro2 was 

something of a guessing game.

At least when I did shoot in this 

way I didn’t have to worry what the 

camera would focus on. The X-Pro2 

had a great instinct for the correct 

focus point and achieved focus 

quickly and decisively. On the rare 

occasions where it guessed wrongly, 

the excellent new joystick control 

next to the viewfi nder made 

changing between the 77 phase-

detection focus points a doddle. 

Considering that focusing was my 

main bugbear of the X-E1, this is 

quite a transformation.

Most cameras offer a range of 

picture styles, but I like how Fujifi lm 

names its presets after its fi lms, and 

I’m old enough for those names to 

mean something. Mostly I shot on 

the standard Provia setting, 

although on the second day of 

shooting, when it snowed in the 

night and then rained heavily all 

morning, I appreciated the boost to 

colour and contrast offered by the 

Velvia setting, and also found this 

the perfect time to try out the new 

Acros black & white mode, which 

offers a bit more punch than the 

standard mono option. This was 

also the morning when I came to 

appreciate the X-Pro2’s 

weatherproofi ng.

Tokyo is an incredible, fascinating 

city with a culture so different from 

our own that picture opportunities 

are never far away. Capturing these 

with the X-Pro2 was a hugely 

enjoyable experience and, I’m fairly 

sure, much easier than with a DSLR. 

But there were a few times when 

I missed the moment, and these 

This candid shot, taken 

on the Tokyo metro, 

would have been easier 

with a tilt screen

The 16mm f/1.4mm is a cracking lens. 

This was taken handheld, 1/60sec 

at f/5.6, ISO 2,500
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were almost always down to the 

same problem.

When the camera goes to sleep, 

it takes a few seconds for the EVF 

to wake up, and this can seem like 

forever when there’s a fast-moving 

photo opportunity in front of you. 

The solution is to turn the camera 

off after every shot, because the 

EVF is quicker to wake up from 

start-up than from sleep, but this 

is a habit that would take a while 

for me to form. It would be much 

better if Fujifi lm could work on this 

lag time so the EVF stirred more 

quickly from its slumber.

There were also a few occasions 

when I retrieved the camera from 

my bag for a quick grab shot, 

then found that the exposure-

compensation dial had spun round 

to -3 stops. While it’s great that it 

now covers a 6-stop range, it would 

have been preferable if Fujifi lm had 

either made the dial a bit stiffer or 

provided a lock button in the 

middle. But I appreciate it’s a tough 

call because you don’t want it to be 

too diffi cult to adjust with your 

thumb while you’re shooting.

The other dial likely to cause 

some dissatisfaction is ISO 

sensitivity. Fujifi lm has chosen to 

nest this within a window in the 

shutter-speed dial, which you have 

to lift and turn to change. I didn’t 

have a problem with it because 

that’s how it works on my old Nikon 

FM2, but then I wasn’t changing the 

ISO ssetting very often. If I had been 

I may have found it annoying and 

struggled in low light with the tiny 

font size that the ISO numerals are 

written in. An option to set the ISO 

dial to a position that delegates 

control to the front or rear thumb 

wheels would be useful.

As it is, ISO control is not even 

an option in the custom-functions 

menu, where a variety of other 

parameters can be allocated to 

each of the six user-defi nable 

function buttons, on the front, top 

and back, including three of the 

four buttons clustered around the 

rear menu button. The fourth of 

these buttons controls the drive 

modes, where you can opt to shoot 

at up to 8fps.

This button, unexpectedly, gave 

me my biggest headache during the 

shoot when, after stopping for some 

ramen, I noticed that the image on 

the screen had suddenly become 

dark, green and heavily vignetted. 

I could see no cause for this at fi rst, 

and wondered if I’d damaged the 

lens in some way, until I spotted the 

word ‘toy’ in tiny text in the corner 

of the screen. I had somehow gone 

into art-fi lters mode. Once I’d 

identifi ed the cause, it then took me 

the best part of an hour to fi gure 

out how to get out of it. I searched 

everywhere for the fi lters – on the 

quick menu, in the main menu 

and on the body itself. In fact, 

I looked everywhere except where 

I eventually found them: right at 

the bottom of the drive menu, 

under the heading ‘adv’. The drive 

menu! In what universe are creative 

fi lters a drive mode? I wasn’t aware 

that Fujifi lm calls these Instagram-

type effects advanced fi lters 

anyway, and it’s an odd choice too 

because there’s nothing advanced 

about them. It’s only a small thing, 

and once you know where they 

are it isn’t a problem, but they 

really should be somewhere more 

obvious and accessible, such as in 

the quick menu.

IMAGE QUALITY
The camera I used was a pre-

production sample, so caution 

needs to be used when judging the 

image quality, but my images did 

not disappoint. As I was primarily 

shooting street candids I mostly 

used auto ISO, with a mix of 

aperture and shutter priority and 

manual modes, and the wide range 

of lighting conditions tested the full 

range of the ISO dial. I didn’t have 

the software to open the Raw fi les 

but the exposure and white balance 

of the JPEGs rarely erred, while the 

Viewfi nder
The X-Pro2 has an innovative hybrid viewfi nder. 

Unique to Fujifi lm, it offers both an optical 

rangefi nder and an EVF, selectable via a lever on 

the front of the body. The 2.36-million-dot EVF on 

the X-Pro2 is so good that, switching between the 

two types, it took me a second to work out which 

was which. The EVF provides a true representation 

of the exposure and white balance, but the great 

benefi t of the optical fi nder for me is the framelines 

in the window indicating the edges of the image. 

By being able to see what’s outside the frame, it’s 

easier to anticipate the moment rather than being 

taken by surprise when someone walks into shot. It 

also aids the framing of inanimate subjects because 

you can see what you’re excluding.

The optical viewfi nder is superb. Not only does it 

display all the important shooting data (exposure 

settings, ISO, compensation, even a focus scale), 

but it can superimpose a thumbnail of the EVF in 

the corner. This lets you gauge white balance and 

exposure, and when you switch to manual-focus 

mode it provides a magnifi ed view with focus 

peaking, which makes focusing by eye a cinch.

Howwever, you can only really use the optical 

viewfi nder with short primes – any lens longer than 

about 5cm intrudes into the fi eld of view, obscuring 

the subject. So I used the EVF most of the time: I 

was using the 18-55mm f/2.8-4, the 16mm f/1.4, the 

50-230mm and the tiny 35mm f/2 – the only one of 

the four that didn’t block the optical fi nder at all.

An anime store in the Akihabara 

district; 16mm lens, 1/60sec @ f/4
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colours look great. The sharpness is 

no doubt helped by the outstanding 

lenses that Fujifi lm makes for the 

system. I found the 18-55mm f/2.8-4 

to be a great little kit lens, but the 

16mm f/1.4 and tiny 35mm f/2 prime 

lenses I also used are lovely to use 

and very sharp.

CONCLUSION
I boarded my fl ight to Tokyo 

wondering whether Fujifi lm’s X 

system offers enough of a size 

and weight saving over DSLRs to 

be worth switching to, compared 

with, say, the Micro Four Thirds 

system where the difference is 

more obvious. The time I spent in 

Japan with the new X-Pro2 has 

taught me two things.

First, yes, it does offer enough 

of a benefi t. The camera is much 

lighter than comparable DSLRs, and 

depending on which lenses you use, 

a three or four-lens X-Pro2 kit is a 

much lighter burden to carry. I know 

this because I have a long-term 

nerve issue in my shoulder that 

starts to protest when the weight 

of my bag gets too much, and I 

didn’t get a peep out of it.

Second, the size and weight 

savings aren’t the only reasons 

you might want to consider 

switching from a DSLR to the X 

system. It offers many other 

benefi ts, both in terms of operability 

and shooting style, for it to appeal 

to photographers on its own merits. 

You wouldn’t choose the X-Pro2 (or 

the X-T10, for that matter) for 

sports or wildlife, or for its video 

capabilities (which are 

unimpressive), or if you shoot a lot 

of off-camera fl ash. But for most 

other areas of photography, you 

may well be won over by its 

considerable charms. I certainly was.

A wall of empty sake 

barrels at the Meiji 

Jingu shrine. Shot with 

the 35mm f/2 lens, 

1/210sec @ f/8 

The Akihabara district at 

night. Taken handheld, 

leaning against a tree; 

1/4sec at f/5.6, ISO 400
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C
ompact System Cameras 

have become popular 

alternatives to DSLRs. 

However, while Panasonic 

and Olympus’s Micro Four Thirds 

system was launched in 2008, and 

both companies have decent lens 

ranges, third-party lens makers have 

remained cautious. Sigma and Zeiss 

have each made a handful of 

primes, and Tamron just a single 

zoom – the 14-150mm f/3.5-5.8 Di III 

– which is on test here. With a 

28-300mm equivalent zoom range, 

it’s capable of covering a huge 

range of subjects.

In fact, this lens could be one of 

the most overlooked offerings out 

there. This is partly because it lacks 

built-in image stabilisation, which 

limits its usefulness for owners of 

most Panasonic cameras (Lumix 

DMC-GX7 and DMC-GX8 users 

excepted). Long-range superzooms 

also tend to have a reputation for 

mediocre image quality, as the price 

you pay for their versatility. The 

other problem is that Olympus and 

Panasonic offer similar alternatives 

– the M.Zuiko Digital ED 14-150mm 
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LENS TEST

We review the only third-party zoom lens for Micro Four Thirds cameras

W W W . T A M R O N . C O . U K  O � T E S T E D  B Y  A N D Y  W E S T L A K E

elements and one hybrid aspherical 

element, the 14-150mm has the 

most complex optical design among 

Micro Four Thirds superzoom 

lenses. In principle, this should help 

reduce the optical aberrations to 

which lenses with such an ambitious 

zoom range tend to be prone. 

Despite all this glass, the 14-

150mm is surprisingly compact. It’s 

smaller than Olympus’s budget M.

Zuiko Digital 40-150mm f/4-5.6 lens 

and barely larger than 18-55mm kit 

zooms for APS-C DSLRs. 

It comes with a bayonet-fi tting 

petal-type plastic lens hood. Even 

better, the hood reverses when not 

in use, fi tting closely around the 

barrel. Packing up small is a real 

asset for this kind of travel lens. 

Build and handling
With a metal outer barrel and rear 

mount the 14-150mm comes across 

as gratifyingly well made – an 

impression reinforced by the 

smooth rotation of the zoom and 

focus rings. The switch for locking 

the zoom at its wideangle position 

is small and fi ddly, but I found it 

The Tamron’s 

wide-ranging zoom 

makes it an ideal 

travel lens

The 14-150mm 

has a non-rotating 

fi lter thread, and is 

fairly compact and 

lightweight

f/3.5-5.6 II and the Lumix G Vario 

14-140mm f/3.5-5.6 OIS – which 

include weatherproofi ng and optical 

stabilisation respectively. However, 

selling at around £280, the Tamron 

is much cheaper than the other two 

options. Let’s take a look.

Features
Comprising 17 elements in 13 groups 

and including one low-dispersion 

glass element, two anomalous 

dispersion glass elements, two 

glass-moulded 

aspherical 

Tamron 
14-150mm f/3.5-5.8 

Di III £280

14mm

150mm
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TAMRON 14-150MM F/3.5-5.8 DI I I I

superfl uous anyway, as the lens isn’t 

at all susceptible to zoom creep 

(extending or retracting under its 

own weight). When you turn on 

the camera, the lens makes a 

disconcerting rattling noise, which 

looks to be the aperture diaphragm 

going through a start-up cycle.

One minor criticism is that both 

the front and rear lens caps are 

quite thick, while both Olympus and 

Panasonic use slender designs to 

maximise the size advantage of 

Micro Four Thirds.

This lens works particularly well 

on Olympus’s OM-D cameras and 

the Panasonic GX7 and GX8, which 

have eye-level viewfi nders, as this 

enables a more stable shooting 

stance, but it’s poorly suited for use 

on small bodies without viewfi nders, 

such as Panasonic’s GF series. Its 

maximum aperture in the telephoto 

range is also slow (ranging from 

f/5.2 at 50mm to f/5.8 at 150mm), 

so if it’s used on a Panasonic body 

without image stabilisation, you’ll 

need either lots of light or high 

ISO settings to avoid blur from 

handshake. Indeed, for most 

Panasonic owners, the optically 

stabilised Lumix G Vario 14-140mm 

f/3.5-5.8 OIS is a better bet, while 

Olympus owners who need a 

weather-sealed lens should take 

a look at the M.Zuiko Digital ED 

14-150mm f/4-5.6 II.

Focusing
With a stepper motor employed to 

drive the focus group, the Tamron 

autofocuses silently and accurately. 

The slow maximum aperture at the 

telephoto end means it will often be 

rather slow when focusing in low 

light, but in daylight it’s pretty 

snappy. Manual focusing works 

well, and the camera’s focusing 

aids engage automatically when 

the focus ring is turned.

Performance
Superzoom lenses of this type tend 

to give inferior results to pairing 

standard and telephoto zooms. But 

in fact, the 14-150mm is pretty sharp 

towards the wide end of its range 

(although it’s soft in the corners at 

14mm), giving comparable or better 

results compared with the 14-42mm 

f/3.5-5.6 kit zooms supplied with 

many Micro Four Thirds cameras. 

However, as you zoom beyond 

50mm it gets progressively weaker, 

and at the long end it’s noticeably 

soft. But with careful shooting and 

KEY
SPECS 
FILTER DIAMETER 

52mm
LENS ELEMENTS 17 
GROUPS 13
DIAPHRAGM 

BLADES 7
APERTURE f/3.5-5.8
MINIMUM FOCUS

50cm
LENGTH 80.4mm
DIAMETER 63.5mm
WEIGHT  285g
LENS MOUNT

Micro Four Thirds

CURVILINEAR DISTORTION
Thanks to Micro Four Thirds’ software distortion 

correction, users should see perfectly corrected 

images at 14mm. Elsewhere in the range, 

however, pincushion distortion is evident even in 

JPEG fi les, and strongest around the 50mm mark.

RESOLUTION 
Our Applied Imaging tests show that the lens is 

sharp in the centre of the frame at 14mm, but the 

corners are weak. At 50mm sharpness is still very 

acceptable and more even across the frame. 

However at 150mm, images are noticeably softer. 

PROS
• Very useful zoom 

range• Decent mage 
quality at wider 
angles • Capable 

of impressive 
close-ups

WDC 
RAT ING

CONS
• Slow maximum 
aperture at tele-

photo • Pincushion 
distortion at most 

settings

processing it’s still good enough for 

a nice 12x8in print. 

Mirrorless systems are able to 

integrate software distortion 

correction into the lens design. This 

means that images contain none of 

the barrel distortion at wideangle 

that plagues superzoom lenses for 

DSLRs. Unusually for Micro Four 

Thirds, however, there is visible 

pincushion distortion at focal 

lengths longer than about 25mm 

(that is, 50mm equivalent), which 

is most pronounced around the 

50mm setting. This is disappointing 

for JPEG users, although it’s easily 

corrected when processing Raw. 

Most Micro Four Thirds cameras 

are also able to correct lateral 

chromatic aberration in software. 

Unfortunately, the Tamron 14-

150mm doesn’t – if you look at 

your images closely you’ll see 

unsightly fringing towards the 

corners of the frame in your JPEGs 

that’s most pronounced towards 

the extremes of the zoom range. 

However, this can also be cleaned 

up easily enough if you shoot Raw.

Verdict
The 14-150mm f/3.5-5.8 Di III 

is compact, nicely made and 

autofocuses well. As usual for this 

kind of optic it’s something of a 

compromise, with perfectly decent 

image quality at wider settings, but 

slightly less satisfactory results at 

the long end. Combined with its 

slow maximum aperture at 

telephoto, this means that if you 

expect to shoot distant subjects a 

lot – sports or wildlife, perhaps – a 

telezoom would be a better choice.

The lack of optical stabilisation 

may keep costs down, but it means 

I wouldn’t recommend it to most 

Panasonic users. Overall, though, it 

appeals as an all-in-one travel lens 

– the combination of long zoom 

range and decent close focusing 

gives huge compositional fl exibility. 

Most important, it also gives decent 

results at an attractive price.

Lab Tests

RECOMMENDE
D

The minimum focus distance of 

50cm is good for close-ups

14mm corner
50mm corner

150mm corner

14mm centre
50mm centre

150mm centre

SMIA TV = -0.2% SMIA TV = 2.0%

14mm, JPEG 50mm, JPEG
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T
he growing number of 

mirrorless models on the 

market has seen a gradual 

rise in the number of 

third-party lenses produced for 

smaller system cameras. Samyang is 

one of the latest manufacturers to 

add a pair of lenses to its mirrorless 

line-up and we’ve recently taken 

delivery of the 21mm f/1.4 ED AS 

UMC CS and the 50mm f/1.2 AS 

UMC CS. Both lenses are compatible 

with Canon EF-M, Fujifi lm X, Micro 

Four Thirds and Sony E mounts, and 

in this test we’re focusing on the 

wider of the two.

Designed for those who’ll 

appreciate its fast aperture and 

wide focal length, the 21mm f/1.4 ED 

AS UMC CS shares the same optical 

design as Samyang’s 21mm T1.5 ED 

AS UMC CS. The latter is squarely 

aimed at video users and differs 

slightly from the lens we’re looking 

at here in the way it features a 

de-clicked aperture ring for silent 

operation, as well as a distance scale 

and T numbers on both sides of the 

lens. Mounted to a mirrorless 

camera featuring an APS-C-sized 
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LENS TEST

Samyang’s latest manual-focus prime lens is designed with mirrorless users in mind

W W W . S A M Y A N G - L E N S . C O . U K  O � T E S T E D  B Y  M I C H A E L  T O P H A M

of eight elements in seven groups. It 

has a nine-blade aperture to ensure 

out-of-focus points of light (or 

bokeh) are rendered circular, and 

the ED and AS abbreviations in its 

name reveal it benefi ts from an 

extra-low dispersion lens and as 

many as three aspherical lenses to 

minimise colour aberrations and 

ensure high contrast across the 

frame at all apertures. On top of 

this, Samyang has implemented 

its ultra multi-coating (UMC) 

technology to abolish any effects 

of fl are and ghosting. 

The key difference between this 

optic and other lenses for mirrorless 

cameras is that it is manual focus 

only and features no optical 

stabilisation. There are no metal 

contacts at the rear of the mount 

to form an electronic connection 

between the camera and lens, 

either, meaning the Exif data 

recorded by the camera won’t offer 

any information about the focal 

length or aperture used. Those who 

regularly use fi lters will appreciate 

the internal focusing system that 

prevents the front element from 

To achieve pin-sharp results, you’ll 

want to put your camera’s manual 

focus assist settings to good use. 

For this shot, focus peaking and a 

magnifi ed screen view were used

The barrel is 

constructed from 

a blend of plastic 

and metal

sensor, the 21mm f/1.4 optic is 

equivalent to 31.5mm, whereas it’s 

comparable to a 42mm fi xed lens 

attached to a Micro Four Thirds 

body. Before examining our lab 

results, let’s fi rst familiarise 

ourselves with the key features. 

Features
Whereas the Samyang 50mm f/1.2 

ED AS UMC CS conceals an optical 

construction of nine elements in 

seven groups, the 21mm f/1.4 

features an arrangement 

Samyang 
21mm f/1.4 ED AS UMC CS £279
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SAMYANG 21MM F/1.4 ED AS UMC CS

extending or rotating when the 

manual-focus ring is rotated. Users 

who plan to screw in fi lters or 

adapter rings can do so via the 

lens’s 58mm fi lter thread. Another 

key point to note is the lens’s ability 

to focus within 28cm of a subject 

when working closely.

Build and handling
Smaller and lighter than Samyang’s 

DSLR lenses, the 21mm f/1.4 upholds 

a strong and solid build quality, 

which implies it’ll endure frequent 

use and is built to last. The anodised 

red ring synonymous with Samyang 

lenses is found towards the rear of 

the barrel between the manual-focus 

and aperture rings. I would have 

preferred it if both of these were 

rubberised, but then again I had no 

complaints with the fi nely grooved 

surface of both rings, which provided 

suffi cient grip throughout my 

testing. As is to be expected from 

a manual-focus lens, there’s not a 

single button or switch in sight. The 

manual-focus ring offers a pleasing 

fl uid motion that’s consistently 

smooth across the focus range, 

while the aperture ring clicks and 

notches into place as it’s rotated.

There’s half-stop adjustment 

between the aperture settings, 

which are printed on the barrel 

rather than engraved, and the 

plastic petal-shaped lens hood is 

clearly marked with a white dot 

to help align it with the lens.

Image quality
The lens backs up its robust build 

with impressive image quality. The 

edges of images appear very 

slightly softer than the centre at 

f/1.4, but there’s an increase in 

sharpness, both in the centre and at 

the edge, at f/2 and f/2.8, and the 

lens plateaus between f/3.5 and 

f/5.6. The best balance between 

centre and corner sharpness is 

recorded at f/5.6, and it’s only when 

the lens is stopped down beyond 

f/11 to the smaller apertures of f/16 

and f/22 that diffraction starts to 

take its toll on sharpness. Corner 

shading is apparent when the lens 

is used at its widest aperture, but 

it quickly starts to disappear when 

the lens is closed towards f/2.8. 

Our distortion chart fl agged up 

minor barrel distortion, but as my 

real-world images revealed, you’d 

be hard pressed to notice it and 

therefore it shouldn’t be of concern. 

Chromatic aberrations are well 

KEY
SPECS 
FILTER DIAMETER 

58mm
LENS ELEMENTS 8 
GROUPS 7
APERTURE f/1.4-f/22
MINIMUM FOCUS

28cm
LENGTH 67.9mm
DIAMETER 54.3mm
WEIGHT  290g
LENS MOUNT

Canon EF-M, Fujifi lm 
X, Micro Four Thirds, 
Sony E-mount

CURVILINEAR DISTORTION
The lens is superb at rendering straight lines. For 

an entirely distortion-free image, install and use 

a ready-made lens profi le rather than attempting 

to remove it manually, which could increase the 

risk of introducing pincushion distortion.

RESOLUTION 
The graph tells us the sharpness in the centre at 

f/1.4 is excellent and only gets better when it’s 

closed to f/5.6. Users can be confi dent of closing 

the lens down to f/11 when needed. Beyond f/11, 

the centre and corner sharpness drops.

PROS
• Excellent 
sharpness 

performance in 
the centre at f/1.4 • 
Robust build quality 
• Value for money

WDC 
RAT ING

CONS
• Aperture and 

manual focus rings 
could benefi t from 
being rubberised

• Manual focus 
only 

controlled, too, with only minor 

purple fringes of colour appearing 

along high-contrast edges when 

shooting towards the sun.

Verdict
When you consider the quality of its 

build, the quality of the images it 

produces and its reasonable price, 

you’ll fi nd there’s a lot to like about 

the Samyang 21mm f/1.4 ED AS UMC 

CS. Whether it makes a great buy for 

you will depend a great deal on the 

type of images you prefer to take. 

For action or spur-of-the-moment 

shots where instantaneous focus is 

crucial to success, you may struggle 

to fi nd optimum focus fast enough, 

and it’s in these types of situations 

that you’ll want your lens to support 

autofocus. If, however, you regularly 

take shots of stationary subjects, 

lock your camera off on a tripod or 

generally fi nd that you have time to 

refi ne your focus settings manually 

before committing to fi ring the 

shutter, this lens makes a very strong 

case for itself. 

There’s a delightful depth to 

images shot at f/1.4, which is 

particularly pleasing on the eye. This 

fast aperture also comes into its 

own when you’re in need of a few 

extra stops in low-light situations. 

If you’d like a wideangle prime, are 

satisfi ed with manual focus only, 

and you’re working to a sub-£300 

budget, you can’t go far wrong 

with the Samyang 21mm f/1.4 ED 

AS UMC CS.

GOLD

Lab Tests

Our review sample was 

supplied in X-mount and was 

paired with Fujifi lm’s X-T10 for 

the purpose of our test 

SMIA TV = -0.3%

Centre

Corner

With careful focusing, it’s 

possible to create sharp 

shots with an extremely 

shallow depth of fi eld 

when the lens is used at 

its maximum aperture
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T
his is the second of the new 

Zeiss Milvus lenses we have 

tested recently, the fi rst 

being the 50mm f/1.4, 

reviewed last issue (WDC, March).

Ideal for portraits, 85mm is a 

popular focal length. Samyang has 

a pleasingly low-cost manual-focus 

85mm f/1.4 model, while Sigma 

offers a rather nice 85mm f/1.4 for 

those who prefer AF. Canon and 

Nikon both have two, with budget 

f/1.8 options as well as faster 

versions. This Zeiss lens costs some 

£200 more than Canon’s f/1.2 L.

Features
The Zeiss Milvus 85mm f/1.4 has 

11 elements in nine groups. The eight 

elements either side of the stop are 

essentially symmetrical, while the 

forward three include a heavily 

concave front-facing surface to 

increase the length of the light path 

and pull the rear element away from 

the sensor. Eight of the elements are 

made of low-dispersion glass and all 

surfaces have been coated with the 

company’s T* anti-refl ective fi nish to 

prevent fl are and internal refl ections.
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LENS TEST

Fast 85mm lenses are prized by many. But what does the new Zeiss Milvus add?

W W W . Z E I S S . C O . U K  O � T E S T E D  B Y  D A M I E N  D E M O L D E R

from f/1.4-f/16, with 1⁄2-stop clicks 

between until f/11, where a full-stop 

click takes us to f/16. Body controls 

for aperture allow 1⁄3-stop steps, and 

those who like to use their DSLR for 

movies can deactivate the clicking 

ring altogether to create a smooth-

motion iris adjuster. The Canon 

version obviously has no aperture 

ring at all – the lens only comes with 

a mount for Nikon F (ZF.2) or Canon 

EOS (ZE) cameras. Both models 

produce an image circle extensive 

enough to cover a full-frame sensor.

Build and handling
The Zeiss Milvus 85mm f/1.4 is far 

from compact. At 1.2kg it isn’t 

excessively heavy, though – just 

heavier than most lenses of its size. 

Compared to the 50mm, its extra 

length provides additional road for 

those dangerous curves.

It feels well made – as though it 

will last forever. Even the hood is 

beautifully crafted, with felt lining 

the interior of its 1.5mm metal 

thickness as it extends 56mm from 

the front of the lens and fl ares out 

and back to a 100mm diameter at 

The clarity, contrast and sharpness of the lens have 

maintained clear separation between the fi ne tonal 

shifts – even in the darker midtones

The dull matt 

paintwork is classy 

and the 22mm-thick 

focusing ring is nice 

to the touch

Zeiss uses what it calls a ‘fl oating 

elements design’ that allows the 

spaces between elements, and 

groups of elements, to be adjusted 

according to the distance between 

the camera and the subject. In 

addition, AF lenses tend to have 

a focusing group, but the Zeiss 

design appears to move multiple 

groups of lenses along the axial 

path to maintain best image quality 

while focus is taking place. 

The aperture ring on the Nikon 

version has markings 

Zeiss 
Milvus 85mm 
f/1.4 £1,379
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ZEISS MILVUS 85MM F/1.4

the forward end. The hood fl ips over 

to fi t perfectly around the shapely 

barrel for storage.

I used the lens on the Nikon D610 

which I found a perfect pairing 

when it came to balance and 

operation. As the lens is big, it is 

much more suitable for pairing with 

larger DSLR bodies, and similarly 

well-built cameras. Focusing at f/1.4 

is extremely diffi cult in all but the 

most contrasty of light, so a great 

deal of care needs to be employed. 

I used the focus-indicator system 

that exploits the camera’s AF points 

and uses them to measure when the 

subject is sharp. With the D610 AF 

points gathered as they are around 

the centre of the screen, I found 

myself fretting slightly as I focused 

and recomposed, as the distance 

between the lens and the subject 

invariably changed enough to show 

with such a shallow depth of fi eld. 

While tripod-mounted and in live 

view I could focus anywhere across 

the frame, whereas working 

handheld often meant closing the 

aperture to a safer setting. 

As tiny focus adjustments will 

inevitably be needed, the focus ring 

asks a 270° rotation to take it from 

80cm to infi nity, and the operation 

of the ring is so comfortable that 

working manually has been made as 

convenient as possible. 

Image quality
I thought the resolution of the 

Milvus 50mm was exceptional, but 

in some ways this 85mm goes a 

step further. Corner resolution wide 

open is the weak point of most 

lenses of this type, but in fact it’s 

better in this lens than some lenses 

manage in the centre of their circle, 

even with the aperture closed 2 

stops. Indeed, the corners read as 

sharp as the centre in our software-

driven lab tests at f/1.4. Stop down 

to f/2 and the centre sharpens up 

further, with an impressively high 

reading that indicates excellent 

fi ne-detail gathering. 

The ability to collect information 

increases as the aperture is closed 

to f/4 where it stabilises while the 

corners close the very small gap 

between them by f/5.6. Resolution 

decreases slightly to f/11, and a bit 

more by f/16. Portraits shot at f/4 

and f/5.6 will have very crisp detail. 

A common issue with longer 

lenses with wide apertures is the 

chromatic fringing that has the 

power to infl uence the apparent 

KEY
SPECS 
FILTER DIAMETER 

77mm
LENS ELEMENTS 11 
GROUPS 9
APERTURE f/1.4
MINIMUM FOCUS

80cm
LENGTH 110mm
DIAMETER  90mm
WEIGHT  1,210g
LENS MOUNT

Canon EF, Nikon F

CURVILINEAR DISTORTION
The degree of distortion present in images from 

this lens isn’t worth writing about. Even technical 

operators will be happy, but I suspect most users 

will be shooting natural subjects in which 

distortion is rarely obvious anyway.

RESOLUTION 
Corner defi nition is never very far behind that 

of the centre of the imaging circle, even at the 

widest apertures. The best resolution comes at 

f/4, while frame uniformity is better at f/5.6 and 

onwards. Even fully closed, resolution is high.

PROS
• Excellent overall 

image quality • 
Corner resolution 

wide open 
• As solid as you’d 

expect for the price  

WDC 
RAT ING

CONS
• Not the lightest of 

lenses 

colour of fi nely detailed areas, as 

well as slightly reduce contrast and 

resolution. In this lens, chromatic 

fringing is extremely moderate and 

only occur in pictures taken with the 

widest apertures and in out-of-

focus areas. By f/3.5, all signs of it 

are gone.

It is at f/2.8-f/5.6 that we can best 

study the effects of the aperture on 

the way out-of-focus highlights are 

rendered by this lens. Where a light 

bulb is caught in a background at 

f/3.5, it can be rendered as a distinct 

nonagon, but where the highlight is 

less obvious, such as in refl ections 

and bright objects in the distance, 

the rendering feels more rounded 

and natural. The discs of out-of-

focus highlights remain mostly 

circular right to the frame edges – 

quite an achievement. Backgrounds 

are very smooth and not distracting, 

even at f/5.6 where the shape of the 

nine-bladed aperture plays a greater 

part in directing the light as it 

passes through the lens. In all, this 

lens produces exceptional images, 

although it takes some skill to get 

the most out of it.

 

Verdict
Size does matter when it comes 

to optics for full-frame cameras, 

and the quality that this big, 

heavy lens produces makes the 

inconvenience of carrying it more 

than worthwhile. It outperforms 

other 85mm fast aperture lenses 

on every count – it looks and feels 

fantastic and its images are fi lled 

with sharp detail and well-

corrected aberrations. The weight 

of those 11 large elements is directly 

related to the level of correction 

that is applied, and the lengthening 

of the optical path that creates the 

extensive barrel proportions is 

what helps to make corners almost 

as sharp as the centre and which 

banishes chromatic fringing. It’s 

expensive, but if you want the best 

you will appreciate what this lens 

offers. It is the fi nest 85mm around.

GOLD

Lab Tests

Closed down a couple of stops, 

the 85mm combines bitingly 

sharp detail with attractive 

background blur

Detail

SMIA TV = -0.1%

Centre

Corner
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Bridge camera

Looks like a DSLR but is actually a compact with a high-

magnifi cation zoom lens in a DSLR-shaped body – usually 

incorporating a large hand-grip and often a viewfi nder.

Jargon Buster

Compact System 

Camera (CSC)
Cameras which offer interchangeable lenses 

while omitting the viewfi nder and mirror 

box construction common to DSLR cameras. 

These include Sony’s NEX series and 

Olympus’s PEN range, as well as Nikon’s 1 

system and Samsung’s NX line of models.

 

Digital Single 

Lens Refl ex (DSLR)
A digital SLR camera, which is constructed 

around a mirror-box and pentamirror/

pentaprism assembly, such as the Canon 

EOS 700D and Nikon D5300. These are 

popular among beginners, enthusiasts and 

professionals, thanks to their wide 

compatibility with different lenses, manual 

control over exposure and ergonomics. 

Compact camera
A small camera whose lens cannot be 

removed, in contrast to interchangea-

ble-lens cameras such as DSLRs. These are 

often cheaper than CSC and DSLR cameras, 

although they usually have more limited 

functionality and smaller sensors.

Aperture
The aperture of a lens refers to the size of 

its opening which allows light through to 

the camera. This is created by a series of 

blades inside the optic, and is usually 

regulated through the camera body, 

although some older lenses have physical 

aperture rings around their barrels. An 

aperture of f/2 or f/2.8 is classed as being 

large (or wide) because the opening itself is 

larger than those created by higher-

number apertures such as f/16 or f/22.

Shutter speed
The length of time that the shutter inside 

the camera is open, exposing the sensor to 

light. Longer shutter speeds let in more 

light, and so are often required in low-light 

conditions, or when the intention is to blur 

certain elements in the scene. Faster shutter 

speeds are ideal for freezing motion, such 

as when photographing sports.  

Display
The rear panel on the back of a camera 

which shows captured images and videos, 

as well as the live feed from the sensor. 

These are usually TFT LCD types, although 

some cameras now make use of Organic 

Light Emitting Diode (OLED) alternatives. 

Resolution is usually specifi ed in dots: 

compact camera displays often have 

230k or 460k dots, while those displays 

that are on high-end enthusiast compacts, 

CSCs and DSLRs are usually 921k dots or 

even higher. 

WDC LIST INGS

Which camera type is best for you? A simple compact that fi ts in a pocket, a premium or travel compact that’s more advanced, 

or a system camera that has interchangeable lenses and more user control, such as a CSC or DSLR? We help you decide...

Compact or 
System camera?

A
ll digital cameras 

are based around 

the same theory; 

use a light-

sensitive sensor to 

capture light, then process the 

result and save it onto a 

memory card. Beyond that, the 

functionality can vary wildly 

from model to model, from 

touchscreen controls to HD 

video and wide-aperture 

lenses differentiating one model 

from another. 

Digital cameras fi t into three 

distinct categories: compact 

camera, Compact System 

Camera (CSC) and Digital 

Single Lens Refl ex (DSLR) 

cameras. All three have 

sub-genres within them, but 

there are other obvious 

qualities which set them apart. 

Compact cameras have a 

fi xed lens, which can’t be 

removed and changed. This 

means that the lens becomes 

a feature in itself, with some of 

them starting at a particularly 

wide focal length, or reaching 

out much further than others 

(or both), and others having 

of a DSLR, together with 

manual control over shutter 

speed and aperture. While 

they can be used more 

creatively than regular 

compacts, their small sensors 

(relative to DSLR and CSC 

cameras) place restrictions on 

wide maximum apertures 

which prove their worth in 

low light and for controlling 

depth of fi eld.

 Manual controls, the ability 

to record HD video and a 

large, high-resolution display 

or viewfi nder are just a few of 

many other features that 

can be had when more money 

is spent.     

Within the compact camera 

genre are the likes of bridge, 

or ‘superzoom’ models, which 

offer a far longer zoom lens 

and a body shape akin to that 

Compact

Small camera, generally pocket sized, with non-removable 

zoom lenses. Designed for convenience more than image 

quality, though some premium models feature larger sensors 

and manual controls.

CONS 
No option to change lenses for 

specific purposes, Small sensors 

not suited to all conditions

PROS
Small, Affordable, No additional 

lenses required, Pocketable, Less 

intimidating to use than DSLRs

CONS 
Generally small sensors are no 

match to DSLR quality, Build quality 

can be more plasticky than a DSLR

PROS
Long zooms, 

All-in-one design, 

Manual controls
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DSLR

The choice of professionals, a DSLR features interchangeable 

lenses, plus an optical viewfi nder that sees what the lens sees 

thanks to a 45° mirror and prism assembly inside the camera. 

The bulkiest camera type, but the full frame models deliver 

the highest image quality.

CSC

An interchangeable-lens camera with no optical viewing 

assembly but either an electronic one, or just the LCD screen 

to shoot with. CSCs come in a wide variety of forms with a 

wide range of sensor sizes, so image quality varies greatly 

between models.

Optical viewfi nder
A viewfi nder which relies on an optical, 

rather than electronic, construction. DSLRs 

are equipped with optical viewfi nders, 

which present the view through the lens. 

Those on cheaper DSLRs are constructed 

with a hollow chamber with mirrored sides 

(penta-mirrors) while those on pricier 

models feature a ground glass prism 

(pentaprism) which is brighter. 

Electronic viewfi nder (EVF)
An electronic alternative to an optical 

viewfi nder. These are typically integrated 

into bridge cameras and some Compact 

System Cameras, where an optical 

viewfi nder is either not possible or less 

desirable. More recent EVFs are constructed 

from OLED panels rather than LCDs, and 

some of these are surprisingly detailed 

and bright.

Sensor size
The physical size of the sensor inside a 

camera. Cameras with larger sensors often 

produce better-quality images than those 

with smaller ones, as each photosite is 

larger. A larger capacity allows its 

signal-to-noise ratio to be higher; as a 

result images stand a better chance of 

having a wider dynamic range and of being 

less affected by noise.

ISO
Also known as ‘sensitivity’, the ISO range of a 

camera determines its latitude for capturing 

images in different conditions. For a given 

camera, images captured at lower 

sensitivities generally contain less noise than 

those captured higher up, as the signal from 

the sensor – which contains unwanted noise 

– requires less amplifi cation. 

Burst rate
The speed at which a camera can fi re 

consecutive frames, given in frames per 

second (fps). Many recent cameras have a 

standard fps rate which captures at the 

sensor’s full resolution, with further faster 

options which output images at a reduced 

pixel count. Often a camera’s fastest burst 

mode will only be possible with focus and 

exposure taken from the fi rst frame.

Neutral Density 

(ND) fi lter
ND fi lters are commonly used with DSLR 

cameras, although some enthusiast 

compacts now have these integrated into 

their lenses. Their purpose is to reduce 

exposure times, so that longer shutter 

speeds can be used, with the ‘neutral’ part 

of their name signifying that they are 

designed to have no effect on the colour 

balance of an image. 

BUYING ADVICE

the kind of image quality that 

can be achieved.

CSCs
CSCs fi t somewhere between 

compacts and DSLRs, with the 

benefi t of a small-format body 

and interchangeable lenses. 

Due to their mirrorless designs, 

optical viewfi nders are 

exchanged for electronic 

variants that continue to get 

better all the time in terms of 

their resolution and sharpness.

Due to the lack of an 

established form factor, unlike 

DSLRs, CSCs come in a wide 

variety of shapes and sizes. 

Most differences are aesthetic, 

but a fair few affect the 

handling quite signifi cantly too. 

Some models have thin, wide 

bodies, while others are shaped 

like DSLRs to provide more to 

wrap your hand around. 

DSLRs
DSLRs range from beginner 

models, such as the Canon 

EOS 1100D, up to professional 

level models, such as the same 

company’s EOS-1D X. The body 

shape is similar throughout, 

with a large hand grip and dials 

on the top, although most 

professional DSLRs are more 

square than rectangular, with 

additional shutter release 

buttons and dials to make 

portrait-orientation shooting 

comfortable. 

The addition of an optical 

viewfi nder is one of the unique 

features that differentiates a 

your preference, is the 

presence of an electronic, 

rather than optical, viewfi nder. 

There are essentially two 

kinds of sensor used in DSLRs: 

APS-C and full frame, although 

full frame sensors are starting 

to creep into some CSCs such 

as the Sony Alpha 7 and 7R. 

Full frame is described as 

such because it’s roughly the 

same size as a 35mm negative. 

APS-C sensors are smaller, and 

as a result they only use the 

central part of a lens, which in 

turn increases their effective 

focal length (reducing the angle 

of view). This is known as a 

‘crop factor’. Full frame lenses 

do not apply a crop factor to 

lenses, and so they maintain the 

same angle of view and focal 

length as if they were used on a 

fi lm SLR.

DSLRs and CSCs also attract 

the attention of videographers, 

given the proliferation of HD 

video functionality and the 

range of lenses available. Many 

DSLRs – particularly those 

aimed towards a more 

discerning audience – also now 

incorporate ports for external 

microphones and have a full 

complement of options for 

different frame rates and 

output options as well as 

control over audio recording.

DSLR model from most CSCs 

and compact cameras. 

The only models that buck 

this trend, and as a result can’t 

quite be described as true 

DSLRs, are those in the Sony 

SLT range, whose models 

include the A58 and A77. The 

SLT construction uses a 

translucent mirror which means 

it does not need to move in 

order for light to pass through 

to the sensor, in contrast to 

DSLRs which fl ip their mirrors 

up at the point of exposure. As 

a result the burst rate is faster; 

with the likes of the A77 able 

to shoot at up to 12fps. The 

disadvantage, depending on 

CONS 
Optical viewfi nders usually not 

available, Lens ranges, Premium 

models can be expensive

PROS
Typically smaller than DSLRs, HD 

video, Interchangeable lenses, 

Great image quality for the size

CONS 
Large and weighty bodies, 

Expensive, Poor-quality kit lenses 

often supplied as standard 

PROS
Interchangeable lenses, Manual 

exposure control, HD video, 

Excellent ergonomics
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Camera Listings
If you want maximum control over your creative shooting options, you want an interchangeable-lens camera, whether a 

DSLR model or a Compact System Camera model. Here we list and rate all the models on the market

Canon EOS 1200D £450 06/14 4+
Entry level update to Canon’s 1100D, the 1200D excels in the  

key areas of AF speed and accuracy while ISO performance is good 
16MP Canon 12,800 1080p 9 3 95 O 3in 500 129.6 99.7 78 480g

Pentax K-500 £450 10/13 4+
Stripped-down version of K-50 without weather sealing  

boasts 100% glass prism viewfinder; uses AA batteries 
16.3MP Pentax 51,600 1080p 11 6 100 O 3in 410 130 97 71 646g

Sony Alpha 58 £450 07/13 4+
Replacement for A57 boasts Bionz image processing engine,  

OLED viewfinder, plus 20MP sensor – up from 16MP
20.1MP Sony 16,000 1080p 15 5 100 O 2.7in O 690 129 95.5 78 492g

Sony Alpha 68 £479 NYT
An A-mount camera with an APS-C sensor, the Alpha 68 uses 

a 4D focus system plucked from the Alpha 77 II 
24MP Sony 25,600 1080p O 79 8 tbc O 2.7in O tbc 142.6 104.2 82.8 675g

Pentax K-S1 £550 03/15 4+
The fully-specified K-S1 boasts excellent image quality, while 

still being a lightweight, compact and portable option
12.1MP Pentax 51,200 1080p O 11 5.4 100 O 3in tbc 92.5 120 69.5 498g

Canon EOS 750D £599 08/15 4+
A new addition to the EOS line-up, the 750D is designed for 

EOS newcomers, with a non-threatening layout 
24.2MP Canon 25,600 1080p 19 5 95 O O 3in O O 440 131.9 100.7 77.8 555g

Nikon D3300 £600 04/14 4.5+
Nikon’s new entry-level DSLR is smaller than previous offerings  

while a sensor with no anti-aliasing filter means detail is high
24.2MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 11 5 95 O 3in 700 124 98 75.5 460g

Pentax K-30 £600 03/14 4+
Stellar image quality make this a welcome alternative to  

Canon, Nikon and Sony offerings at the price
16.3MP Pentax 25,600 1080p 11 6 100 O 3in 410 96.5 128.5 71.5 660g

Pentax K-50 £600 10/13 4.5+
Replacement for K-30  offers 16MP sensor, weather sealing  

and improved processing. Still able to shoot at up to 6fps
16.3MP Pentax 51,200 1080p 11 4 100 O 3in 410 130 97 71 650g

Canon EOS 760D £649 10/15 5+
A new addition to the EOS line-up, the 760D leans towards 

the aspiring enthusiast photographer 
24.2MP Canon 25,600 1080p 19 5 100 O O 3in O O 440 131.9 101 77.8 565g

Pentax K-S2 £649 Web 4.5+
Pentax’s latest mid-range DSLR continues its tradition of 

offering affordable yet well-specified cameras
20.2MP Pentax 51,200 1080p O 11 5.4 100 O O 3in O 410 122.5 91 72.5 678g

Canon EOS 100D £650 07/13 4.5+
Billed as the world’s smallest and lightest DSLR; kit lens is the 

company’s EF-S 18-55 f/3.5-5.6 IS STM zoom. GPS optional
18MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 9 4 95 O 3in 380 117 91 69 407g

Nikon D5200 £720 03/13 4.5+
Inspired by the D5100 and D7000, the D5200 has a vari-angle  

LCD, 24MP sensor and HD video. Wi-fi & GPS optional
24.1MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 39 5 95 O 3in O n/a 129 98 78 555g

Nikon D5500 £720 04/15 4.5+
New DX-format DSLR in Nikon’s ‘advanced beginner’ range, 

updating the impressive D5300 and adding a touchscreen
24.2MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 39 5  95 O O 3.2in O 820 124 97 70 470g

Canon EOS 700D £750  Web 4.5+
Update to 650D comes bundled with a new 18-55mm STM kit  

lens, that promises improved movie AF. GPS & Eye-fi optional
18MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 9 5 95 O 3in O 440 133 100 79 580g

Pentax K-3 II £769 Web 4.5+
Ricoh has updated the Pentax K-3 with the K-3 II. The K-3 II is 

designed to be the flagship Pentax APS-C DSLR
24.3MP Pentax 51,200 1080p O 27 8.3 100 O 3.2in tbc 131.5 102.5 77.5 785g

Nikon D5300 £830 01/14 4.5+
Update on the D5200 with large sensor, larger screen, HD video,  

and long lasting battery, should appeal to videographers
24.2MP Nikon F 25,600 1080p O 23 5 95 O O O 3.2in O 700 125 98 76 530g

Pentax K-5 II £870 03/13 4.5+
Latest update to K-5 promises improved AF performance in  

low light and subject tracking with moving subjects
16.3MP Pentax 51,200 1080p O 11 7 100 O 3in 980 131 97 73 760g

Nikon D7200 £939 06/13 4+
Nikon’s mid-range DSLR offers impressive new features over the 

D7100 it replaces at the top of Nikon’s DX format range
24.2MP Nikon F 25,600 1080p O 51 6 100 O O 3.2in 1,100 135.5 106.5 76 765g

Pentax K-3 £950 01/14 4+
Upgrade from Pentax K-5. GPS optional. Impersonates a low  

pass filter. High FPS rate and is the first to carry Ricoh’s name
24.2MP Pentax 51,200 1080i O 27 8 100 O 3.2in 560 131 100 77 800g

Canon EOS 80D £999 NYT
Arriving two and a half years after the 70D, the 80D looks set to 

be an attractive offering for enthusiast photographers
24.2MP Canon 25,600 1080p O 45 7 100 O O 3in O O 960 139 105.2 78.5 730g

Sony Alpha 77 MkII £1000 09/14 4.5+
With the mkII Sony has brought built-in Wi-fi, great handling  

and an enhanced AF that will suit sports and wildlife shooters 
24.3MP Sony 25,600 1080p O 79 12 100 O O 3in O  480 142.6 104 81 647g

Canon EOS 70D £1100 11/13 4.5+
World’s first DSLR to boast Dual Pixel CMOS AF technology, giving  

the best autofocus performance for a DSLR during live view
20.2MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 19 7 98 O O 3in O 920 139 104 79 755g

Nikon D7100 £1100 05/13 4.5+
The D7100 updates the D7000 in several significant ways, and  

while not without fault it’s still praiseworthy. Wi-fi optional
24.1MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 51 6 100 O 3in 950 135 106 76 765g

Pentax K-1 £1599 NYT
The first full-frame Pentax DSLR is weather-sealed and stacks 

up well against the Nikon D810 and Canon EOS 5D Mark III
36MP Pentax 204,800 1080p O 33 4.4 100 O O O 3.2in O 760 136.5 110 85.5 1,010g

Canon EOS 7D MkII £1599 01/15 4.5+
A better sensor and improved AF over the 7D; this is one of the 

best APS-C DSLRs for enthusiasts and pros. Wi-fi optional
20.2MP Canon 51,200 1080p O 65 10 100 O 3in 670 148.6 112.4 78.2 910g

Canon EOS 6D £1700 02/13 4.5+
Superb image quality from Canon’s latest – and cheapest –  

full-frame DSLR. Also offers Wi-fi and GPS connectivity
20.2MP Canon 102,400 1080p O 11 4.5 97 O O 3in 980 145 111 71 755g

Nikon D500 £1729 NYT
The D500 sits above the D7200 in Nikon’s DX-format line-up and 

offers advanced features plus a smaller form factor and crop factor
20.9MP Nikon F 1,640,000 3840p O 153 10  100 O O 3.2in O O tbc 147 115 81 860g 

Nikon D610 £1800 12/13 5+
Upgrade from D600:  improved auto white balance, faster 

continuous shooting and a quiet continuous mode. GPS optional
24.3MP Nikon 25,600 1080p O 39 6 100 O 3.2in O 900 141 113 82 850g

Sony Alpha 99 £1800 Xmas12 4+
Sony’s full-frame A99 offers translucent mirror technology  

allied to a 19-point AF system with 11 cross sensors
24.3MP Sony 25,600 1080p O 19 10  100 O 3in O 500 147 111 78 812g

Nikon D750 £1800 12/14 5+
The D750 is one of the very best all-round enthusiast DSLRs  

currently available, with an impressive performance
24.3MP Nikon 51,200 1080p O 51 6.5 100 O O 3.2in O 1,230 140.5 113 78 840g

Nikon DF £2600 02/14 4+
Nikon’s retro-tinged full-frame DSLR has a solid spec although  

it lacks a video mode. Overall, its images are superb
16.2MP Nikon 204,800 - 39 5.5 100 3.2in 1,400 143.5 110 66.5 765g

Nikon D810 £2699 11/14 5+
Replacing the D800 and D800E, the D810 is a truly welcome  

upgrade and one of the very best DSLRs on the market
36.3MP Nikon 51,200 1080p 51 12 100 O 3.2in 1,200 146 123 82 980g

Canon EOS 5D Mk III £2999 06/12 5+
An excellent full-frame sensor, fast burst rate, high ISO range and 

advanced AF make this an impressive piece of kit. Wi-fi optional
22.3MP Canon 102,400 1080p O 61 6 100 3.2in 950 152 116 76 950g

Canon EOS 5DS £2999 NYT
New full-frame DSLR that builds on the great success of its EOS 5D 

Mark III, which sports a world-first 50.6MP full frame sensor
50.6 MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 61 5 100 3.2in  700 152 116.4 76.4 845g 

Canon EOS 5DS R £3199 09/15 5+
New 50MP full-frame DSLR, identical to the 5DS it was launched 

with except that it forgoes an optical low-pass filter
50.6 MP Canon 12,800 1080p O 61 5 100 3.2in  700 152 116.4 76.4 845g

Nikon D5 £5199 NYT
The powerful D5 is Nikon’s flagship FX-format DSLR and boasts 

a 20.8MP full-frame sensor and burst shooting up to 14fps
20.8MP Nikon F 3,280,000 3840p �O 153 14 tbc O 3.2in O O tbc 160 158.5 92 1,405g

Canon EOS-1D X Mk II £5199 NYT
Canon’s impressive new sports and action flagship camera has 

a full-frame CMOS sensor with Dual Pixel AF. Wi-fi optional
20.2MP Canon 409,600 3840p O 61 14 100 O O 3.2in O O 1,210 158 167.6 82.6 1,340g

Nikon D4S £5290 Web 5+
Nikon’s flagship DSLR, the D4S takes the best features of the  

D4 and improved the burst speed, AF and processing power
16.2MP Nikon 409,600 1080p O 51 11 100 3.2in 3,020 160 156.5 90.5 1,350g

Canon EOS-1D X £5300 11/12 5+
A contender for the crown of best DSLR on the market,  

this camera is hard to fault. GPS & Wi-fi optional
18.1MP Canon 204,800 1080p O 61 12 100 3.2in 1,120 158 163 82 1,100g

NAME & MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO VIDEO SHOOTING SCREEN DIMENSIONS
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DSLR’S AND CSC’S

NAME & MODEL RRP TESTED SCORE SUMMARY SENSOR LENS MAX ISO VIDEO SHOOTING SCREEN DIMENSIONS

Samsung NX3000 £350 10/14 4+ This may well be the best-value NX camera yet 20.3MP Samsung 25,600 1080p 21 5 O 3in O 370 117.4 66 39 266g

Canon EOS M10 £399 NYT Combines DSLR performance with effortless portability 18MP Canon M 25,600 37 49 4.6 O O 3in O O 255 108 66.6 35 301g

Panasonic Lumix GF6 £400 Web 4+ Newly developed Venus Engine and a 180° tilt screen 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 23 20 O O 3in O O 340 111 65 38 323g

Pentax Q7 £400 11/13 3+ Extra large sensor and improved AF 12.4MP Pentax 12,800 1080p 25 5 O 3in 250 102 58 34 200g

Samsung NX Mini £400 Web 4+ The light and compact NX Mini is very impressive 21MP Samsung 25,600 1080p 35 6 O O 3in O  530 119 62 22.5 196g

Sony Alpha 5000 £420 Web 4+ Aims to compete with entry-level DSLRs 20.1MP Sony 16,000 1080p O 25 3.5 O O 3in O 420 110 63 36 296g

Panasonic Lumix GF7 £420 Web 4+ Compact, great image quality and good for selfies 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 23 5.8 O O 3in O O 230 106.5 64.6 33.3 266g

Nikon 1 S1 £480  Web 4+ User-friendly with an uncluttered interface 10.1MP Nikon 1 6400 1080p 135 60 O O 3in 220 102 61 30 197g

Olympus PEN E-PL7 £499 01/15 4+ High spec, compact size and superb image quality 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p 81 8 O O 3in 350 114.9 67 38.4 357g

Nikon 1 J4 £499 11/14 4+ Excellent shooting speed and AF performance 18.4MP Nikkor 1 12,800 1080p O 171 20 O 3in O 300 99.5 60 28.5 192g

Fujifilm X-T10 £499 09/15 4.5+ A more affordable version of the popular X-T1 16.3MP Fuji X 51,200 1080p O 77 8 O O O O 3in O 350 118.4 82.8 40.8 381g

Fujifilm X-A1 £500 12/13 4+ Virtually identical to X-M1, but with a standard sensor 16.3MP Fuji X 25,600 1080p 41 5.6 O O 3in O 350 117 66.5 39 330g

Fujifilm X-A2 £529 05/15 4+ Similar to its predecessor the X-A1, it adds a tilting LCD 16.3MP Fuji X 25,600 1080p 49 5.6 O 3in O 410 116.9 66.5 40.4 350g

Samsung NX300 £530 06/13 4.5+ Company adds to its range of Wi-fi-enabled cameras 20.3MP Samsung 25,600 1080p 105 8.6 O O O 3.3in O O 320 122 64 41 284g

Sony Alpha 5100 £549 12/14 4+ One of the very best in class, in video and image quality 24MP Sony E 25,600 1080p 179 6 O O 3in O O 400 110 63 36 283g

Olympus OM-D E-M10 II £549 12/15 4.5+ Boasts a raft of improvements over its predecessor 16.1MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 81 8.5 O O O 3in O O 320 119.5 83.1 46.7 342g

Canon EOS M3 £599 07/15 4+ The M3 looks set to appeal to enthusiast photographers 24.3MP Canon M 25,600 1080p O 49 4.2 O O 3in O O 250 110.9 68 44.4 366g

Samsung NX500 £599 07/15 4+ Great for travelling light without sacrificing image quality 28MP Samsung 51,200 4096p 205 9 O O 3in O O 370 119.5 63.6 42.5 292g

Panasonic Lumix GM1 £629 01/14 4.5+ Tiny, retro compact design is impressive 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p 23 5 O O 3in O 230 99 55 30 204g

Sony Alpha 6000 £670 06/14 4.5+ Class-leading AF and an impressive APS-C sensor 24MP Sony 25,600 1080p 179 11 O O O 3in O 310 120 67 45 344g

Panasonic Lumix G7 £679 08/15 4+ The G7 is Panasonic’s fifth model to have video capture 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 3840p 49 8 O O O 3in O O 360 124.9 86.2 77.4 410g 

Fujifilm X-M1 £680 10/13 4+ Company’s third CSC features X-mount lens mount 16.3MP Fuji X 6400 1080p 54 5.6 O O 3in O 350 117 67 39 330g

Olympus OM-D E-M10 £699 05/14 4.5+ Maintains the high-end features of its OM-D siblings 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 81 8 O O O 3in O 320 119 82 46 396g
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Panasonic Lumix GM5 £749 01/15 4+ Small CSC with an electronic viewfinder 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 23 5.8 O O O 3in O 210 98.5  59.5 36 211g

Nikon 1 AW1 £749 12/13 3.5+ High-end CSC is waterproof and shockproof 14.2MP Nikon 1 6400 1080p 41 15 O O O 3in 220 113 71.5 37.5 356g

Olympus OM-D E-M5 mkII £900 05/15 5+ Olympus’s latest premium CSC boasts several improvements 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 81 10 O O 3in O 750 123.7 85 44.5 469g

Panasonic Lumix GX7 £900 10/13 4.5+ With fast AF and tiltable EVF,  delivers excellent results 16MP Lumix G 25,600 1080p 23 40 O O O 3in O O n/a 122.6 70.7 43.3 402g

Olympus PEN E-P5 £900 09/13 4.5+ No built-in EVF but has fast AF plus high quality images 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p 35 9 O O O 3in O O 330 122 69 37 420g

Samsung NX30 £900 Web only 4.5+ A DSLR-style CSC with a burst rate of up to 8fps 21MP Samsung 25,600 1080p O 247 8 O O O O 3in O 360 127 96 58 375g

Olympus PEN-F £1000 NYT Olympus’s latest high-end CSC model 20.3MP Mic4/3 25,600 1080p O 81 10 O O 3in O O 330 124.8 72.1 37.3 427g

Panasonic Lumix GX8 £1000 10/15 4+ The highest resolution Micro Four Thirds camera yet 20.3MP Mic4/3 25,600 3840p O 49 8 O O 3in O O 330 133.2 78 63.1 487g

Sony Alpha 6300 £1000 NYT Premium CSC that boasts fast AF tracking and 4K video 24.2MP Sony E 51,200 3840p O 425 11 O O 3in O 350 120 66.9 48.8 404g

Fujifilm X-T1 £1100 4/12 5+ One of the best premium CSCs on the market 16.3MP Fuji X 51,200 1080p O 49 8 O O O 3in O 350 129 89.8 46.7 440g

Fujifilm X-E1 £1149 01/13 4.5+ Solid build, retro design and high image quality 16MP Fuji X 25,600 1080p 49 6 O O 3in 350 129 75 38 350g

Fujifilm X-E2 £1200 02/14 4.5+ Has over 60 improvements on the X-E1 16.3MP Fuji X 25,600 1080p O 49 7 O O O 3in 350 129 75 37 350g

Samsung NX1 £1299 02/15 5+ The first camera with an APS-C BSI sensor is impressive 28.2MP Samsung 25,600  4096p O 205 15 O O O 3in O tbc 138.5 102.3 65.8 550g

Panasonic Lumix GH4 £1300 07/14 4+ Both 4K video quality and still images are impressive 16MP Mic4/3 25,600 4096p O 49 12 O O O 3in O O 500 133 93 84 560g

Samsung Galaxy NX £1300 10/13 4+ World’s first 3G/4G Android CSC 20.3MP Samsung 25,600 1080p O 105 8.6 O O O O 4.8in O - 137 101 26 495g

Olympus OM-D E-M1 £1300 12/13 5+ Fully weather-proofed and Wi-fi enabled 16.8MP Mic 4/3 25600 1080p O 81 10 O O O 3in O O 330 130 93.5 63 497g

Sony Alpha 7 £1300 01/14 4.5+ One of the lightest, smallest full-frame cameras 24.3MP Sony E 25,600 1080p O 117 5 O O 3in O 340 127 94 48 474g

Fujifilm X-Pro2 £1349 Web 5+ The flagship X-series model is a stunning premium CSC 24.3MP Fuji X 51,200 1080p O 77 8 O O O 3in 250 140.5 82.8 45.9 495g

Leica T £1350 08/14 4+ Excellent image quality 16MP Leica T 12.500 1080p 195 5 O O 3.7in O 134 69 33 384g

Fujifilm X-Pro1 £1430 05/12 5+ Offers innovations including a hybrid viewfinder 16MP Fuji X 25,600 1080p 49 6 O 3in 300 139 81.8 42.5 450g

Sony Alpha 7 II £1498 03/15 5+  The full-frame A7 II is at the top of Sony’s CSC range 24.3MP Sony E 25,600 1080p O 117 5 O O O 3in 350 126.9 95.7 59.7 556g

Sony Alpha 7R £1700 02/14 4.5+ One of the lightest, smallest full-frame cameras 36.4MP Sony E 25,600 1080p O 25 4 O O 3in O 340 127 94 48 465g

Sony Alpha 7S £2099 09/14 4.5+ The Sony Alpha 7S is the latest Sony full-frame CSC 12.4MP Sony E 409,600 1080p O 25 5 O O 3in O  380 127 94.4 48.2 489g

Sony Alpha 7S II £2500 Web 5+ An excellent camera, especially for low light and video 12.2MP Sony E 409,600 3840p O 169 5 O O O 3in O 310 95.7 60.3

Sony Alpha 7R II £2599 11/15 5+ A big step up from the A7R; one of the best CSCs available 42.4MP Sony E 102,400 3840p O 399 5 O O O 3in O 290 126.9 95.7 60.3 625g 

Sigma sd Quattro £2600 NYT Released alongside the sd Quattro H. W-fi optional 39MP Sigma SA 2.4M tbc 9 3.6 O 3in tbc tbc tbc tbc tbc

COMPACT SYSTEM CAMERAS
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Lens Listings
A DSLR or Compact System Camera is hugely affected by the lens attached to the front, as the light hitting the sensor impacts 

focus, exposure and image quality. Cast your eyes over our lens listings to fi nd out which is best for you before you make a purchase    

Fixed focal 
length (PRIME)
Fixed lenses offer wider 

maximum apertures and 

superior image quality. A 

50mm lens is perfect for 

low light, 85-105mm is 

ideal for portraits, while a 

300mm+ tele is for sports 

shooters.

Telephoto zoom
Telephotos are great for 

sport and wildlife, while 

short teles are good for 

portraits. Telephoto lenses 

magnify camera shake, so 

look for one with Image 

Stabilisation to ensure you 

achieve the sharpest shots 

possible. 

Standard zoom
Most DSLRs come with a 

standard zoom which 

spans from moderate 

wideangle to short 

telephoto. These ‘kit’ 

lenses are fi ne for most 

purposes, but there are 

alternatives that offer 

superior image quality. 

Superzooms
While they rarely compare 

with shorter lenses in 

image quality, a 

superzoom offers 

convenience. Great for 

travelling when you’re 

conscious of weight, don’t 

expect pin-sharp, 

aberration-free images.

Wideangle zoom
Wideangle lenses make 

subjects seem further 

away, enabling you to get 

more into the shot – per-

fect for landscapes and 

architecture. The most 

popular wideangle zooms 

are the 10-20mm and 

12-24mm ranges. 

Macro lenses
A true macro lens lets you 

reproduce your subject at 

life-size (1:1) or half 

life-size (1:2) on the sensor. 

Macro lenses come in 

various focal lengths and 

extension tubes can offer a 

greater magnifi cation.

Lens types explained

LENS SUFFIX GUIDE USED BY MANUFACTURERS

AD Tamron Anomalous Dispersion elements
AF-DC Nikon defocus feature
AF-S  Nikon lenses with Silent Wave Motor
APO  Sigma Apochromatic lenses
ASL  Tamron lenses featuring aspherical elements
ASP  Sigma lenses featuring aspherical elements
AT-X  Tokina’s Advanced Technology Extra Pro
CRC  Nikon’s Close Range Correction system
D  Nikon lenses that communicate distance info
DA  Pentax lenses optimised for APS-C sized sensors
DC  Sigma’s designation for digital lenses
DF  Sigma lenses with dual focus facility

DG  Sigma’s designation for all lenses
Di  Tamron lenses for full-frame sensors
Di-II  Tamron lenses designed for APS-C 
DO  Canon diffractive optical element lenses
DT  Sony lenses for APS-C sized sensors
DX  Nikon’s designation for digital lenses
ED  Low Dispersion elements
EF  Canon’s full-frame lenses
EF-S  Canon lenses for APS-C sized sensors
EX  Sigma’s ‘Excellent’ range
FC  Tokina’s Focus Clutch Mechanism
FE  Canon’s fi sheye lenses

FE  Tokina fl oating element lenses
G  Nikon lenses without an aperture ring
HF  Sigma Helical Focusing
HID  Tamron’s High Index Dispersion glass
HLD  Tokina low dispersion glass
HSM  Sigma’s Hypersonic Motor
IF  Internal Focusing
IRF  Tokina’s Internal Rear Focusing lenses
IS  Canon’s Image Stabilised lenses
L  Canon’s ‘Luxury’ range of lenses
LD  Tamron Low Dispersion glass
M-OIS Mega Optical Image Stabilisation

N  Nikon’s Nano Crystal Coating
OS  Sigma’s Optically Stabilised lenses
PRO  Tokina’s Professional range of lenses
RF  Sigma & Nikon Rear Focusing
SD  Tokina’s Super Low Dispersion element
SDM  Pentax’s Sonic Direct Drive Motor
SF  Canon lenses with Softfocus feature
SHM  Tamron’s Super Hybrid Mount
SIC  Nikon’s Super Integrated Coating
SLD   Sigma Super Low Dispersion elements
SP  Tamron’s Super Performance range
SSM  Sony/Minolta Supersonic Motor lenses

SWD  Olympus Supersonic Wave Drive
SWM  Nikon lenses with a Silent Wave Motor
TS-E  Canon Tilt and Shift lens
UD  Canon Ultra Low Dispersion glass
USM  Canon lenses with an Ultrasonic Motor
VC  Tamron’s Vibration Compensation
VR  Nikon’s Vibration Reduction feature
XR  Tamron Extra Refractive Index glass
ZL  Tamron’s Zoom Lock feature

BUILT-IN FOCUS MOTOR 
Some lenses incorporate a motor within 

the lens to drive the autofocusing, while 

others are powered by motors within the 

camera. The former will focus quicker 

than the latter. Canon lens motors are 

USM (Ultrasonic Motor), Sigma HSM 

(Hypersonic-Motor).

FILTER 
THREAD 
In order to correct for 

colour casts or create 

more contrast, a 

screw-in fi lter can be 

used. The thread at the 

front of the camera will 

have a diameter, in mm, 

which will allow you to 

attach a variety of fi lters 

or adapters to the lens. 

MAGNIFICATION 
FACTOR 

If you’re changing from a 35mm SLR, 

your lenses won’t provide the same fi eld 

of view on a DSLR unless you have a 

“full-frame” model. So for Nikon, Pentax 

and Sony DSLRs, magnify the focal 

length by 1.5x to get a 35mm equivalent; 

for Canon 1.6x and Sigma 1.7x.

LENS MOUNTS 
Each manufacturer has its 

own lens mount and most 

aren’t compatible with one 

another. For example, a 

Canon DSLR can’t use 

Nikon lenses, though you 

can use independent 

brands if you get them 

with the right mount. 

35mm 
Compatibility 

Most digital sensors are 

smaller than 35mm, 

which is why lenses 

designed for digital 

can be smaller.

Maximum 
Aperture 

Wider apertures mean 

you can use faster, 

motion-stopping 

shutter speeds.

WDC LIST INGS
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EF 8-15mm f/4 L USM £1499 NYT Impressive-looking fisheye zoom lens from Canon • 15 n/a 78.5 83 540g

EF-S 10-18mm f/4.5-5.6 IS STM £299 11/14 4+  A superb ultra wideangle that’s a must-have for anyone shooting landscapes and cityscapes • • 22 67 74.6 72 240g

EF-S 10-22mm f/3.5-4.5 USM £990 9/09 4+ A good performer, with solid MTF curves and minimal chromatic aberration • 24 77 83.5 89.8 385g

EF 11-24mm f/4L USM £2799 NYT Long-awaited by Canon full-frame users, this is the world’s widest-angle rectilinear zoom lens • • 28 n/a 108 132 1180g

EF 14mm f/2.8 L II USM £2810 7/10 4.5+ Impressive resolution at f/8 but less so wide open • • 20 n/a 80 94 645g

EF-S 15-85mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM £900 3/11 4+ 4-stop image stabilisation and Super Spectra coatings, together with a useful range • • 35 72 81.6 87.5 575g

EF 16-35mm f/2.8 L II USM £1790 6/10 4.5+ Mark II of above lens, and a good performer with strong results at f/8 in particular • • 28 82 88.5 111.6 635g

EF 16-35mm f/4L IS USM £1199 9/14 4+ Versatile and with a useful IS system, this is a very good ultra-wideangle zoom for full frame cameras • • • 28 77 82.6 112.8 615g

TS-E 17mm f/4 L £2920 NYT Tilt and shift optic with independent tilt and shift rotation and redesigned coatings • • 25 77 88.9 106.9 820g

EF 17-40mm f/4 L USM £940 11/08 4+ Designed to match the needs of demanding professionals – and does so with ease • • 28 77 83.5 96.8 500g

EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM £795 2/13 4+ Very capable lens with three-stop image stabilisation, Super Spectra coating and a circular aperture • • 35 77 83.5 110.6 645g

EF-S 17-85mm f/4-5.6 IS USM £600 11/08 3+ Doesn’t really live up to its promises. The zoom range is excellent but there are better alternatives • • 35 67 78.5 92 475g

EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II £220 11/08 3.5+ Given the low price of this zoom, its results are very impressive • • 25 58 68.5 70 200g

EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS £500 NYT 4-stop image stabilisation and automatic panning and tripod detection • • 45 67 75.4 101 455g

EF-S 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 IS £740 10/11 4+ Automatic panning detection (for image stabilisation) and a useful 11x zoom range • • 45 72 78.6 102 595g

EF 20mm f/2.8 USM £610 NYT Wideangle lens with a floating rear focusing system and a USM motor • • 25 72 77.5 70.6 405g

EF 24mm f/1.4 L II USM £2010 NYT Subwavelength structure coating, together with UD and aspherical elements • • 25 77 93.5 86.9 650g

EF 24mm f/2.8 IS USM £750 05/13 4+ Small wideangle optic with image stabilisation • • • 25 58 67.5 48.5 270g

TS-E 24mm f/3.5 L II £2550 NYT Tilt and shift optic with independent tilt and shift rotation and redesigned coatings • • 21 82 88.5 106.9 780g

EF 24-70mm f/2.8 L USM £1540 7/09 4.5+ A solid performer with an excellent reputation that only years in the field can secure • • 38 77 83.2 123.5 950g

EF 24-70mm f/2.8 L II USM £2300 XMAS 12 5+ Professional quality standard zoom lens with a fast aperture • • 38 82 88.5 113 805g

EF 24-70mm f/4 L IS USM £1499 NYT L series zoom said to be compact, portable and aimed at both professionals and amateurs • • • 38 77 83.4 93 600g

EF 24-105mm f/4 L IS USM £1049 3/13 4.5+ An excellent all-round performer, and keenly priced too • • • 45 77 83.5 107 670g

EF 24-105mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM £479 NYT A versatile standard zoom lens that’s an ideal route into full frame photography • • • 40 77 83.4  104 525g

EF 28mm f/1.8 USM £570 NYT USM motor and an aspherical element, together with a wide maximum aperture • • 25 58 73.6 55.6 310g

EF 28mm f/2.8 IS USM £730 05/13 3.5+ Lightweight and inexpensive lens, with a single aspherical element • • 30 52 67.4 42.5 185g

EF 28-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM £560 12/09 4.5+ Excellent optical performance, with the benefit of image stabilisation • • • 50 72 78.4 96.8 540g

EF 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 L IS USM £3290 NYT L-series optic with expansive range, image stabilisation and a circular aperture • • • 70 77 92 184 1670g

EF 35mm f/2 £320 3/12 4.5+ A cut-price fixed focal length lens • • 25 52 67.4 42.5 210g

EF 35mm f/2 IS USM £799 NYT First 35mm prime from Canon to feature an optical stabilisation system • • 24 67 62.6 77.9 335g

EF 35mm f/1.4 L USM £1720 NYT L-series construction and a wide maximum aperture, with a ring-type USM • • 30 72 79 86 580g

EF 40mm f/2.8 STM £230 NYT A portable and versatile compact pancake lens. A fast maximum aperture enables low-light shooting • 30 52 68.2 22.8 130g

EF 50mm f/1.2 L USM £1910 NYT Very wide maximum aperture and Super Spectra coatings, and a circular aperture • • 45 72 85.8 65.5 580g

EF 50mm f/1.4 USM £450 2/10 5+ Brilliant performer, with a highly consistent set of MTF curves. AF motor is a tad noisy though • • 45 58 73.8 50.5 290g

EF 50mm f/1.8 STM £130 09/15 5+ Lightest EF lens in the range, with wide maximum aperture and a Micro Motor • • 35 49 69.2 39.3 130g

EF 50mm f/2.5 Macro £350 NYT Compact macro lens with floating system • • 23 52 67.6 63 280g

EF-S 55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS II £330 1/12 4+ Ideal budget addition to the 18-55mm kit lens, with image stabilisation and USM • • 110 58 70 108 390g

EF-S 60mm f/2.8 Macro USM £540 8/06 4+ Great build and optical quality, with fast, accurate and near-silent focusing • 20 52 73 69.8 335g

MP-E65 f/2.8 1-5x Macro £1250 NYT Macro lens designed to achieve a magnification greater than 1x without accessories • • 24 58 81 98 710g

EF 70-200mm f/2.8 L USM £1540 NYT Non-stabilised L-series optic, with rear focusing and four UD elements • • 150 77 84.6 193.6 1310g

EF 70-200mm f/4 L IS USM £1450 11/11 5+ A superb option for the serious sports and action photographer • • • 120 67 76 172 760g

EF 70-200mm f/2.8 L IS II USM £2800 10/10 5+ A great lens but also a costly one. Peak resolution at 0.4 cycles-per-pixel is simply amazing • • • 120 77 88.8 199 1490g

EF 70-200mm f/4 L USM £790 NYT A cheaper L-series alternative to the f/2.8 versions available   • • 120 67 76 172 705g

EF 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 IS USM £470 11/10 4+ A great level of sharpness and only the small apertures should be avoided • • • 150 58 76 143 630g

EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 L IS USM £1600 7/11 5+ An L series lens with a highly durable outer shell • • • 120 67 89 143 1050g

EF 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 DO IS USM £1700 NYT 3-layer diffractive optical element and image stabilisation • • • 140 58 82.4 99.9 720g

EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III £300 NYT Essentially the same lens as the 75-300mm f/4.0-5.6 III USM but with no USM • • 150 58 71 122 480g

EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III USM £350 9/07 2.5+ Good but not outstanding. The inclusion of a metal lens mount is positive, though • • 150 58 71 122 480g

EF 85mm f/1.2 L II USM £2640 8/06 4+ A well-crafted lens, with fast and quiet AF with good vignetting and distortion control • • 95 72 91.5 84.0 1025g

EF 85mm f/1.8 USM £470 2/11 5+ Non-rotating front ring thanks to rear focusing system, as well as USM • • 85 58 75 71.5 425g

TS-E 90mm f/2.8 £1670 NYT Said to be the world’s first 35mm-format telephoto lens with tilt and shift movements • • 50 58 73.6 88 565g

EF 100mm f/2 USM £559 NYT A medium telephoto lens with a wide aperture, making it ideal for portraits • 90 58 75 73.5 460g

EF 100mm f/2.8 Macro USM £650 11/09 4+ A solid performer, but weak at f/2.8 (which is potentially good for portraits) • • 31 58 79 119 600g

EF 100mm f/2.8 L Macro IS USM £1060 1/13 5+ Stunning MTF figures from this pro-grade macro optic • • • 30 67 77.7 123 625g

EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 L IS USM £1940 NYT L-series construction and optics, including fluorite and Super UD elements • • • 180 77 92 189 1380g

EF 135mm f/2 L USM £1360 NYT L-series construction with two UD elements and wide maximum aperture • • 90 72 82.5 112 750g

EF 135mm f/2.8 SF £520 NYT Soft-focus feature with two degrees of softness • • 130 52 69.2 98.4 390g

EF 180mm f/3.5 L Macro USM £1870 NYT L-series macro lens with inner focusing system and USM technology • • 48 72 82.5 186.6 1090g

EF 200mm f/2 L IS USM £7350 NYT 5-stop Image Stabilisation with tripod detection and Super Spectra lens coatings • • • 190 52 128 208 2520g

EF 200mm f/2.8 L II USM £960 NYT Two UD elements and a rear-focusing system in this L-series optic • • 150 72 83.2 136.2 765g

EF 300mm f/2.8 L IS II USM £7500 NYT 4 stop Image stabilisation makes this lens perfect for action photography • • • 200 52 128 248 2400g

EF 300mm f/4 L IS USM £1740 NYT Two-stop image stabilisation with separate mode for panning moving subjects • • • 150 77 90 221 1190g

EF 400mm f/2.8 L IS USM £9810 NYT Super telephoto with ring-type USM, one flourite element and image stabilisation • • • 300 52 163 349 5370g

EF 400mm f/4 DO IS USM £8000 NYT Multi-layer diffractive optical element to correct for chromatic aberration • • • 350 52 128 232.7 1940g

EF 400mm f/5.6 L USM £1660 NYT Super UD and UD elements, as well as a detachable tripod mount and built-in hood • • 350 77 90 256.5 1250g

EF 500mm f/4 L IS USM II £5299 NYT Full-time manual focus, a single flourite element and dust and moisture protection • • • 450 52 146 387 3870g
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10.5mm f/2.8 G ED DX Fisheye £678 NYT DX format fisheye lens with Nikon’s Close-Range Correction system and ED glass • 14 n/a 63 62.5 300g

10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 G ED AF-S £834 10/09 4+ MTF performance is good from wide open to f/11, only breaking down past f/22 • 24 77 82.5 87 460g

12-24mm f/4 G ED AF-S DX £1044 9/09 4+ This venerable optic may be a little weak at f/4, but otherwise it’s a good performer • 30 77 82.5 90 485g

14mm f/2.8 D ED AF £1554 7/10 5+ A really nice lens that handles well and offers excellent image quality • • 20 n/a 87 86.5 670g

14-24mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S £1670 2/08 5+ A remarkable piece of kit, producing sharp images with little chromatic aberration • • 28 n/a 98 131.5 970g

16mm f/2.8 D AF Fisheye £762 NYT Full-frame fisheye lens with Close-Range Correction system and 25cm focus distance • • 25 n/a 63 57 290g

16-35mm f/4 G ED AF-S VR £1072 6/10 5+ A fantastic lens that deserves to be taken seriously, with very little CA throughout • • 28 77 82.5 125 685g

16-80mm f/2.8-4E ED VR AF-S DX £869 11/15 4+ This new standard zoom for DX-format users is designed as a travel lens for APS-C DSLRs • • 35 72 80 85.5 480g

16-85mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED VR AF-S DX £574 3/11 4+ Boasting Nikon’s second-generation VR II technology and Super Integrated Coating • • 38 67 72 85 485g

17-35mm f/2.8 D ED-IF AF-S £1878 NYT High-quality wideangle zoom for full-frame Nikon users • • 28 77 82.5 106 745g

17-55mm f/2.8 G ED-IF AF-S DX £1356 3/07 4+ A higher quality standard zoom for DX-format DSLRs • 36 77 85.5 110.5 755g

18-35mm f/3.5-4.5 G ED AF-S £669 Xmas13 5+ Wideangle zoom with instant manual-focus override for full-frame DSLRs • • 28 77 83 95 385g

18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 G II AF-S DX £156 12/08 3.5+ Entry-level standard zoom lens • 28 52 73 79.5 265g

18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 G VR AF-S DX £188 5/08 4+ An improvement over the above version, with excellent resolution and the benefit of VR • 28 52 70.5 74 205g

18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 G VR II AF-S DX £229 NYT Popular 3x zoom lens that is remarkably compact and lightweight, offering great portability • • 28 52 66 59.5 195g

18-105mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED VR AF-S DX £292 8/12 4.5+ Kit lens for Nikon D90 & D7000 with Silent Wave Motor and Vibration Reduction • na 67 76 89 420g

18-140mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED VR AF-S DX £579 NYT A compact and lightweight DX-format zoom, this lens is a great all-rounder • • 45 67 78 97 490g

18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 G IF-ED AF-S £762 10/11 4.5+ 4-stop VR II system, two ED and three aspherical elements in this DX superzoom lens • • 50 72 77 96.5 560g

18-300mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED-IF VR £850 12/12 4+ DX-format zoom lens with wideangle to super-telephoto reach • • 45 77 83 120 830g

18-300mm f/3.5-6.3 G ED VR £849 NYT New DX-format 16.7x zoom with super-telephoto reach – a compact ‘walkabout’ lens • • 48 67 78.5 99 550g

20mm f/1.8 G ED AF-S £679 NYT A fast FX-format prime lens that’s compact and lightweight • 20 77 82.5 80.5 335g

20mm f/2.8 D AF £584 NYT Compact wideangle lens with Nikon’s Close-Range Correction system • • 25 62 69 42.5 270g

24mm f/2.8 D AF £427 NYT Compact wide lens with Close-Range Correction system • • 30 52 64.5 46 270g

24mm f/1.4 G ED AF-S £1990 8/10 5+ Nothing short of stunning. Aside from its high price there is very little to dislike about this optic • • 25 77 83 88.5 620g

24mm f/1.8 G ED AF-S £629 NYT Fast FX-format lens that aims to appeal to landscape, interior, architecture and street photographers • 23 72 77.5 83 355g

24mm PC-E f/3.5 D ED PC-E £1774 NYT Perspective Control lens with Nano Crystal Coating and electronic control over aperture • • 21 77 82.5 108 730g

24-70mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S £1565 7/09 5+ An excellent set of MTF curves that show outstanding consistency, easily justifying the price of this lens • • 38 77 83 133 900g

24-85mm f/3.5-4.5 G ED VR £520 XMAS 12 5+ FX-format standard zoom with Auto Tripod detection and VR • 38 72 78 82 465g

24-120mm f/4 G ED AF-S VR £1072 5/11 5+ Constant maximum aperture of f/4 and the addition of VR makes this a superb lens • • • 45 77 84 103 710g

28mm f/1.8 G ED AF-S £619 4/13 5+ If you crave a wide aperture and prefer a single focal length then this Nikon prime delivers • 25 67 73 80 330g

28mm f/2.8 D AF £282 NYT Compact wideangle lens with a minimum focusing distance of 25cm • • 25 52 65 44.5 205g

28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED AF-S VR £889 1/13 4.5+ Technical testing shows this zoom to be, as Nikon claims, the ‘ideal walkabout lens’ • • • 50 77 83 114 800g

35mm f/1.8 G AF-S DX £208 3/12 5+ Designed for DX-format DSLRs, a great standard prime lens • 30 52 70 52.5 200g

35mm f/1.8 G ED AF-S £TBC NYT Fast FX-format prime lens with bright f/1.8 aperture. Versatile and lightweight • 25 58 72 71.5 305g

35mm f/2 D AF £324 9/08 3+ At wide-aperture settings this optic achieves respectable resolution, which decreases with aperture • • 25 52 64.5 43.5 205g

35mm f/1.4 G ED AF-S £1735 9/12 5+ A Nano Crystal-coated lens designed for the FX range • • 30 67 83 89.5 600g

40mm f/2.8 G AF-S DX Micro £250 12/11 5+ A budget-priced macro lens that delivers the goods on multiple fronts • 20 52 68.5 64.5 235g

45mm PC-E  f/2.8 D ED £1774 NYT Perspective Control lens with ED glass and Nano Crystal Coating • • 25 77 83.5 112 780g

50mm f/1.2 £855 NYT Ultra-fast f/1.2 aperture prime lens • 50 52 68.5 47.5 360g

50mm f/1.4 D AF £292 2/10 5+ Entry-level prime puts in a fine performance while offering backwards compatibility with AI cameras • • 45 52 64.5 42.5 230g

50mm f/1.4 G AF-S £376 2/10 5+ Internal focusing and superior AF drive makes this a good alternative to the D-series 50mm f/1.4 • • • 45 58 73.5 54 280g

50mm f/1.8 D AF £135 NYT Compact, lightweight, affordable prime, will stop down to f/22 • • 45 52 63 39 160g

50mm f/1.8 G AF-S £200 9/11 5+ A cut-price standard lens for FX shooters or a short telephoto on DX-format DSLRs • • 45 58 72 52.5 185g

55mm f/2.8 Micro £625 NYT Macro lens with 1/2 maximum reproduction ratio • 25 52 63.5 62 290g

55-200mm f/4-5.6 G VR AF-S DX £314 8/07 3.5+ Designed for DX-format cameras, with Vibration Reduction and SWM technology • 110 52 73 99.5 335g

55-300mm f/4.5-5.6 G VR AF-S DX £378 1/12 3+ Offers a wide telephoto coverage, but better options available • 140 58 76.5 123 530g

58mm f/1.4 G AF-S £1599 2/14 4+ FX-format full frame premium prime lens with large f/1.4 aperture • • 58 72 85 70 385g

60mm f/2.8 D AF Micro £405 8/06 5+ Nikon’s most compact Micro lens, with Close Range Correction (CRC) system • • 22 62 70 74.5 440g

60mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S Micro £500 NYT Micro lens with 1:1 repro ratio, as well as a Silent Wave Motor and Super ED glass • • 18 62 73 89 425g

70-200mm f/2.8 G ED VR II AF-S £2085 10/10 5+ Very little to fault here, with stunning image quality and consistent results at different focal lengths • • • 140 77 87 209 1540g

70-200mm f/4 G ED VR £1180 7/13 5+ Latest 70-200mm offers third-generation VR and weight savings over its more expensive f/2.8 cousin • • • 1000 67 78 178.5 850g

70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 G ED AF-S VR £556 11/10 4+ Feature-packed optic, with a VR II system, 9-bladed diaphragm, SWM and ED glass • • • n/a 67 80 143.5 745g

80-400mm f/4.5-5.6 G ED VR AF-S £1899 10/15 5+ Successor to the 80-400mm f/4.5-5.6D ED VR, focusing is excellent at tracking fast-moving subjects • • • 175 77 95.5 203 1570g

85mm f/3.5 G ED AF-S DX VR £522 NYT DX-format Micro lens with a 1:1 reproduction ratio, VR II system and ED glass • • 28 52 73 98.5 355g

85mm f/1.4 G AF-S £1532 2/11 5+ Fast mid-tele lens with an internal focusing system and rounded diaphragm • • 85 77 86.5 84 595g

85mm f/1.8 D £385 NYT Portable medium telephoto – ideal for portraits • 85 62 71.5 58.5 380g

85mm f/1.8 G AF-S £470 5/12 5+ Rear-focusing system and distance window in this medium telephoto lens • • 80 67 80 73 350g

105mm f/2.8 G AF-S VR II Micro £782 11/09 4.5+ A very sharp lens, with swift and quiet focusing and consistent MFT results • • • 31 62 83 116 720g

105mm f/2 D AF DC £980 NYT A portrait lens with defocus control • • 90 n/a 79 111 640g

135mm f/2 D AF DC £1232 NYT Defocus-Image Control and a rounded diaphragm in this telephoto optic • • 110 n/a 79 120 815g

180mm f/2.8 D ED-IF AF £782 NYT Useful telephoto length and internal focusing technology, together with ED glass • • 150 72 78.5 144 760g

200mm f/4 D ED-IF AF Micro £1429 NYT 1:1 reproduction range in this Micro lens, with a Close-Range Correction system • • 50 62 76 104.5 1190g

200mm f/2 G ED AF-S VR II £5412 NYT A full-frame lens offering ghost-reducing Nano Crystal coating • • • 190 52 124 203 2930g

200-500mm f/5.6 E ED VR AF-S £1179 NYT A super-telephoto zoom lens compatible with Nikon FX-format DSLR cameras • • 220 95 108 267.5 2300g

300mm f/4 E PF ED VR AF-S £1230 08/15 5+ Light, compact AF-S full-frame telephoto lens with ED glass elements • • • 140 77 89 147.5 755g

300mm f/2.8 G ED AF-S VR II £5209 NYT This lens promises fast and quiet AF, and is fitted with Nikon’s latest VR II system • • • 230 52 124 267.5 2900g
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7-14mm f/4 ED £1900 6/08 5+ An excellently constructed objective, with image quality to match • 25 n/a 86.5 119.5 780g

8mm f/3.5 ED Fisheye £930 NYT Diagonal fisheye lens, offering a 180° view and a splash-resistant construction • 13 n/a 79 77 485g

9-18mm f/4-5.6 £640 9/09 4+ Good results up to f/11, past which point resolution drops a little • 25 72 79.5 73 280g

12-50mm f/3.5-6.3 ED £370 5/13 4+ Offers electromagnetic zoom mechanism plus variable zoom speed • 20 72 57 83 211g

12-60mm f/2.8-4 ED SWD £1130 11/08 4.5+ While not quite as consistent as the 14-54mm, this optic is perhaps more versatile • 25 72 79.5 98.5 575g

11-22mm f/2.8-3.5 £1020 NYT Wide angle (2x) addition to Olympus E-System lens range • 28 72 75 92.5 485g

14-35mm f/2 ED SWD £2400 NYT Pro lens with Supersonic Wave Drive AF system and dust and splashproof casing • 35 77 86 123 915g

14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 ED £285 NYT Small, light lens especially designed for the compact Four Thirds system standard • 25 58 65 61 190g

14-54mm f/2.8-3.5 II £660 12/09 4+ An affordable lens with great resolution – only CA control lets it down a touch • 22 67 74.5 88.5 440g

18-180mm f/3.5-6.3 £560 6/10 4+ A good performer everywhere except at 180mm, with a solid feel to it • 45 62 78 84.5 435g

25mm f/2.8 Pancake £270 9/08 3.5+ Excellent image quality from such a tiny optic, but the lens cap is a little fiddly • 20 43 64 23.5 95g

35mm f/3.5 Macro £270 NYT Macro lens equivalent to 70mm on a full-frame camera • 14 52 71 53 163g

35-100mm f/2 £2630 NYT One Super ED and four ED elements inside this telephoto optic • 140 77 96.5 213.5 1650g

40-150mm f/4-5.6 ED £300 NYT ED and aspherical elements in this optic, together with an internal focusing system • 90 58 65.5 72 220g

50mm f/2 ED Macro £600 8/06 3.5+ A fast, high-quality lens, with excellent MTF curves and low chromatic aberration • 24 52 71 61.5 300g

50-200mm f/2.8-3.5 ED SWD £1300 NYT Supersonic Wave Drive focusing system and an equivalent focal range of 100-400mm • 120 67 86.5 157 995g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 ED £450 NYT Three ED elements and multi-coatings feature in this popular tele-zoom optic • 96 58 80 127 620g

150mm f/2 ED £2650 NYT Splashproof telephoto lens with a wide maximum aperture • 140 82 100 150 1610g

DA 10-17mm f/3.5-4.5 smc ED IF £590 NYT Fisheye zoom lens with Super Protection coating and Quick Shift manual focus • 14 n/a 71.5 68 320g

DA 12-24mm f/4 smc ED AL IF £1050 NYT Two aspherical elements, ELD glass and a constant aperture of f/4 in this wide zoom • 30 77 83.5 87.5 430g

DA 14mm f/2.8 smc ED IF £730 7/10 4.5+ Best performance lies between f/5.6 and f/11, but good results can be had at f/4 too • 17 77 83.5 69 420g

DA 15mm f/4 smc ED AL Limited £820 NYT Limited edition lens with hybrid aspherical and extra-low dispersion elements • 18 49 39.5 63 212g

DA* 16-50mm f/2.8 smc ED AL IF SDM £950 1/09 3.5+ A nice balance and robust feel, but poor sharpness at f/2.8 (which significantly improves from f/4 onwards) • • 30 77 98.5 84 600g

DA 16-85mm f/3.5-5.6 ED DC WR £600 NYT [ Weather-resistant, this zoom features a round shaped diaphragm to produce beautiful bokeh • 35 72 78 94 488g

DA 17-70mm f/4 smc AL IF SDM £630 NYT Featuring Pentax’s Supersonic Direct-drive (SDM) focusing system • 28 67 75 93.5 485g

DA 18-50mm f/4-5.6 DC WR RE £230 NYT Super-thin standard zoom that’s weather-resistant and features a round shaped diaphragm • 30 58 71 41 158g

DA 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 smc II ED AL IF £220 1/09 3.5+ Something of a bargain. Only the maximum apertures and awkward manual focusing really let it down • 25 52 68 67.5 220g

DA 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 smc AL WR £229 NYT A weather resistant construction and an aspherical element, as well as SP coating • 25 52 68.5 67.5 230g

DA 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 DA ED DC WR £600 6/11 3.5+ A weather resistant mid-range zoom lens • 40 62 73 76 405g

DA 18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 smc ED SDM £699 NYT 15x superzoom for company’s K-mount DSLRs featuring two extra-low dispersion (ED) elements •      49 62 76 89 453g

DA 20-40mm f/2.8-4 ED Limited DC WR £829 NYT With state-of-the-art HD coating, a completely round-shaped diaphragm, and weather-resistant • 28 55 68.5 71 283g

DA 21mm f/3.2 smc AL Limited £600 NYT This limited-edition optic offers a floating element for extra-close focusing • 20 49 63 25 140g

FA 31mm f/1.8 smc AL Limited £1149 NYT Aluminium body; when used on a Pentax DSLR offers a perspective similar to that of the human eye • 30 58 68.5 65 345g

FA 35mm f/2 smc AL £550 NYT A compact wideangle lens that weighs a mere 214g • 30 49 64 44.5 214g

DA 35mm f/2.8 smc Macro £640 9/08 4.5+ Despite slight edge softness, this lens performs excellently and is a pleasure to use • 14 49 46.5 63 215g

DA 35mm f/2.4 smc DS AL £180 3/12 5+ A budget price prime lens for beginners • 30 49 63 45 124g

DA 40mm f/2.8 smc Limited £450 NYT Pancake lens with SMC coating and Quick Shift focusing system • 40 49 63 15 90g

DA 40mm XS f/2.8 XS £325 NYT The world’s smallest fixed focal length lens • 40 N/A 62.9 9 52g

FA 43mm f/1.9 smc Limited £729 NYT Focal length is ideal for portraits as well as everyday use, and features an smc multi-layer coating • 45 49 27 64 155g

FA 50mm f/1.4 smc £399 NYT High quality fast prime. The ‘FA’ indicates that its image circle covers the 35mm full-frame format • 45 49 63.5 38 220g

DA 50mm f/1.8 smc DA £249 08/15 4+ Affordable short telephoto lens ideal for portraits • • 45 52 38.5 63 122g

DFA 50mm f/2.8 smc Macro £550 NYT Macro lens capable of 1:1 reproduction and with a Quick Shift focus mechanism • • 19 49 60 67.5 265g

DA* 50-135mm f/2.8 smc ED IF SDM £1200 11/12 4+ Constant f/2.8 aperture; well suited to portraiture and mid-range action subjects • • 100 67 76.5 136 765g

DA 50-200mm f/4-5.6 smc ED WR £210 NYT Weather-resistant construction, Quick Shift focus system and an SP coating • n/a 49 69 79.5 285g

DA* 55mm f/1.4 smc SDM £800 2/10 4.5+ Even despite questions about the particular sample tested, this lens scores highly • • 45 58 70.5 66 375g

DA 55-300mm f/4-5.8 smc ED £370 10/12 4+ The lens boasts a useful focal range, as well as a dirt-resistant SP coating • 140 58 75 111.5 440g

DA 55-300mm f/4-5.8 ED WR £399 NYT Weatherproof HD telephoto lens featuring quick shift focusing system • • 140 58 71 111.5 466g

DA 60-250mm f/4 smc ED IF SDM £1450 10/12 4.5+ With a constant f/4 aperture and an ultrasonic motor for speedy focusing • 110 67 167.5 82 1040g

DA 70mm f/2.4 smc AL Limited £600 NYT Medium telephoto lens with an aluminium construction and a Super Protect coating • 70 49 63 26 130g

D-FA* 70-200mm f/2.8 ED DC AW £1850 NYT New addition to Pentax’s high-performance Star (*) series developed for best image rendition • • 120 77 91.5 203 1755g

FA 77mm f/1.8 smc Limited £1050 NYT With Pentax’s Fixed Rear Element Extension focusing system for ‘sharp, crisp images’ • • 70 49 48 64 270g

D-FA 100mm f/2.8 Macro £700 NYT Designed for both digital and film cameras, this macro lens boasts a 1:1 repro ratio • • 30 49 67.5 80.5 345g

D-FA 100mm f/2.8 Macro WR £680 11/12 5+ Street price makes this something of a bargain for a true macro offering full-frame coverage • • 30 49 65 80.5 340g

FA 150-450mm f/4.5-5.6 ED DC AW £2000 NYT Super-telephoto lens with weather-resistance, designed to produce extra-sharp, high-contrast images  • • 200 86 241.5 95 2000g

DA* 200mm f/2.8 smc ED IF SDM £1000 8/12 4.5+ SDM focusing system on the inside, and dirtproof and splashproof on the outside • • 120 77 83 134 825g

DA* 300mm f/4 smc ED IF SDM £1300 NYT This tele optic promises ultrasonic focus and high image quality thanks to ED glass • • 140 77 83 184 1070g

DA 560mm f/5.6 ED smc AW £5999 NYT Prime offering focal length of 859mm when mounted on Pentax K-mount DSLR. Treated with HD coating • • 560 112 130 522 3040g
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8mm f/3.5 UMC Fisheye CS II £274 NYT Wideangle fisheye lens designed for digital reflex cameras with APS-C sensors • • • • • 30 N/A 75. 77.8 417g

10mm f/2.8 ED AS NCS CS £429 NYT Features a nano crystal anti-reflection coating system and embedded lens hood • • • • • • 24 N/A 86 77 580g

14mm f/2.8 ED UMC £279 NYT Ultra wideangle manual focus lens; bulb-like front element means no filters can be used • • • • • • 28 N/A 94 87 552g

16mm f/2.0 ED AS UMC CS £389 NYT Ultra wideangle lens for digital reflex cameras and mirrorless compact cameras fitted with APS-C sensors • • • • 20 N/A 89.4 83 583g

24mm f/1.4 AS UMC £499 NYT Fast ultra wideangle manual focus lens comprising 13 lenses arranged in 12 groups • • • • • • 25 77 95 116 680g

24mm f/3.5 AS T-S ED AS UMC £789 NYT Wideangle tilt-shift prime featuring 16 glass elements and f/3.5 maximum aperture • • • • • 20 82 110.5 113 680g

35mm f/1.4 AS UMC £369 3/13 4.5+ While manual focus only, this prime impressed us in real-world use, making it something of a bargain • • • • • • 30 77 83 111 660g

35mm T1.5 AS UMC VDSLR £419 NYT VDSLR version of 35mm f/1.4 AS UMC with de-clicked aperture ring for silent operation when used for video • • • 30 77 83 111 660g

85mm f/1.4 IFMC £239 NYT Short fast telephoto prime, manual focus, aimed at portrait photographers • • • • • 100 72 78 72.2 513g

100mm f/2.8 ED UMC Macro £389 NYT Full-frame compatible, the Samyang 100mm is a close-up true Macro lens • • • • • • 30 67 72.5 123.1 720g
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50-500mm f/4.5-6.3 DG OS HSM £1499 4/11 4+ A 10x zoom range, SLD elements and compatibility with 1.4x and 2x teleconverters • • • • • • • 50-180 95 104.4 219 1970g

70-200mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £1539 NYT Two FLD glass elements, said to have the same dispersive properties as fluorite • • • • • • • 140 77 86.4 197 1430g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 APO DG Macro £235 NYT A 9-bladed diaphragm and two SLD elements in this tele-zoom lens • • • • • • 95 58 76.6 122 550g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG Macro £173 5/09 3+ Generally unremarkable MTF curves, and particularly poor at 300mm • • • • • • 95 58 76.6 122 545g

85mm f/1.4 EX DG HSM £890 2/11 5+ The Sigma’s resolution from f/4 to f/8 is excellent • • • • • • 85 77 86.4 87.6 725g

105mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £649 12/11 4.5+ An optically-stabilised macro lens • • • • • 31.2 62 78 126.4 725g

120-300mm f/2.8 DG HSM £3599 NYT First lens in company’s ‘Sports’ series; switch enables adjustment of both focus speed and focus limiter • • • • • • 150-250 105 124 291 TBA

150mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £999 NYT A macro lens offering image stabilisation • • • • • 38 72 79.6 150 950g

150-500mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM £999 6/09 3+ Significant softness at wide maximum apertures for all focal lengths • • • • • • • 220 86 94.7 252 1780g

150-600mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM | S £1599 1/15 4+ This portable, high-performance telephoto zoom from Sigma’s Sports line is dust and splashproof • • • • 260 105 121 290.2 2860g

180mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £1499 4/13 5+ 1:1 macro lens featuring three FLD glass elements and floating inner focusing system • • • • • • 47 86 95 204 1640g

300mm f/2.8 APO EX DG £2899 NYT Extra Low Dispersion (ELD) glass, multi-layer coatings and a Hyper Sonic Motor • • • • • • 250 46 119 214.5 2400g

300-800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM £6999 NYT A constant aperture of f/5.6 throughout the expansive 300-800mm zoom range • • • • 600 46 156.5 544 5880g

500mm f/4.5 APO EX DG £4799 NYT Telephoto lens with multi-layer coatings to ‘optimise the characteristics of DSLRs’ • • • • • • 400 46 123 350 3150g

800mm f/5.6 APO EX DG £5499 NYT HSM and compatibility with Sigma’s 1.4x EX APO and 2x EX APO teleconverters • • • • 700 46 156.5 521 4900g

4.5mm f/2.8 EX DC £739 NYT Circular fisheye lens designed for digital, with SLD glass and a gelatin filter holder • • • 13 n/a 76 77.8 470g

8mm f/3.5 EX DG £799 NYT The world’s only 8mm lens equipped with autofocus also boasts SLD glass • • • • 13 n/a 73.5 68.6 400g

8-16mm f/4.5-5.6 DC HSM £800 10/10 4+ Excellent performance at 8mm which sadly drops at the 16mm end • • • • • 24 72 75 105.7 555g

10mm f/2.8 EX DC £599 NYT A Hyper Sonic Motor (HSM) and built-in hood in this diagonal fisheye lens • • • 13 n/a 75.8 83 475g

10-20mm f/3.5 EX DC HSM £650 3/10 5+ An absolute gem of a lens that deserves a place on every photographer’s wish list   • • • • • 24 82 87.3 88.2 520g

10-20mm f/4-5.6 EX DG HSM £550 8/09 5+ A fine all-rounder, thanks to MTF curves which stay above 0.25 cycles-per-pixel down to f/16 • • • • • • 24 77 83.5 81 470g

12-24mm f/4.5-5.6 EX DC HSM £868 8/09 4+ A tightly matched set of MTF curves, but APS-C users are advised to look at the 10-20mm instead • • • • • • 28 n/a 87 102.5 600g

15mm f/2.8 EX DG £629 7/10 4+ This fisheye optic puts in a very solid performance – not to be dismissed as a gimmick! • • • • • • 15 n/a 73.5 65 370g

17-50mm f/2.8 EX DC OS HSM £689 NYT FLD and aspherical elements, a constant f/2.8 aperture and Optical Stabilisation • • • • • • 28 77 83.5 92 565g

17-70mm f/2.8-4 DC Macro OS HSM £449 NYT Redesign of this well-received lens launches the ‘Contemporary’ range and sees it in more compact form • • • • • • 22 72 79 82 470g

18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM £799 11/13 5+ Said to be the world’s first constant f/1.8 zoom; DOF equivalent of constant f/2.7 on full frame • • • • 28 72 78 121 810g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC £349 3/08 3+ Good CA control at 200mm but otherwise an average performer • • • • • 45 62 70 78.1 405g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC OS £449 3/08 4+ Excellent resolution and consistent performance, but control over CA could be a little better • • • • 45 45 79 100 610g

18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DC OS HSM £572 1/10 4.5+ A very capable set of MTF curves that only shows minor weakness at wide apertures  • • • • • • 45 72 79 101 630g

18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM £500 NYT Ultra-compact 13.8x high zoom ratio lens designed exclusively for digital SLR cameras • • • • • • 35 62 73.5 88.6 470g

18-300mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM £499 NYT  Compact and portable high ratio zoom lens offering enhanced features to make it the ideal all-in-one lens • • • • • 39 72 79 101.5 585g

24mm f/1.4 DG HSM | A £799 06/15 5+ The latest addition to Sigma’s ‘Art’ line of high-quality fast primes • • • • 25 77 85 90.2 665g

24-35mm f/2 DG HSM | A £949 12/15 5+ The world’s first large-aperture full-frame zoom offering a wide aperture of f/2 throughout the zoom range • • • • 28 82 87.6 122.7 940g

24-70mm f/2.8 EX DG IF HSM £899 8/09 5+ Not perfect, but an excellent alternative to Canon and Nikon’s 24-70mm lenses, with great MTF curves • • • • • • 38 82 88.6 94.7 790g

24-105mm f/4 DG OS HSM | A £849 3/14 4.5+ Serious full frame alternative to own-brand lenses at a lower price but with no compromises in the build • • • • • • 45 82 89 109 885g

30mm f/1.4 EX DC HSM £490 9/08 3+ A consistent performer, with slightly weaker but not unacceptable performance wide-open • • • • • • 40 62 76.6 59 430g

35mm f/1.4 DG HSM | A £799 9/13 5+ Large aperture prime; first lens in company’s ‘Art’ series • • • • • • 30 67 77 94 665g

50mm f/1.4 EX DC HSM £459 2/10 5+ This lens may be priced above the norm, but it delivers results which are similarly elevated • • • • • • • 45 77 84.5 68.2 505g

50mm f/1.4 DG HSM Art £849 7/14 4+ This lens is a unique design that pays off in truly excellent image quality • • • • • 40 77 85.4 100 815g
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10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 SP AF Di II LD Asph. IF £511 2/10 3.5+ Good consistency at 10mm and 18mm, but a steep decline at 24mm • • • • 24 77 83.2 86.5 406g

14-150mm f/3.5-5.8 Di III £370 NYT The first Micro Four Thirds lens from Tamron, for compact mirrorless interchangeable-lens cameras • 50 52 63.5 80.4 285g

15-30mm f/2.8 SP Di VC USD £950 07/15 4+ Excellent value, this is the only wideangle zoom with image stabilisation and an f/2.8 aperture • • • • 28 N/A 98.4 145 1100g

16-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD Macro £600 8/14 4+ Versatile megazoom, a very good all-in-one solution, as long as you won’t need to enlarge to A2 size • • • • 39 67 99.5 75 540g

17-50mm f/2.8 SP AF XR Di II LD Asph. IF £450 2/09 4.5+ Very good optical performance, which peaks at f/5.6-8 • • • • 27 67 74 81.7 434g

17-50mm f/2.8 SP AF XR Di II VC LD Asph. IF £541 4/10 4.5+ Very strong performance at longer focal lengths but weaker at the other end • • • 29 72 79.6 94.5 570g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 AF XR Di II LD Asph. IF Macro £306 3/08 3+ Excellent CA control in the centre, but unremarkable wideangle performance • • • • • 45 62 73 83.7 423g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 AF Di II VC Asph. IF Macro £300 NYT Lightweight all-in-one lens with Vibration Compensation • • • • 49 62 75 96.6 400g

18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 AF XR Di II LD Asph. IF Macro £613 1/10 4.5+ Much better results at shorter focal lengths than longer ones, but still impressive • • • 49 72 79.6 101 550g

18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 AF Di II VC LD PZD IF Macro £663 10/11 3+ The next-generation incarnation offers a new form of ultrasonic engine • • • • 49 62 74.4 88 450g

24-70mm f/2.8 SP Di VC USD £1099 10/12 5+ Fast zoom with image stabilisation for both full-frame and APS-C cameras • • • • 38 82 88.2 116.9 825g

28-75mm f/2.8 SP AF XR Di LD Asph. IF Macro £460 NYT Standard zoom with constant f/2.8 aperture and minimum focusing distance of 33cm • • • • • 33 67 73 92 510g

28-300mm f/3.5-6.3 AF XR Di LD Asph. IF Macro £664 NYT A useful 10.7x zoom range and low-dispersion elements in this optic • • • • • 49 62 73 83.7 420g

28-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di VC PZD £529 NYT A new, full-frame, high-power zoom incorporating PZD (Piezo Drive) • • • • • 49 67 75 99.5 540g

60mm f/2 SP AF Di II LD IF Macro £550 12/10 5+ Macro lens designed for APS-C sensor cameras, with 1:1 reproduction ratio • • • 23 55 73 80 400g

70-200mm f/2.8 SP AF Di LD IF Macro £817 10/09 4+ No image stabilisation and no advanced AF system, but at this price it’s a steal • • • • • 95 77 89.5 194.3 1150g

70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £TBC NYT Compact yet full-size telephoto zoom with vibration compensation • • • 130 77 85.8 188.3 1470g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 SP VC USD £300 1/12 4+ Ultrasonic Silent Drive (USD) technology for focusing and Vibration Compensation • • • • 150 62 81.5 142.7 765g

70-300mm f/4-5.6 AF Di LD Macro £170 11/10 3.5+ Low dispersion glass and compatible with both full-frame and cropped-sensor DSLRs • • • • • 95 62 76.6 116.5 435g

90mm f/2.8 SP AF Di Macro £470 11/09 4+ A very nice macro lens that is capable of producing some fine images • • • • • 29 55 71.5 97 405g

90mm f/2.8 Di Macro 1:1 VC USD £TBC NYT Redesign of the 90mm f/2.8 SP AF Di Macro; comes with vibration compensation • • • • 30 58 115 76.4 550g

150-600mm f/5-6.3 SP VC USD £1150 6/14 4+ Longest focal length of any affordable enthusiast zoom on the market and produces excellent results • •  • •   270 95 105.6 257.8 1951g

180mm f/3.5 SP AF Di LD IF Macro £896 11/10 5+ Two Low Dispersion elements and internal focusing system in this 1:1 macro lens • • • • • 47 72 84.8 165.7 920g

200-500mm f/5-6.3 SP AF Di LD IF £1124 6/09 4.5+ A well-matched and consistent set of MTF curves, with good performance at f/8-11 • • • • 250 86 93.5 227 1237g

11-18mm f/4.5-5.6 DT £609 9/09 3+ A solid overall performance that simply fails to be outstanding in any way • 25 77 83 80.5 360g

16mm f/2.8 Fisheye £709 NYT Fisheye lens with a close focusing distance of 20cm and a 180° angle of view • • 20 n/a 75 66.5 400g

16-35mm f/2.8 ZA SSM T* £1729 9/09 4.5+ High-end Zeiss wideangle zoom lens ideal for full frame Alpha DSLRs • • 28 77 83 114 900g

16-50mm f/2.8 SSM £569 4/12 4+ Bright short-range telephoto lens • • 100 72 81 88 577g

16-80mm f/3.5-4.5 ZA T* £709 4/09 4.5+ Carl Zeiss standard zoom lens • • 35 62 72 83 445g

16-105mm f/3.5-5.6 DT £559 3/09 3+ An ambitious lens that is good in parts. Quality drops off at 105mm • 40 62 72 83 470g

18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 DT SAM £429 NYT A versatile zoom with Direct Manual Focus • • • 45 62 76 86 398g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DT £509 4/08 3+ While the focal range is certainly useful, the lens is an overall average performer • 45 62 73 85.5 405g

18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DT £559 1/10 3.5+ Good overall, but performance dips at longer focal lengths • 45 62 75 86 440g

20mm f/2.8 £559 9/11 3.5+ Wideangle prime lens with rear focusing mechanism and focus range limiter • • 25 72 78 53.5 285g

24mm f/2 ZA SSM T* £1119 NYT An impressively bright wideangle Carl Zeiss lens • • 19 72 78 76 555g

24-70mm f/2.8 ZA SSM T* £1679 7/09 5+ Carl Zeiss mid-range zoom lens with superb optics ideal for full frame Alpha DSLRs • • 34 77 83 111 955g

28-75mm f/2.8 SAM £709 NYT A constant f/2.8 aperture and a Smooth Autofocus Motor (SAM) in this standard zoom • • 38 67 77.5 94 565g

30mm f/2.8 DT SAM Macro £179 3/12 4+ Macro lens designed for digital with 1:1 magnification and Smooth Autofocus Motor • 12 49 70 45 150g

35mm f/1.4 G £1369 NYT With an equivalent focal length of 52.5mm, a wide aperture and aspherical glass • • 30 55 69 76 510g

35mm f/1.8 DT SAM £179 NYT Budget price indoor portrait lens • 23 55 70 52 170g

50mm f/1.8 DT SAM £159 3/10 4.5+ A very useful lens that performs well and carries a rock-bottom price tag • 34 49 70 45 170g

50mm f/1.4 £369 2/10 5+ While this lens performs well overall, performance at f/1.4 could be better • • 45 55 65.5 43 220g

50mm f/1.4 ZA SSM £1300 Web 4+ Carl Zeiss design said to be ideal for quality-critical portraiture and low-light shooting • • 45 72 81 71.5 518g

50mm f/2.8 Macro £529 NYT A macro lens with a floating lens element • • 20 55 71.5 60 295g

55-200mm f/4-5.6 DT SAM £219 NYT Designed for cropped-sensor DSLRs, with a Smooth Autofocus Motor • 95 55 71.5 85 305g

55-300mm f/4.5–5.6 DT SAM £309 NYT Compact, lightweight telephoto zoom offering smooth, silent operation • 140 62 77 116.5 460g

70-200mm f/2.8 G £1889 NYT Super Sonic Wave motor and a constant f/2.8 aperture in this pro-grade tele zoom • • 120 77 87 196.5 1340g

70-200mm f/2.8 G SSM II £TBC NYT High-performance G Series telephoto zoom lens • 120 87 196.5 1340g

70-200mm f/4 G OSS £949 10/14 4+ Compact, lightweight telephoto zoom lens for full-frame E-mount bodies • • 100 72 80 175 840g

70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 G SSM £869 12/10 3.5+ G-series lens with ED elements, Super Sonic wave Motor and a circular aperture • • 120 62 82.5 135.5 760g

70-400mm f/4-5.6 G SSM II £1799 NYT Redesign of original features a new LSI drive circuit and promises faster autofocus • • 150 77 95 196 1500g

75-300mm f/4.5-5.6 £219 8/12 3+ Compact and lightweight zoom with a circular aperture • • 150 55 71 122 460g

85mm f/1.4 ZA Planar T* £1369 NYT Fixed focal length lens aimed at indoor portraiture • • 85 72 81.5 72.5 560g

85mm f/2.8 SAM £219 NYT A light, low price portraiture lens • • 60 55 70 52 175g

100mm f/2.8 Macro £659 NYT Macro lens with circular aperture, double floating element and wide aperture • • 35 55 75 98.5 505g

135mm f/1.8 ZA Sonnar T* £1429 NYT A bright, Carl Zeiss portrait telephoto lens • • 72 77 84 115 1004g

135mm f/2.8 STF £1119 NYT Telephoto lens with defocus effects • • 87 80 80 99 730g
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AT-X 107 (10-17mm)  f/3.5-4.5 AF DX Fisheye £550 NYT Fisheye zoom lens with Water Repellent coating and Super Low Dispersion glass • • • 14 n/a 70 71.1 350g

AT-X 116 (11-16mm)  f/2.8 PRO DX £515 6/12 4.5+ Wide zoom with a One-Touch Focus clutch mechanism and a constant f/2.8 aperture • • 30 77 n/a 89.2 560g

AT-X 12-28mm  f/4 PRO DX £529 NYT Replacement for 12-24mm F4 wideangle zoom; for Nikon DX DSLRs - • 25 77 84 90 600g

AT-X 16-28mm f/2.8 PRO FX £757 6/11 5+ A pro-end wideangle zoom aimed at full frame cameras • • • 26 n/a 90 133 950g

AT-X 17-35mm f/4 PRO FX £830 11/12 5+ One of the most capable super-wide zooms available, though only available in Canon and Nikon mounts • • 28 82 89 94 600g

AT-X 16.5-135 (16.5-135mm)  f/3.5-5.6 £610 9/11 3.5+ Three aspherical and two SD elements, together with a useful focal range • • 50 77 84 78 610g

AT-X M100 (100mm)  f/2.8 AF PRO D Macro £360 11/09 4+ Some weaknesses wide-open, but reasonable MTF curves make this a decent optic • • • 30 55 73 95.1 540g
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12mm f/2.8 Touit Distagon T* £959 5/14 5+ Designed specifically for Sony NEX and Fujifilm X-series CSC cameras. Very impressive performance • 18 67 68 270g

18mm f/3.5 ZF.2 £1150 8/10 5+ No AF, but the optical and build qualities of this lens are nothing short of stunning • • • • 30 82 84 87 470g

21mm f/2.8 Distagon T* £1579 NYT A wideangle lens that doesn’t compromise on optical quality • • • • 30 82 87 84 510g

25mm f/2 Distagon T* £1350 NYT A landscape lens with a fast aperture • • • • 25 67 71 95 570g

25mm f/2.8 Distagon T* £750 NYT A macro lens offering unrivalled quality • • • • 17 58 83 55 480g

28mm f/2 Distagon T* £850 NYT For low light shooting the 28mm lens has plenty of potential • • • • 24 58 64 93 520g

32mm f/1.8 Touit Planar T* £700 7/14 4.5+ Optimised for use with APS-C format sensors, a fast standard lens for Fujifilm X-series cameras • 23 52 72 76 200g

35mm f/1.4 Distagon T* £1600 NYT Promises to produce some stunning bokeh effects • • • • 30 72 120 122 850g

35mm f/2 Distagon T* £940 NYT An extremely fast focusing lens • • • • 30 58 64 97 530g

50mm f/1.4 Planar T* £650 NYT A portrait lens in its element in low light • • • • 45 72 66 69 350g

50mm f/2 Makro-Planar £665 NYT A macro lens with impressive-looking levels of sharpness • • • • 24 67 72 88 530g

100mm f/2 Makro-Planar £1399 NYT A rapid-focus portrait lens • • • • 44 72 76 113 680g
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EF-M 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM £269 NYT Compact and versatile zoom lens • •     25     52  61 61 210g

EF-M 11-22mm f/4-5.6 IS STM £355 NYT Ultra-wideangle lens with a compact, retractable lens design • •     15     55  61 58.2 220g

EF-M 22mm f/2 STM £220 NYT Small and bright wideangle pancake lens • 15     43 61 23.7 105g

EF-M 55-200mm f/4.5-6.3 IS STM £330 NYT Telephoto zoom that takes you closer to the action • • 100 52 60.9 86.5 260g
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XF 10-24mm f/4 R OIS £849 NYT Ultra wideangle lens, minimal ghosting with Fujis HT-EBC multi-layer coating • • • 24 72 78 87 410

XF 14mm f/2.8 R £729 7/13 5+ Ultra wideangle prime, high resolution to all corners, performance justifies price tag • • 18 58 65 58.4  235g

XF 16mm f/1.4 R WR £729 10/15 5+ Weather-sealed fast prime for X-system users • 15 67 73.4 73 375g

XC 16-50 f/3.5-5.6 OIS £359 NYT Lightweight lens for mirrorless X-series offers 24-75mm equivalent zoom range • • • 30 58 62.6 98.3 195g

XF 16-55mm f/2.8 R LM WR £899 06/15 5+ A flagship XF standard zoom lens with a constant f/2.8 aperture and weather-resistance • 60 77 83.3 106 655g

XF 18mm f/2 R £430 6/13 4+ A compact, wideangle lens with a quick aperture • • 18 52 64.5 40.6 116g

XF 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 R LM OIS WR £699 Xmas14 4+ Weather-resistant zoom for Fujifilm X mount, designed to be the perfect partner for the Fujifilm X-T1 • • • 45 77 75.7 97.8 490g

XF 18-55mm f/2.8-4 R £599 NYT Short zoom lens with optical image stabilisation • • 18 58 65 70.4 310g

XF 23mm f/1.4 R £649  NYT Premium wide-angle prime lens with fast maximum aperture • • 28 62 72 63 300g

XF 27mm f/2.8 £270  NYT A high-performance single-focal-length lens • 60 39 23 61.2 78g

XF 35mm f/1.4 R £439 6/13 4+ Shallow depth of field and bokeh effects are simple to achieve with this lens • • 28 52 65 54.9 187g

XF 50-140mm f/2.8 R LM OIS WR £1249 NYT A telephoto zoom with a constant maximum aperture and weather-resistance • 100 72 82.9 175.9 995g

XC 50-230mm f/4.5-6.7 OIS £315 NYT  The XC lens range is designed to suit Fuji’s mid range CSCs, and this lens has optical image stabilization • • 110 58 69.5 111 tbc

XF 55-200mm f/3.5-4.8 R LM OIS £599 11/13 4+ Telephoto with built-in optical image stabilisation plus aperture control ring • • • 110 62 118 75 580g

XF 56mm f/1.2 R £899 9/14 4+ This wide-aperture portrait lens for X series cameras has great sharpness and detail and is great value • • 70 62 73.2 69.7 405g

XF 56mm f/1.2 R APD £1090 NYT Medium-telephoto prime lens, with fast f/1.2 lens and built-in APD filter producing creamy bokeh • 70 62 73.2 69.7 405g

XF 60mm f/2.4 XF R Macro £599 NYT A short telephoto lens perfect for macro work • • 26.7 39 64.1 70.9 215g
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CSC Lens Listings
The range of lenses for CSC models is constantly evolving, so you have a fairly good choice when it comes to lenses for your CSC 
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6.7-13mm f/3.5-5.6 VR 1 £459 NYT Compact, lightweight, ultra-wideangle zoom lens with Vibration Reduction for Nikon 1 system • • 25 52 56.5 46 125g

10mm f/2.8 £229 2/12 4+ A wideangle lens for Nikon’s 1 series of Compact System Cameras • 20 40.5 55.5 22 77g

10-30mm f/3.5-5.6 VR £149 NYT Nikon’s kit lens for the 1 series of CSC models • • 20 40.5 57.5 42 115g

10-100mm f/4.5-5.6 VR PD-ZOOM £679 NYT A powered zoom lens aided by the VR image stabilisation system on 1 system compacts • • 300 72 77 95 530g

10-100mm f/4-5.6 VR 1 £499 NYT CX-format zoom lens with focal length range of 10–100mm (27–270mm 35mm equivalent) • • 35 55 60.5 70.5 298g

11-27.5mm f/3.5-5.6 £179 NYT Compact standard zoom for Nikon 1 system • 30 40.5 57.5 31 80g

18.5mm f/1.8 £179 NYT Nikon’s 1 series gains a traditional fast prime • 20 40.5 56 36 70g

30-110mm f/3.8-5.6 VR £229 NYT A longer zoom lens, with image stabilisation, for the Nikon 1 series • • 100 40.5 60 61 180g

32mm f/1.2 £799 NYT First 1 system lens to offer a silent wave motor and nano crystal coating • 45 52 66 47 235g

70–300mm f/4.5–5.6 VR £TBC NYT CX-format super-telephoto lens with a surprisingly compact body • • 7 62 73 108 550g

7-14mm f/2.8 ED Pro £999 Web 4.5+ Super-wide-angle zoom lens that is dustproof, splashproof and freeze-proof • • 20 n/a 78.9 105.8 534g

8mm f/1.8 Pro Fisheye £799 Web Fisheye lens with impressive image quality that’s dustproof, splashproof and freeze-proof • 12 n/a 62 80 315g

9-18mm (Micro) f/4-5.6 ED £630 NYT This super wideangle lens offers an equivalent focal range of 18-36mm in 35mm terms • 25 52 56.5 49.5 155g

12mm (Micro) f/2.0 ED £739 1/12 5+ A wideangle fixed lens for the Micro Four Thirds system • 20 46 56 43 130g

12-40mm f/2.8 £899 NYT Weather-resistant wideangle zoom with a constant aperture of f/2.8 • 20 62 69.9 84 382g

12-50mm (Micro) f/3.5-6.3 ED EZ £349 NYT A reasonably-priced MFT zoom lens • 20 52 57 83 211g

17mm M.Zuiko f/1.8 MSC £450 7/13 5+ Wide-aperture, wide-angle prime boasting excellent peak sharpness and no colour fringing • 25 46 57 35 120g

17mm (Micro) f/2.8 Pancake £300 5/10 4+ Results are impressive across the most-used apertures given the wide angle of view offered • 20 37 57 22 71g

14-42mm (Micro) f/3.5-5.6 ED £300 5/10 4+ Generally a good performer, but control over chromatic aberrations could be a little better • 25 40.5 62 43.5 150g

14-42mm II R (Micro) f/3.5-5.6 £269 NYT A redesigned variation of the standard kit lens • 25 37 56.5 50 112g

14-150mm (Micro) f/4-5.6 ED £630 NYT Plenty of focal range is offered by this MFT lens • 50 58 63.5 83 280g

14-150mm II f/4-5.6 £550 NYT High-powered zoom for all your needs – from wideangle to telephoto – plus weather-resistance • 50 58 63.5 83 285g

25mm f/1.8 £370 NYT Compact prime lens with ultra-bright f/1.8 aperture • • 25 46 57.8 42 137g

40-150mm f/2.8 ED £1299 03/15 4+ This powerful 80-300mm 35mm equivalent focal length lens offers amazing portability for this pro class • 70 72 79.4 160 760g

40-150mm R (Micro) f/4-5.6 £309 NYT This middle-distance zom lens has an 80-300mm 35mm equivalent focal length • 90 58 63.5 83 190g

45mm (Micro) f/1.8 £279 2/12 5+ Fast-aperture lens for taking portrait shots proved to be sharp, quiet and without colour fringing • 50 37 56 46 116g

60mm f/2.8 Macro £450 NYT High-precision macro lens that’s dustproof and splashproof • 19 46 56 82 185g

75-300mm II (Micro) f/4.8-6.7 £499 NYT Update featuring Zuiko Extra-low Reflection Optical coating said to reduce ghosting • 90 58 69 117 423g

75mm f/1.8 ED £799 8/13 5+ Ultra-fast prime lens ideal for portraits and action shots • 84 58 64 69 305g

G 7-14mm f/4 £1300 5/10 5+ For a wideangle zoom, the overall level of resolution is very impressive • 25 - 70 83.1 300g

G 8mm Fisheye f/3.5 £730 NYT The world’s lightest and smallest fisheye lens for an interchangeable lens camera • 10 22 60.7 51.7 165g

G 12mm 3D Lens f/12 £320 NYT Allows compatible cameras to shoot 3D images •  60 - 57 81.8 45g

G 12-32mm f/3.5-5.6 MEGA OIS £270 NYT Very compact with a versatile zoom range and 3 aspherical lenses • • 20 37 55.5 24 70g

G X 12-35mm f/2.8 X PZ POWER OIS £1095 10/12 5+ Fast, high-quality standard zoom for Micro Four Thirds cameras • •  25     58 67.6 73.8 305g

G 14mm f/2.5 £249 NYT Wideangle pancake lens which should suit landscape photographers • 18 46 55.5 20.5 55g

G 14-42mm II f/3.5-5.6 MEGA OIS £375 NYT Addition of two aspherical elements helps make this lens smaller than previous version • • 20 46 56 49 110g

G X 14-42mm f/3.5-5.6 X PZ POWER OIS £369 2/13 4+ Powered zoom; impressive results in terms of both sharpness and chromatic aberration • • 20 37 61 26.8 95g

G 14-45mm f/3.5-5.6 MEGA OIS £189 NYT A lightweight and compact standard zoom featuring MEGA O.I.S. optical image stabilisation • • 30 52 60 60 195g

G 14-140mm f/3.5-5.6 POWER OIS £599 NYT Metal-bodied zoom featuring company’s POWER O.I.S. optical image stabiliser • • 30 58 67 75 265g

DG 15mm f/1.7 Leica DG SUMMILUX £549 NYT High-speed prime with a compact metal body and includes 3 aspherical lenses to cut down distortion • 20 46 36 57.5 115g

G 20mm f/1.7 £300 NYT High-speed prime (40mm is the 35mm camera equivalent) with 2 aspherical lenses • 20 46 63 25.5 100g

DG 25mm f/1.4 DG SUMMILUX £550 2/12 5+ A fast-aperture fixed focal length standard lens from Leica • 30 46 63 54.5 200g

G 30mm f/2.8 Macro MEGA OIS £300 07/15 3+ Compact lens offering true-to-life magnification capability for better macro images • • 10 46 58.8 63.5 180g

35-100mm E f/4-5.6 MEGA OIS £300 NYT Telephoto zoom equivalent to 70-200mm on a 35mm camera • • 90 46 55.5 50 135g

G X 35-100mm f/2.8 POWER OIS £1099 NYT Telephoto zoom with Nano Surface Coating technology for dramatic reduction of ghosting and flare • • 85 58 67.4 100 360g

42.5mm f/1.2 Leica DG POWER OIS £1399 Web 5+ Mid-telephoto high-speed LEICA DG NOCTICRON lens with 2 aspherical lenses and ultra-wide aperture • • 50 67 74 76.8 425g

G 42.5mm f/1.7 POWER OIS £349 NYT Mid-telephoto lens with a 35mm equivalent of 85mm, its f/1.7 aperture promises a beautiful bokeh effect • • 37 31 55 50 130g

G 45-150mm f/4-5.6 MEGA OIS £280 2/13 4+ Compact, lightweight telephoto zoom comprising 12 elements in 9 groups • • 90 52 62 73 200g

G X 45-175mm f/4-5.6 X PZ POWER OIS £400 7/12 4+ A powered long focal length zoom lens • • 90 46 61.6 90 210g

G 45-200mm f/4-5.6 MEGA OIS £330 7/12 4+ Superzoom lens with three ED elements and Mega O.I.S. technology • • 100 52 70 100 380g

G 100-300mm f/4-5.6 MEGA OIS £550 7/11 4+ Long zoom lens offering optical image stabilization • • 100 52 70 100 380g
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19mm f/2.8 DN | A £189 NYT Metal-bodied high-performance wideangle prime lens • •     20     46  60.8 45.7 150g

30mm f/2.8 DN | A £189 NYT Uses a high-quality double-sided aspherical lens for expressive performance worthy of Sigma’s ‘Art’ line • •     30     46  60.8 40.5 140g

60mm f/2.8 DN | A £189 NYT Latest addition to Sigma’s ‘Art’ range is a mid-range, high-performance telephoto lens with metal body • • 50     46 60.8 55.5 190g 

9mm f/3.5 ED £149 NYT At 12.5mm thin, this pancake lens is constructed of solid metal, made for the NX Mini only • 11 N/A 50 12.5 31g

9-27mm f/3.5-5.6 ED OIS £199 NYT Versatile and compact zoom lens – NX-M mount for NX Mini only • • 14 40.5 50 29.5 73g

10mm f/3.5 Fisheye £399 NYT Lightweight and compact, this versatile fisheye lens can be used with a wide range of Smart NX cameras • 9 N/A 58.8 26.3 72g

17mm NX-M f/1.8 OIS £160 NYT Portrait prime lens designed with an NX-M Mount for the NX Mini • • 18 39 50 28 55g

12-24mm f/4-5.6 ED £480 NYT Portable ultra-wideangle zoom lens with i-function • 24 58 63.5 65.5 208g

16mm NX i-Function f/2.4 £299 NYT A pancake lens with a wide angle of view • 18 43 61 24 90g

16-50mm f/2-2.8 Premium S ED OIS £999 NYT Bright-aperture zoom lens made of metal, with quiet AF performance whether shooting stills or video • • 30 72 81 96.5 622g

16-50mm f/3.5-5.6 Power Zoom £279 NYT Ultra-compact and lightweight design • • 24 43 64.8 31 111g

20-50mm f/3.5-5.6 ED II £199 NYT Ultra-compact lens with a retractable design. It’s lightweight and an ideal optic for travelling • 28 40.5 63.2 39.8 119g

18-55mm NX i-Function OIS f/3.5-5.6 £199 9/10 4.5+ Not an outstanding set of MTF curves but acceptable nevertheless. Weaker at 18mm • 28 58 63 65 198g

18-200mm NX i-Function OIS f/3.5-6.3 £649 9/12 4.5+ A mid-range zoom lens aimed at movie making • •  50 67 72 105.5 549g

20mm NX i-Function f/2.8 £229 2/12 5+ Wideangle pancake lens • 17 43 62 25 89g

30mm NX i-Function f/2 £249 9/10 4+ This pancake optic exhibits very impressive peak sharpness at around f/4-5.6 •  25 43 61 21 85g

45mm NX i-Function f/1.8 £249 NYT Fast f/1.8 aperture produces a shallow depth of field making it ideal for portraiture • 45 43 62 44.5 115g

45mm NX i-Function f/1.8 2D/3D £399 NYT Delivers high-end 3D capabilities with a large aperture and smooth autofocus system • 50 43 62 44.5 122g

50-150mm f/2.8 S ED OIS £1199 NYT Premium zoom lens with advanced OIS, constant f/2.8 aperture, and dust and splash-resistant • • 70 72 81 154 915g

50-200mm NX i-Function ED OIS III f/4-5.6 £249 9/10 4+ Performance at the 50mm end is good, though this drops off at the tele end • 98 52 70 100 417g

60mm NX i-Function Macro ED SSA OIS f/2.8 £499 2/12 5+ This prime lens with macro capability should be useful for portraiture • •  18 52 73.5 84 389g

85mm NX i-Function ED SSA OIS  f/1.4 £849 4/12 5+ This prime lens is missing image stabilisation, but should still perform well •  82      67 79 92 714g

10-18mm f/4 £750 8/13 4+ Super wideangle zoom with Super ED glass and Optical SteadyShot image stabilisation • • 25 62 70 63.5 225g

16mm f/2.8 £220 2/12 4+ Pancake lens for NEX system, with a circular aperture and Direct Manual Focus • 24 49 62 22.5 67g

16-35mm f/4 ZA OSS Vario-Tessar T* FE £1289 1/15 5+ Zeiss full-frame wideangle zoom lens • • 28 72 78 98.5 518g

16-50mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS £299 NYT Compact lens with Power Zoom, ED glass and Optical SteadyShot image stabilisation • • 25 40.5 64.7 29.9 116g

16-70mm f/4 ZA OSS Vario-Tessar T* £839 NYT A lightweight, versatile mid-range zoom with a constant f/4 aperture • • 35 55 66.6 75 308g

18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS £270 NYT Optical SteadyShot, said to be silent during movie capture, and a circular aperture • • 25 49 62 60 194g

18-105mm f/4 G OSS £499 NYT Sony G lens for E-mount cameras with a constant f/4 aperture • • 45 72 78 110 427g

18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 OSS LE £489 NYT Smaller and lighter than comparable lenses, this is an ideal high-magnification travel lens • • 50 62 68 98 460g

18-200mm PZ f/3.5-6.3 OSS £999 NYT Boasts powered zoom and image stabilisation with Active Mode, making it ideal for movies • • 30 67 93.2 99 649g

20mm f/2.8 £309 NYT Pancake wideangle lens promises to be the perfect walkaround partner for E mount cameras • 20 49 62.6 20.4 69g

24mm f/1.8 ZA Sonnar T* £839 NYT Top quality Carl Zeiss optic ideally suited to the NEX-7 • 16 49 63 65.6 225g

24-240mm f/3.5-6.3 OSS £929 NYT Ideal for travel, landscapes and more, with built-in stabilisation and also dust and moisture resistant • • • 50 72 80.5 118.5 780g

24-70mm f/4 ZA OSS Vario-Tessar T* £1049 NYT Compact lens with an f/4 maximum aperture across the zoom range and built-in image stabilisation • • 40 67 73 94.5 426g

28mm f/2 £419 NYT This full-frame wideangle prime with a bright f/2.0 maximum aperture promises excellent sharpness • • 29 49  64 60 200g

28-70mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS £449 NYT Built-in Optical SteadyShot image stabilisation, lightweight, and a popular zoom range • • 30 55 72.5 83 295g

28-135mm PZ f/4 G OSS £2379 NYT High performance G Series standard zoom lens, constant f/4 aperture, built for high quality moviemaking • • • 95 95 162.5 105 1215 g

30mm f/3.5 Macro £219 NYT A macro lens for the NEX Compact System Cameras • 9 49 62 55.5 138g

35mm f/1.4 ZA Distagon T* £1559 NYT Full-frame ZEISS Distagon lens with large, bright f/1.4 aperture • • 30 72 73 94.5 630g

35mm f/1.8 £399 NYT Lightweight versatile prime with Optical SteadyShot image stabilisation • • 30 49 62.2 45 155g

35mm f/2.8 ZA Sonnar T* £699 NYT When coupled with a full-frame Sony E-mount camera, this prime lens promises to deliver • • 35 49 61.5 36.5 120g

50mm f/1.8 £219 NYT A handy, low price portrait lens for the NEX range • 39 49 62 62 202g

55mm f/1.8 ZA Sonnar T* £849 NYT 35mm full-frame prime lens with wide aperture allowing good images indoors or in low light • • 50 49 64.4 70.5 281g

55-210mm f/4.5-6.3 OSS £289 NYT Lightweight telephoto zoom lens for the NEX range • •  100 49 63.8 108 345g

70-200mm f/4 G OSS £1359 10/14 4+ G Series telephoto zoom lens, dust and water resistant, with built-in image stabilisation • • 100 72 80 175 840g

90mm f/2.8 Macro G OSS FE £1049 09/15 4+  The first dedicated macro lens for Sony’s full-frame E-mount cameras • • • 28 62 79 130.5 602g

3.8mm-5.9mm (Q System) f/3.7-4 £429 NYT Super-compact, ultra-lightweight wide zoom, equivalent to 17.5-27mm in the 35mm format • 25 49 38 54 75g

8.5mm (Q System) f/1.9 AL [IF] £149 NYT Standard prime lens in the Q system • 20 40.5 45.5 23 37g

6.3mm (Q System) f/7.1 £129 NYT A wide lens for the Q system • N/A 40.6 25 21g

11.5mm (Q System) f/9 £49 NYT Extremely thin Mount Shield Lens equivalent to 53mm in the 35mm format, offering a distinctive, velvety image • 30 N/A 6.9 40.8 8g

18mm (Q System) f/8 £129 NYT A telephoto lens for the Q system • N/A 40.6 19.5 18g

3.2mm (Q System) f/5.6 £149 NYT A fisheye lens for the Q system • 90 N/A 40.6 30.5 29g

5-15mm (Q System) f/2.8 £279 NYT A short zoom lens for the Q system • 40.5 45.5 23 37g

5-15mm (Q System) f/2.8-4.5 £299 NYT A standard zoom lens for the Q system equivalent to 27.5-83mm in the 35mm format • 30 40.5 48.5 48 96g

15-45mm (Q System) f/2.8 £279 NYT A telephoto zoom lens for the Q system that’s super-compact and ultra-lightweight • 100 40.5 56 50 90g
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ϮϬ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϭϬ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

�K^ ϳ� DĂƌŬ //

ϳ�DĂƌŬ // �ŽĚǇ άϭϭϳ�

ϳ�DŬ // άϭϭϳ�
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&Žƌ Ϯ�ǇĞĂƌ ǁĂƌƌĂŶƚǇ ŽŶ ĂŶǇ ĐĂŵĞƌĂ ĂŶĚ ůĞŶƐ Ŭŝƚ ƐŝŵƉůǇ ƌĞŐŝƐƚĞƌ ǇŽƵƌ ŶĞǁ EŝŬŽŶ ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ϯϬ ĚĂǇƐ ŽĨ ƉƵƌĐŚĂƐĞ�

KīĞƌ ĂƉƉůŝĞƐ ƚŽ h< Θ ZĞƉƵďůŝĐ ŽĨ /ƌĞůĂŶĚ ƐƚŽĐŬ ŽŶůǇ� �Ăůů Ϭ!ϬϬ ϱ#ϳ !ϰϳϮ Žƌ ǀŝƐŝƚ ǁǁǁ�ŶŝŬŽŶ�ĐŽ�ƵŬ'ƌĞŐŝƐƚĞƌ

EŝŬŽŶ >ĞŶƐĞƐ

�ĂŶŽŶ >ĞŶƐĞƐ

�ϱϱϬϬ �ŽĚǇ άϰ��
�ϱϱϬϬ н ϭ!�ϱϱŵŵ �&�W άϱϲ�
�ϱϱϬϬ н ϭ!�ϭϰϬŵŵ άϳϰ�

E�t W�E�& �ŽĚǇ ά���
E�t W�E�& н ϭϳŵŵ άϭϭ��
W�E�& н ϭϰ�ϰϮŵŵ άϭϬ��
KD�� ��Dϭ �ŽĚǇ ά�ϰ�
KD�� ��Dϭ
н ϭϮ�ϰϬŵŵ άϭϯϱ�
KD�� ��Dϱ // �ŽĚǇ άϳϲ�
KD�� ��Dϱ //
нϭϮ�ϱϬŵŵ ά�ϳϬ

W�E�&

KD�� ��DϭϬ //
�ůĂĐŬ Žƌ ^ŝůǀĞƌ

�ϳZDĂƌŬ //
�ůĂĐŬ

KD�� ��DϭϬ // �ŽĚǇ άϱϰ�
KD�� ��DϭϬ //
н ϭϰ�ϰϮŵŵ άϲϰ�

Z��KDD�E��� >�E^�^�
KůǇŵƉƵƐ ϳϱŵŵ Ĩϭ�! άϲϮϬ
KůǇŵƉƵƐ ϲϬŵŵ ĨϮ�! DĂĐƌŽ άϯϰ�

E�t�ϳZDŬ // �ŽĚǇ άϮϱ��
E�t�ϳ^ // �ŽĚǇ άϮϰ��
�ϳ // άϭϭϳ�
�ϳ άϳ��
�ϳ н Ϯ!�ϳϬŵŵ ά�ϳϱ
�ϳ^ �ŽĚǇ άϭϰ��
�ϳZ �ŽĚǇ ά���

E�ty�WƌŽϮ �ŽĚǇ άϭϯϰ�
E�ty��Ϯ^ �ŽĚǇ άϱϰ�
E�ty��Ϯ^ н ϭ!�ϱϱŵŵ άϳϰ�
y�dϭϬ �ŽĚǇ άϰϰ�
y�dϭ ĨƌŽŵ ά�Ϭϱ
y��Ϯ �ŽĚǇ άϯ��

E�t �Ϭ� �ŽĚǇ ά���
E�t �Ϭ� н ϭ!�ϱϱŵŵ άϭϬ��
E�t �Ϭ� н ϭ!�ϭϯϱŵŵ άϭϯϰ�

E�t ϭ� yDŬ // �ŽĚǇ άϱϭ��
ϳϬ� �ŽĚǇ άϲ�ϳ
ϳϬ� н ϭ!�ϱϱŵŵ /^ ^dD άϳϮϮ

�K^ �Ϭ� �K^ ϭ� y DŬ //

�ϱϱϬϬ �ϱϬϬ �ϳϮϬϬ

�ϱϱϬϬ &ƌŽŵάϰ�� �ϱϬϬ &ƌŽŵάϭϳϮ�

E�t W�E�&

&ƌŽŵ ά���
E�t �ϳZDŬ //

&ƌŽŵάϮϱ��

ϭ� yDŬ // &ƌŽŵάϱϭ��

Ϯϰ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϰϮ�Ϭ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϮϬ�ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϮϬ��
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

Ϯϰ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

Ϯϰ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϱ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

ϱ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

ϭϬ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ ϲ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

ϳ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

ϮϬ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϭϲ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

&Ƶůů &ƌĂŵĞ
�DK^ ƐĞŶƐŽƌ

ϰŬsŝĚĞŽ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

&Žƌ �ĂŶŽŶ�Įƚ dĂŵƌŽŶ"

^ŝŐŵĂ Žƌ ^ĂŵǇĂŶŐ ůĞŶƐĞƐ"

ǀŝƐŝƚ ŽƵƌ ǁĞďƐŝƚĞ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

E�t�ϱ �ŽĚǇ άϱϭ����ϭϬ �ŽĚǇ άϮϯϰ�
��ϭϬ� �ŽĚǇ άϮϲ��

�ϱ��ϭϬ

E�t �ϱ άϱϭ����ϭϬ &ƌŽŵάϮϯϰ�

ϮϬ��
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϯϲ�ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϭϮ�Ϭ ĨƉƐϳ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

&Ƶůů &ƌĂŵĞ
�DK^ ƐĞŶƐŽƌ

&Ƶůů &ƌĂŵĞ
�DK^ ƐĞŶƐŽƌ

�& Ϯϰŵŵ Ĩϭ�ϰ> // h^D��������������������������άϭϬ��
�&�^ Ϯϰŵŵ ĨϮ�!������������������������������������άϭϮϳ
�& ϰϬŵŵ ĨϮ�! ^dD�������������������������������άϭϭ���ϳ
�&�^ ϲϬŵŵ ĨϮ�! h^DDĂĐƌŽ����������������άϯϬϱ
�& !ϱŵŵ Ĩϭ�! h^D ������������������������������άϮϯϳ
�& ϭϬϬŵŵ ĨϮ�! > /^ h^DDĂĐƌŽ ����������άϲϭ�
�&�^ ϭϬ�ϮϮŵŵ Ĩϯ�ϱ�ϰ�ϱ h^D ���������������άϯϳϳ
�& ϭϭ�Ϯϰŵŵ Ĩϰ > h^D �������������������������άϮϳ��
�& ϭϲ�ϯϱŵŵ ĨϮ�! > h^DDŬ// ��������������άϭϬϲϬ
�&�^ ϭϳ�ϱϱŵŵ ĨϮ�! /^ h^D������������������άϱϭ�
�&�^ ϭ!�ϭϯϱŵŵ Ĩϯ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ /^ ^dD ����������άϮ�ϱ
�& Ϯϰ�ϳϬŵŵ ĨϮ�!> // h^D ��������������������άϭϰϬϬ
�&�^ ϱϱ�ϮϱϬŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϲ /^ //�������������������άϮϬ�
�&�^ ϭϬ�ϭ!ŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ /^ ^dD ������������άϭϳ�
�&�^ ϭϬϬ�ϰϬϬŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ > /^ // h^D ��άϭϳ��
�& ϳϬ�ϮϬϬŵŵ ĨϮ�! > /^ // h^D��������������άϭϰ��
�& ϳϬ�ϮϬϬŵŵ Ĩϰ > h^D �����������������������άϰϯ�
�& ϳϬ�ϯϬϬŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ �K /^ h^D�������άϭϬ��
�& ϳϬ�ϯϬϬŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϲ > /^ h^D �������������ά�ϳϲ
�& Ϯϰ�ϭϬϱŵŵ Ĩϰ > /^ h^D��������������������άϳϮϳ
�& Ϯ!�ϯϬϬŵŵ Ĩϯ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ > /^ h^D ����������άϭϳ�ϱ
�& ϭϯϱŵŵ ĨϮ > h^D�����������������������������άϲϳ�

E�t�ϱϬϬ �ŽĚǇ άϭϳϮ� �ϳϮϬϬ �ŽĚǇ άϳϰ�
�ϳϮϬϬ н ϭ!�ϭϬϱŵŵ ά�ϭ�

ϭϲ�ϭ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

��ϱ ĨƉƐ

KD�� ��DϭϬ //

&ƌŽŵάϱϰ�

'y�

'y� �ŽĚǇ άϳϳ�
'y� н ϭϰ�ϭϰϬŵŵ άϭϬ��
'y� н ϭϮ�ϯϱŵŵ άϭϯ��

Z��KDD�E��� >�E^�^�
WĂŶĂƐŽŶŝĐ ϭϮ�ϯϱŵŵ ĨϮ�! άϲ��
WĂŶĂƐŽŶŝĐ ϰϱ�ϭϳϱŵŵ Ĩϰ�Ϭ�ϱ�ϲ άϮϳ�
WĂŶĂƐŽŶŝĐ Ϯϱŵŵ Ĩϭ�ϳ άϭϱ�
WĂŶĂƐŽŶŝĐ ϰϱŵ�ϭϱϬŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϲ άϭϲ�
WĂŶĂƐŽŶŝĐ ϯϱ�ϭϬϬŵŵ ĨϮ�! άϳ��

'y�

&ƌŽŵάϳϳ�

ϮϬ�Ϭϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

��Ϭ ĨƉƐ

ϰŬsŝĚĞŽ

ϰϬŵŵ ĨϮ�! ' �&�^ �yDŝĐƌŽ ���������������������� άϮϬ�
ϭϬϱŵŵ ĨϮ�! ' �&�^ sZ /& ��DŝĐƌŽ ����������� άϲϱ�
ϭϬ�Ϯϰŵŵ Ĩϯ�ϱ�ϰ�ϱ ' �&�^ �y��������������������� άϲϯ�
ϭ!�ϮϬϬŵŵ Ĩϯ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ ' �� �&�^ �y sZ // �����άϱϰ�
Ϯ!�ϯϬϬŵŵ Ĩϯ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ ' �&�^ �� sZ�������������� άϲϰ�
ϳϬ�ϯϬϬŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ ' �&�^ sZ /&������������� άϰϮ�
ϱϬŵŵ Ĩϭ�! �&�^������������������������������������������ άϭϳ�
ϯϱŵŵ Ĩϭ�! ' �&�^ �y��������������������������������� άϭϱϭ
ϱϬŵŵ Ĩϭ�ϰ ' �&�^ �������������������������������������� άϯϰ�
ϱϱ�ϮϬϬŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϲ ' �� sZ // �y����������������� άϮϱϰ
ϱϱ�ϯϬϬŵŵ Ĩϰ�ϱ�ϱ�ϲ ' �&�^ �y sZ�������������� άϮϲ�
ϭ!�ϯϬϬŵŵ Ĩϯ�ϱ�ϲ�ϯ ' �� sZ �&�^ �y �������� άϰ��
!ϱŵŵ Ĩϭ�! ' �&�^ �������������������������������������� άϯ��
ϭϲ�!Ϭŵŵ ĨϮ�!�ϰ ' �&�^ sZ �� �y ������������� ά�ϲ�
Ϯϰ�ϳϬŵŵ ĨϮ�! ' �&�^ �� �y���������������������� άϭϭ��

y�WƌŽϮ �ůĂĐŬ

Ϯϰ�ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

� ĨƉƐ

y�WƌŽϮ

�ŽĚǇάϭϯϰ�

�ůĂĐŬ Žƌ ZĞĚ

�ϲϬϬϬ
�ůĂĐŬ Žƌ ^ŝůǀĞƌ

�ϲϬϬϬ �ŽĚǇ άϰϯ�
�ϲϬϬϬ н ϭϲ�ϱϬŵŵ άϰ��
�ϲϬϬϬ н ϭϲ�ϳϬŵŵ άϭϬ��
�ϲϬϬϬ н ϭϲ�ϱϬŵŵ
нϱϱ�ϮϭϬŵŵ άϲ��

�ϲϬϬϬ

&ƌŽŵάϰϯ�

Ϯϰ�ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϭϭ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

E�t �Ϭ� &ƌŽŵά���

�ϳϮϬϬ &ƌŽŵάϳϰ�

�K^ ϲ�

ϮϬ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϰ�ϱ ĨƉƐ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

ĨƵůů ĨƌĂŵĞ
�DK^ ƐĞŶƐŽƌ

ϲ� άϭϭϭ�
ϲ� �ŽĚǇ άϭϭϭ�

ϱ�^ �ŽĚǇ άϮϲ��
ϱ�^ Z �ŽĚǇ άϯϭ��

�K^ ϱ�^

ϱ�^ &ƌŽŵάϮϲ��

ϱϬ�ϲ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϱ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

&Ƶůů &ƌĂŵĞ
�DK^ ƐĞŶƐŽƌ

ϱ�DŬ /// �ŽĚǇ άϮϭϳ�

�K^ ϱ� DĂƌŬ ///

ϱ� DŬ /// άϮϭϳ�

ϮϮ�ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϲ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

&Ƶůů &ƌĂŵĞ
�DK^ ƐĞŶƐŽƌ

E�t

�ϳϱϬ �ŽĚǇ άϭϯ�ϲ
�ϳϱϬ н Ϯϰ�!ϱŵŵ sZ άϭϳϭϲ
�ϳϱϬ н Ϯϰ�ϭϮϬŵŵ sZ άϭ�ϳ�

�ϳϱϬ

�ϳϱϬ &ƌŽŵ άϭϯ�ϲ

Ϯϰ�ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϲ�ϱ ĨƉƐ

&Ƶůů &ƌĂŵĞ
�DK^ ƐĞŶƐŽƌ

�ϲϭϬ

Ϯϰ�ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϲ�Ϭ ĨƉƐ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

�ϲϭϬ �ŽĚǇ ά���
�ϲϭϬ н Ϯϰ�!ϱŵŵ άϭϰ��

�ϲϭϬ &ƌŽŵά���

�h^dKD�Z Z�s/�t� �ϰƐ �ŽĚǇ

-^ƉĞĐƚĂĐƵůĂƌ �ĂŵĞƌĂ.

�ŚĂƌůŝĞ �ĞůƚĂ ʹ ,ĞƌƞŽƌĚƐŚŝƌĞ

E�t

E�t

E�t

E�t

E�t

E�t
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dĞƌŵƐ ĂŶĚ �ŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ �ůů ƉƌŝĐĞƐ ŝŶĐů� s�d Ăƚ ϮϬй WƌŝĐĞƐ
ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚ Ăƚ ƟŵĞ ŽĨ ŐŽŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƉƌĞƐƐ� &Z�� �ĞůŝǀĞƌǇΎΎ ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ
ŽŶ ŽƌĚĞƌƐ ŽǀĞƌ άϱϬ ;ďĂƐĞĚ ŽŶ Ă ϰ ĚĂǇ ĚĞůŝǀĞƌǇ ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ4� &Žƌ
ŽƌĚĞƌƐ ƵŶĚĞƌ άϱϬ ƚŚĞ ĐŚĂƌŐĞ ŝƐ άϮ�##ΎΎ ;ďĂƐĞĚ ŽŶ Ă ϰ ĚĂǇ

ĚĞůŝǀĞƌǇ ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ4� &Žƌ EĞǆƚ tŽƌŬŝŶŐ �ĂǇ �ĞůŝǀĞƌǇ ŽƵƌ ĐŚĂƌŐĞƐ
ĂƌĞ άϰ�##ΎΎ� ^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇ ĚĞůŝǀĞƌŝĞƐ ĂƌĞ ĐŚĂƌŐĞĚ Ăƚ Ă ƌĂƚĞ ŽĨ
ά!�#ϱΎΎ� ^ƵŶĚĂǇ ĚĞůŝǀĞƌŝĞƐ ĂƌĞ ĐŚĂƌŐĞĚ Ăƚ Ă ƌĂƚĞ άϭϯΎΎ�
;ΎΎ�ĞůŝǀĞƌŝĞƐ ŽĨ ǀĞƌǇ ŚĞĂǀǇ ŝƚĞŵƐ5 E�/�5 ƌĞŵŽƚĞ ĂƌĞĂƐ ŽĨ

^ĐŽƚůĂŶĚ Θ �Ś� /ƐůĞƐ ŵĂǇ ďĞ ƐƵďũĞĐƚ ƚŽ ĞǆƚƌĂ ĐŚĂƌŐĞƐ�4 �� Θ
K��� WƌŝĐĞƐ ƐƵďũĞĐƚ ƚŽ ĐŚĂŶŐĞ� 'ŽŽĚƐ ƐƵďũĞĐƚ ƚŽ ĂǀĂŝůĂďŝůŝƚǇ�
>ŝǀĞ �ŚĂƚ ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞƐ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ !Ăŵ�ϳƉŵDŽŶ�&ƌŝ ĂŶĚ ŵĂǇ
ŶŽƚ ďĞ ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ ĚƵƌŝŶŐ ƉĞĂŬ ƉĞƌŝŽĚƐ� Ώ^ƵďũĞĐƚ ƚŽ ŐŽŽĚƐ

ďĞŝŶŐ ƌĞƚƵƌŶĞĚ ĂƐ ŶĞǁ ĂŶĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ŽƌŝŐŝŶĂů ƉĂĐŬĂŐŝŶŐ� tŚĞƌĞ
ƌĞƚƵƌŶƐ ĂƌĞ ĂĐĐĞƉƚĞĚ ŝŶ ŽƚŚĞƌ ŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞƐ5 ƚŚĞǇ ŵĂǇ ďĞ

ƐƵďũĞĐƚ ƚŽ Ă ƌĞƐƚŽĐŬŝŶŐ ĐŚĂƌŐĞ� ΏΏ�ƉƉůŝĞƐ ƚŽ ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐ ƐŽůĚ ŝŶ
ĨƵůů ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ ĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶ� EŽƚ ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ ƚŽ ŝƚĞŵƐ ƐƉĞĐŝĮĐĂůůǇ
ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ ĂƐ 9/E: Žƌ ŝŶĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞ ;ŝĞ� ďĞŝŶŐ ƐŽůĚ ĨŽƌ ƐƉĂƌĞƐ
ŽŶůǇ4� tĞǆ WŚŽƚŽŐƌĂƉŚŝĐ ŝƐ Ă ƚƌĂĚŝŶŐ ŶĂŵĞ ŽĨ tĂƌĞŚŽƵƐĞ
�ǆƉƌĞƐƐ >ŝŵŝƚĞĚ� ΞtĂƌĞŚŽƵƐĞ �ǆƉƌĞƐƐ ϮϬϭϱ� Ύ��^,���<^

�ƌĞ ƌĞĚĞĞŵĞĚ ǀŝĂ ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ ƌĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ ǁŝƚŚ
ƚŚĞ ŵĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌĞƌ� WůĞĂƐĞ ƌĞĨĞƌ ƚŽ ŽƵƌ ǁĞďƐŝƚĞ ĨŽƌ ĚĞƚĂŝůƐ�

^ŚŽǁƌŽŽŵ� �ƌĂǇƚŽŶ ,ŝŐŚ ZŽĂĚ" ;ŽƉƉŽƐŝƚĞ �^��6
EŽƌǁŝĐŚ� EZϲ ϱ�W�DŽŶ ΘtĞĚ�^Ăƚ ϭϬĂŵ�ϲƉŵ5

dƵĞƐ ϭϬĂŵ�ϱƉŵ5 ^ƵŶ ϭϬĂŵ�ϰƉŵ

�ŝŐŝƚĂů �ŽŵƉĂĐƚ �ĂŵĞƌĂƐ

DĞŵŽƌǇ �ĂƌĚƐ

WŚŽƚŽ �ĂŐƐ Θ ZƵĐŬƐĂĐŬƐ

dƌŝƉŽĚƐ Θ ,ĞĂĚƐ

�ŝŐŝƚĂů ĐŽŵƉĂĐƚ ďĂƩĞƌŝĞƐ" ĐĂƐĞƐ ĂŶĚ ĂĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ ĂƌĞ ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ ƚŽ ďƵǇ ŽŶ ŽƵƌ ǁĞďƐŝƚĞ

>ŝŐŚƟŶŐ Θ �ĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ

ϯŵ,ĞĂǀǇ �ƵƚǇ

�ĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚ

^ƚĂŶĚ

ά��

>ƵŵŝŵƵƐĞ

>�� >ŝŐŚƚƐ

&ƌŽŵ άϰϰ��ϱ

�ǌǇďŽǆ ^ƉĞĞĚ�>ŝƚĞ Ϯ

άϰ���ϱ

>ϯϬ!Ɛ

άϭϯ�

WůƵƐ /// ^Ğƚ

άϭ��

'ĞŵŝŶŝ WƵůƐĂƌ

dǆ ϱϬϬZ <ŝƚ ά��ϱ

dǆ ϱϬϬ WƌŽ <ŝƚ άϭϭ��

��>ŝƚĞ ϰZǆ

^ŽŌďŽǆ <ŝƚ άϲϮ�

hƌďĂŶ �ŽůůĂƉƐŝďůĞ

�ĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚ άϭϲϱ

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ '� y
άϯϳ�

&ŝŶĞWŝǆ yϭϬϬd άϳ�ϲ

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ 'ϱ y
άϱϳ�

�ŽŽůƉŝǆ �tϭϯϬ �ůƵĞ� �ĂŵŽƵŇĂŐĞ�

zĞůůŽǁ� KƌĂŶŐĞ� Žƌ �ůĂĐŬ άϭ��

�ŽŽůƉŝǆ ^ϳϬϬϬ �����������������������������������άϭϮ�

�ŽŽůƉŝǆ >�ϰϬ �������������������������������������άϭϯ�

�ŽŽůƉŝǆ ^ϯϳϬϬ �����������������������������������άϳ�

�ŽŽůƉŝǆ >ϯϭ ���������������������������������������άϰ�

&ŝŶĞWŝǆ ^��ϬϬ������������������������������άϭϲ�

&ŝŶĞWŝǆ yW�Ϭ �ůƵĞ �����������������������άϭϳ�

&ŝŶĞWŝǆ yW�Ϭ �������������������������������άϭϭ�

yYϮ����������������������������������������������άϮϭ�

E�t yϳϬ�������������������������������������άϱϰ�

y'�ϭ������������������������������������������������������������άϭ��

t'�ϯϬ ��������������������������������������������������������άϭϲ�

'Z //
�ŝŐŝƚĂů

άϰϳ�

^W�ϭϬϬ�� ����������������������������������������������άϮϮϱ

^ƚǇůƵƐ ^,�Ϯ �������������������������������������������άϭ��

^ƚǇůƵƐ ϭƐ �����������������������������������������������άϯϮ�

�ǆƚƌĞŵĞ WƌŽ� �ϱD�:Ɛ ^�,�
ϭϲ'� ���������������������������� άϮϰ
ϯϮ'� ���������������������������� άϯϰ
ϲϰ'� ^�y� ������������������� άϱ�

^ĂŶ�ŝƐŬ �ǆƚƌĞŵĞ WƌŽ�
ϭϲϬD�:Ɛ h�D� �ŽŵƉĂĐƚ&ůĂƐŚ
ϭϲ'� ���������������������������� άϰϰ
ϯϮ'� ���������������������������� άϲϰ

yY�ΡDĞŵŽƌǇ �ĂƌĚ�
ϭϲ�D�:Ɛ
ϯϮ'����������������������������������������άϭϰ�
ϲϰ'����������������������������������������άϮϲ�

yY�Ρ h^� ϯ�Ϭ ZĞĂĚĞƌ�
,ŝŐŚ�ƐƉĞĞĚ ƚƌĂŶƐĨĞƌ ŽĨ Z�t ĂŶĚ
,� ĮůĞƐ ĨƌŽŵ ǇŽƵƌ yY�ŵĞŵŽƌǇ
ĐĂƌĚ ƚŽ ǇŽƵƌ ĐŽŵƉƵƚĞƌ�����������άϰ�

WƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů ϭϬϲϲǆ
�ŽŵƉĂĐƚ &ůĂƐŚ� ϭϲϬD�:Ɛ
ϭϲ'� �����������������������������������άϱϰ
ϯϮ'� �����������������������������������άϳϰ
ϲϰ'� �����������������������������������άϭϰ�
ϭϮ!'� ���������������������������������άϮϭ�

WƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů ϲϬϬǆ h,^�ϭ� �ϬD�:Ɛ
ϭϲ'� �����������������������������������άϭϰ
ϯϮ'� �����������������������������������άϮϬ
ϲϰ'� �����������������������������������άϯ�
ϭϮ!'� ���������������������������������άϲ�

ϲϰ'� �������������������ά��
ϭϮ!'� �����������������άϭ��

^ĂŶ�ŝƐŬ �ůĂƐƐ ϭϬ
�ǆƚƌĞŵĞDŝĐƌŽ ^�
�ĂƌĚ ƉůƵƐ ĂĚĂƉƚĞƌƐ�
ϭϲ'� �������������������άϮϰ
ϯϮ'���������������������άϯϬ

DdϬϱϱyWZKϯ �������������������άϭϯ�
D<ϬϱϱyWZKϯ
н y�WƌŽ ϯ�tĂǇ ,ĞĂĚ �����������άϮϬ�
D<ϬϱϱyWZKϯ
н ϰ#!Z�Ϯ �Ăůů ,ĞĂĚ������������άϭϲ�
DdϬϱϱ�yWZKϯ
�ĂƌďŽŶ &ŝďƌĞ�����������������������άϮϲ�
DdϬϱϱ�yWZKϰ
�ĂƌďŽŶ &ŝďƌĞ�����������������������άϮ�Ϭ
Ddϭ�ϬyWZKϯ �������������������άϭϮ�
Ddϭ�ϬyWZKϰ �������������������άϭϱ�

'dϮϱϰϭ�y
= ϭϲϰĐŵ
DĂǆ ,ĞŝŐŚƚ
= ϯĐŵ
DŝŶ ,ĞŝŐŚƚ

^ĞƌŝĞƐ Ϯ� �ǆƉůŽƌĞƌ dƌŝƉŽĚ
'dϮϱϰϭ�y��������������άϱϭ�

,ĂĚůĞǇ� �ĂŶǀĂƐ'>ĞĂƚŚĞƌA
<ŚĂŬŝ'dĂŶ5 �ůĂĐŬ'dĂŶ5 �ůĂĐŬ'�ůĂĐŬ�
&ŝďƌĞEǇƚĞ'>ĞĂƚŚĞƌA <ŚĂŬŝ'dĂŶ5
^ĂŐĞ'dĂŶ5 �ůĂĐŬ'�ůĂĐŬ�

�ŝŐŝƚĂů����������������������������������άϭϬ�
^ŵĂůů �����������������������������������άϭϯ�
>ĂƌŐĞ������������������������������������άϭϱϰ
WƌŽ KƌŝŐŝŶĂů�������������������������άϭϲ�
dƌŝƉŽĚ ^ƚƌĂƉ �ůĂĐŬ Žƌ dĂŶ����άϭ�

&�ϱy� ZƵŐŐĞĚtĞĂƌ���������άϳϮ
&�ϱy� ZƵŐŐĞĚtĞĂƌ ���������ά����ϱ
&�ϲ ZƵŐŐĞĚtĞĂƌ �������������ά��
&��Ϭϯ ZƵŐŐĞĚtĞĂƌ ���������άϭϯ�
&�Ϯ ZƵŐŐĞĚtĞĂƌ �������������άϭϰ�

,ĂĚůĞǇ WƌŽ
KƌŝŐŝŶĂů �ĂŶǀĂƐ
<ŚĂŬŝ�dĂŶ

&��Ϭϯ
ZƵŐŐĞĚtĞĂƌ

WŝǆŵĂ
WƌŽ ϭϬϬ^

'ŽƌŝůůĂƉŽĚ�
�ŽŵƉĂĐƚ��������������������άϭϳ
,ǇďƌŝĚ
;/ŶƚĞŐƌĂů ,ĞĂĚ4�����������άϮ�
^>Z �ŽŽŵ ������������������άϯ�
&ŽĐƵƐ 'W�� ����������������άϳ�

^>Z
�ŽŽŵ

�W^��
ƐŝǌĞ ƐĞŶƐŽƌ

�ǇďĞƌ�^ŚŽƚ ,yϲϬ ���������������������������������άϭϲ���ϳ

�ǇďĞƌ�ƐŚŽƚ tyϱϬϬ �������������������������������άϮϰϯ

�ǇďĞƌ�^ŚŽƚ ZyϭϬϬ ///���������������������������άϱϲ�

�ǇďĞƌ�^ŚŽƚ ZyϭϬϬ /s ���������������������������άϳϱ�

�ǇďĞƌ�^ŚŽƚ ZyϭϬ //�������������������������������άϭϬϰ�

�ǇďĞƌ�^ŚŽƚ ZyϭZ // ������������������������������άϮϱ��

�ǇďĞƌ�^ŚŽƚ ZyϭϬϬ //�����������������������������άϯϰ�

�ǇďĞƌ�^ŚŽƚ ZyϭϬϬ��������������������������������άϮϲϰ

W/yD� WƌŽ ϭϬϬ^����������������������� άϯϳϱ
W/yD� WƌŽ ϭϬ^������������������������� άϱϮ�
W/yD� WƌŽ ϭ ���������������������������� άϲϮ�

/yh^ Ϯϳϱ�������������������������������������������� άϭϬϰ

/yh^ Ϯ�ϱ ,^ �������������������������������������� άϭϲ�

/yh^ ϭ�Ϭ�������������������������������������������� άϭϮ�

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ ^yϳϭϬ ����������������������������� άϭ�ϱ

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ ^yϱϯϬ ����������������������������� άϭ��

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ 'ϭ yD< //���������������������� άϰϲϰ

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ ^yϲϬ ,^�������������������������� άϮ��

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ ^yϱϰϬ ����������������������������� άϮ��

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ 'ϳ y�������������������������������� άϯϳϮ

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ ^yϳϮϬ ,^������������������������ άϮ��

ϯEϭ�Ϯϱ���������������������������������� ά��
ϯEϭ�ϯϱ���������������������������������� άϭ��

DĂŶĨƌŽƩŽ
WƌŽ >ŝŐŚƚ ϯEϭ
�ĂĐŬƉĂĐŬƐ
'HVLJQHG WR KROG D

GLJLWDO 6/5 ZLWK EDWWHU\

JULS DQG PLG�UDQJH

]RRP OHQV DWWDFKHG�

��� DGGLWLRQDO OHQVHV�

D ÀDVKJXQ DQG L3DG�

WDEOHW�

Ddϭ�Ϭ�yWZKϯ
�ĂƌďŽŶ &ŝďƌĞ�����������������������άϮϮ�
Ddϭ�Ϭ�yWZKϰ
�ĂƌďŽŶ &ŝďƌĞ�����������������������άϮϯϱ
Ddϭ�ϬyWZKϯ
н ϰ#ϲZ�Ϯ �Ăůů ,ĞĂĚ������������άϭϯ�
Ddϭ�ϬyWZKϰ
н ϰ#ϲZ�Ϯ �Ăůů ,ĞĂĚ������������άϭ��

�Ăůů ,ĞĂĚƐ
ϰ�ϰZ�ϮDŝŶŝ �Ăůů ,ĞĂĚ������άϰϱ
ϰ��Z�ϮDŝĚŝ �Ăůů ,ĞĂĚ������άϳϰ
ϯϮϰZ�Ϯ :ŽǇƐƟĐŬ ,ĞĂĚ��������ά��
ϯϮϳZ�Ϯ :ŽǇƐƟĐŬ ,ĞĂĚ��������άϭϯϱ

Ddϭ�ϬyWZKϯ
= ϭϲϬĐŵ DĂǆ ,ĞŝŐŚƚ
= #Đŵ DŝŶ ,ĞŝŐŚƚ

WŽǁĞƌ^ŚŽƚ 'ϳ yDŬ //
άϱϰ�

ϮϬ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

ϰ�Ϯǆ
ŽƉƟĐĂů ǌŽŽŵ

^ƚǇůƵƐ

d'�ϰ

άϮϳ�

ϰϯϬ�y ///�Zd
άϮϮϰ���

^ĂŶ�ŝƐŬ
h^� ϯ�Ϭ
/ŵĂŐĞDĂƚĞ
ZĞĂĚĞƌ

άϮ���ϱ

�ŽŽůƉŝǆ ^��ϬϬ �ůĂĐŬ

άϭ��

ϭϲ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϯϬ�Ϭǆ
ŽƉƟĐĂů ǌŽŽŵ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

�ǇďĞƌ�^ŚŽƚ ,y�Ϭs

άϯϬ�

ϭ��Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϯϬ�Ϭǆ
ŽƉƟĐĂů ǌŽŽŵ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

�ŽŽůƉŝǆ W�ϬϬ

άϰ��

ϭϲ�Ϭ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

�ϯǆ
ŽƉƟĐĂů ǌŽŽŵ

>Ƶŵŝǆ >yϭϬϬ

άϰ��

>Ƶŵŝǆ &�ϳϮ����������������������������������������άϭ�ϲ

>Ƶŵŝǆ d�ϲϬ����������������������������������������άϮϭ�

>Ƶŵŝǆ &�ϭϬϬϬ������������������������������������άϱϰ�

>Ƶŵŝǆ d�ϳϬ����������������������������������������άϯϬ�

>Ƶŵŝǆ &�ϯϯϬ����������������������������������� άϰϰ�

>Ƶŵŝǆ �Dϭ������������������������������������� άϲϯ�

>Ƶŵŝǆ d�ϭϬϬ����������������������������������� άϱϰ�

>Ƶŵŝǆ d��Ϭ������������������������������������� άϯϱ�

:KLVWOHU %3 ���

$: %DFNSDFN

tŚŝƐƚůĞƌ�
�W ϯϱϬ �t���������������������������� άϮϱϳ
�W ϰϱϬ �t���������������������������� άϮ�ϲ

3HUIHFW IRU

FDUU\LQJ D SUR

'6/5 ZLWK OHQV

DWWDFKHG� ���

DGGLWLRQDO OHQVHV�

D ÀDVKJXQ DQG

DFFHVVRULHV�

5SBEF JO XJUIPVU GVTT
o UIF 8FY 1BSU�&Y 1SPNJTF

ZZZ�ZH[�FR�XN�SDUW�H[

�#��� ���

�


����( 
ϯϮϳZ�Ϯ
:ŽǇƐƟĐŬ
,ĞĂĚ

ϭϲ�Ϭ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϱ�Ϭǆ
ŽƉƟĐĂů ǌŽŽŵ

ϯϬŵ
ǁĂƚĞƌƉƌŽŽĨ

WŚŽƚŽ ^ƉŽƌƚ �W�
ϮϬϬ �t�������������������������������άϭϭ�
ϯϬϬ �t�������������������������������άϭϰϳ

3KRWR 6SRUW %3

��� $: %ODFN

3HUIHFW IRU

FDUU\LQJ D '6/5

ZLWK OHQV DWWDFKHG�

DQ DGGLWLRQDO OHQV�

ÀDVK� DFFHVVRULHV� D

��OLWUH K\GUDWLRQ UHV�

HUYRLU �QRW LQFOXGHG��

SOXV H[WUD JHDU VXFK

DV D ELNH KHOPHW�

MDFNHW� VQDFNV DQG D

FRPSDFW WULSRG� �Ŷǀŝů�

�Ŷǀŝů ^ůŝŵ�����������������������άϭ�����
�Ŷǀŝů ^ƵƉĞƌ ��������������������άϭ�����
�Ŷǀŝů WƌŽ ������������������������άϮϬ����

$QYLO 6OLP

3URIHVVLRQDO

%DFNSDFN

ϭϱŵ
ǁĂƚĞƌƉƌŽŽĨ

ϭϲ��
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϭϲ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϯǆ
ŽƉƟĐĂů ǌŽŽŵ

ϮϬ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

ϮϬ�Ϯ
ŵĞŐĂƉŝǆĞůƐ

ϰ�Ϯǆ
ŽƉƟĐĂů ǌŽŽŵ

ϭϬ�ϬƉ
ŵŽǀŝĞŵŽĚĞ

^�ϱϬϬϬ
άϰ��



&YQFSUT JO QIPUPHSBQIZ 6OCFBUBCMF TUPDL BWBJMBCJMJUZ $PNQFUJUJWF MPX QSJDJOH 6, TUPDL

"MM QSJDFT JODMVEF 7"5 ! ���� 'PS PQFOJOH UJNFT BOE TUPSF BEESFTTFT WJTJU XXX�QBSLDBNFSBT�DPN�XED�
"MM QSPEVDUT BSF 6, TUPDL� &�0&� � � 1MFBTF NFOUJPO l8IBU %JHJUBM $BNFSBz GPS UIJT TQFDJBM QSJDF

1SJDFT DPSSFDU BU UJNF PG HPJOH UP QSFTT� 1SJDFT TVCKFDU UP DIBOHF� DIFDL XFCTJUF GPS MBUFTU QSJDFT�

/JLPO %�

1SF�PSEFS UP SFDFJWF POF PG

UIF pSTU JO UIF 6,� &YQFDUFE .BSDI� #PEZ 431
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����
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������

� 	 �
��
� � �

� � � � 


� �

"'�( ����NN G����( &%%9 g������
"'�% ��NN G����% g�������
"'�% ��NN G����% 'JTIFZF g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( &% g������
"'�% ��NN G���� g������
"'�% ��NN G����% g������
"'�4 /JLLPS ��NN G����( g�������
"'�% ��NN G���� g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( g�������
��NN G�� "' /JLLPS % g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( &% g������
"'�4 ��NN G���( %9 g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( &% g������
"' ��NN G����% g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( g������
"'�% ��NN G���� g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( g�������
"'�% ��NN G���� .JDSP g������
"'�4 ��NN G����(.JDSP &% g������

"'�4 ��NN G����( %9 g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( g������
"'�4 ��NN G����( g�������
"'�4 ���NN G����( 73 g������
"'�%$ ���NN G�� /JLLPS g������
"'�% ���NN G����% g�������
"'�% ���NN G���� *' &% g������
"'�% ���NN G��% *' &% g�������
"'�4 ���NN G��( &% 73 ** g�������
"'�4���NNG����(&%73 ** g�������
"'�4 ���NN G�� % *'�&% g������
"'�4 ���NN G��& 1' &% 73 g�������
"'�4���NNG���� '-&%73 g�������
"'�4 ���NN G��( &% 73 g�������
"'�4 ���NN G��& '- &% 73 g�������
"'�4 ���NN G��& '- &% 73 g�������
"'�4 ���NN G����& '- &% 73g��������
"'�4 �����NN G��������( g������
"'�4 �����NN G�� ( *'�&% g������
"'�4 �����NN G����( &% g�������
"'�4 �����NN G��( &% 73 g������

"'�4 �����NN G������& &% 73 g������
"'�4 �����NN G��������( g������
"'�4 �����NN G���� *' &% g�������
"'�4 �����NN G����( %9 g������
"'�4 �����NN G��������( g������
"'�4 ������NN 73 g������
"'�4 ������NN &% 73 %9 g������
"'�4 ������NN&%%9 73 ** g������
"'�4 ������NN G�������� 73 g������
"'�4 �����NN G����( &% g�������
"'�4 �����NN G����& &% 73 g�������
"'�4 �����NN 73 g������
"'�4 ������NN G��( &% 73 g������
"'�4 ������NN &% 73 g������
"'�4 ������NN G������( 73 ** g������
"'�4 ������NN G���� 73 ** g�������
"'�4 ������NN G���� &% 73 g������
"'�4 ������NN *' &% 73 g������
"'�% ������NN &% 73 g������
"'�4 ������NN &% 73 g�������
"'�4 �������NN 73 ** g�������

/*,0/ -&/4&4
1SJDFT VQEBUFE %"*-:�

4FFXXX�QBSLDBNFSBT�DPN�XED GPS EFUBJMT�
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"EE B /JLPO .#�%�� CBUU� HSJQ
GPS POMZ g������
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/JLPO %���

1SF�PSEFS UP SFDFJWF POF PG

UIF pSTU JO UIF 6,� &YQFDUFE "QSJM� #PEZ 431
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/JLPO %����

����
����

� � � � � 	

0VS QSJDF

g������
� ������NN

g������

"EE B /JLPO .#�%�� CBUUFSZ
HSJQ GPS POMZ g������

���
� ���

/JLPO %���

����
����

� � � � � 	 
 ���

#PEZ 0OMZ

g������
� ����� 73

g�������

"EE B /JLPO .#�%�� CBUUFSZ
HSJQ GPS POMZ g������

/JLPO %����

����
����

� � � � � 	

0VS QSJDF

g������
� �����NN

g������

"EE B /JLPO &/�&-��B TQBSF
CBUUFSZ GPS POMZ g�����

���

&�4FSJFT
��NN G���� 1BODBLF g������
��NN G���� ;" $BSM ;FJTT g������
��NN G���� $BSM ;FJTT 5� g������
��NN G���� 044 g������
��NN G���� '& 4POOBS 5� ;" g������
��NN'���.BDSP ( '& 044 g������
�����NN G�� 044 g������
�����NN G�������� 044 g������

�����NN G��( ;"044 g������
������NN G�������� 1� ;PPN g������
�����NN G�� '& 7BSJP�5FTTBS 5� g������
������NN G�������� '& 044 g������
�����NN G�������� '& 044 g������
������NN G�� ( '& 1;044 g�������
������NN G�������� 044 g������
������NN G�� ( '& 044 g������

"MQIB�4FSJFT
��NN G���� 4". ���.BDSP %5 g������
��NN G���� %5 g������
��NN G���� $BSM ;FJTT g�������
�����NN G������� %5 g������
�����NN G���� $BSM ;FJTT 5� g�������
�����NN G���� ** $BSM ;FJTT 5�g�������
������NN G������� 4".%5 g������
������NN G���� ( 44. ** g�������

40/: -&/4&4
1SJDFT VQEBUFE %"*-:�

4FFXXX�QBSLDBNFSBT�DPN�XED GPS EFUBJMT�

��NN G����- ** 64. g�������
��NN G���� 64. g������
��NN G����- .L ** 64. g�������
��NN G���� *4 64. g������
&'�4 ��NN G���� 45. g������
��NN G���� 64. g������
��NN G���� *4 64. g������
��NN G����- 64. g������
��NN G����- ** 64. g�������
��NN G���� *4 64. g������
��NN G���� 45. g������
��NN G���� - 64. g������
��NN G���� 64. g������
��NN G���� ** g�����
��NN G���� 45. g������
��NN G���� .BDSP g������
&'�4 ��NN G���� .BDSP g������
.1�& ��NN G���� g������
��NN G����- ** 64. g�������
��NN G���� 64. g������
���NN G�� 64. g������
���NN G���� 64..BDSP g������
���NN G����- .BDSP *4 g������
���NN G����- 64. g������

���NN G����- 64. g�������
���NN G����- *4 64. g�������
���NN G����- 64.�� g������
���NN G����- 64. *4 ** g�������
���NN G����- 64. *4 g������
���NN G����- 64. *4 ** g�������
���NN G���� %0 *4 ** g�������
���NN G����- 64. g������
���NN G����- *4 ., ** g�������
���NN G����- *4 ., ** g�������
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1 Camera pouches
Small cameras don’t have to be simple point-and-shoots 

– the Panasonic Lumix GM5, for example, packs a great deal of 

functionality into a body the size of a pack of cards. If you’ve 

plumped for the convenience of a tiny camera body, you may 

want a camera pouch. These have room for just your camera 

and a few bits like memory cards and cables. Clip one to your 

belt and have your camera ready at a moment’s notice. We’d 

recommend Lowepro’s Apex series, which bring the Lowepro 

durability to a series of pouches for the smallest cameras.

2 Camera holsters
If you like the idea of a pouch but need a bit more space, try a 

camera holster. These are a similar size to pouches but will take 

longer zooms, so are good for smaller DSLRs such as the Canon 

EOS 100D. With a holster, the grip of the camera is within reach, 

so you can draw and shoot in seconds. We’d recommend the 

ThinkTank Digital Holster 50 V2.0. This is towards the larger end 

of the holster scale, able to fi t a pro-level DSLR.

3 Waist belts
Waist belts may not look the coolest, but are very functional. 

Many come with modular interior dividers, so you can sculpt 

the storage space to suit you, and you’ll be able to cart around 

your camera plus some accessories and maybe a small extra 

lens or two. The National Geographic Earth Explorer Small 

Waist Pack is slightly more stylish - designed to fi t everyday 

personal gear as well as camera kit, it’s a great all-around 

solution for a trekking photographer.

4 Shoulder bags
Also known as messenger bags, shoulder bags are among the 

most popular of camera bags. While many have a great deal 

of capacity, be careful not to overload a shoulder bag, as it’s 

easy to do yourself damage by carrying a lot of weight on one 

shoulder all day. Still, you’ll probably have space for an SLR 

and a couple of lenses, as well as chunky accessories such as a 

W
hat you need from a camera bag 

can vary wildly depending on 

what kind of photographer you 

are and what kind of kit you carry. We loo k 

at the seven main types of camera bag.

2
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5
fl ashgun or two and then smaller stuff like cards, chargers 

and batteries. Billingham’s bags are a little more expensive 

but will prove a sound investment thanks to their durability 

and high quality of materials. Give the Billingham 307 a try. 

5 Backpacks
The backpack is a classic for a good reason. Larger models can 

take a DSLR with perhaps four lenses as well as accessories 

and even a tablet or laptop, and they’re also easy on the back 

and shoulders. You’ll be able to carry your gear over long 

distances without too much trouble – great for the outdoorsy 

landscape photographer. Many also feature hooks to carry a 

tripod. We’d recommend trying the Manfrotto Advanced Gear 

Backpack, available in a range of sizes.

6 Sling bags
A sling bag is designed to offer the capacity of a backpack and 

the easy access of a shoulder bag. Again, be careful not to 

overload a sling bag, but you’ll fi nd your SLR and lenses, 

accessories and potentially a tablet or thin laptop all within 

easy swing-round-and-grab reach. Vanguard makes excellent 

bags of all kinds, so give its Up-Rise II 43 Photo Sling Bag a 

look. With space for an SLR and four lenses, plus a quick 

access side panel, you’ll be prepared for any and all situations.

7 Rolling cases
Also known as trolley cases, these are the ultimate in storage 

if you have a hell of a lot to carry. You can also upgrade to a 

hard case, which can survive being dropped, kicked around, 

run over and even (in some cases drowned). For extreme 

protection, we’d say get a Pelican 1510 Carry-On Case. It’s 

impact-resistant, watertight, airtight and corrosion-resistant, 

to keep your gear safe from pretty much any eventuality.

Types of 
camera 
bag7
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